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PREFACE.

Tms Essay on the Composition of a Sermon
was originally written by the Reverend JOHN
CLAUDE, a minister of the reformed religion in
France, who preached upwards of forty years
with great acceptance, first .t St. Afrique,
afterwards at Nismes, and lastly at Charenton.
The Editor has bestowed considerable
pains on it to improve it. To distinguish
his additio!lll from the original, he has euclosed them in brackets.

The Editor, conceiving it of importance to
Illustrate the four different methods of treat..
ing texts, namely, by Explication, by 01>-
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COMPO

CHAPTER 1.
ON THE CHOICE OF TESTS.

cussion, and
and division

tremely shnrt,
properly
three parts; exordium, discussion, and application. However, we will just take notice of
connerion and division after we have spoken a
little on t.he choice of texts, and on a few general rules of
;-nem.
1. Never
texts as have
pleu sense;
impertinent
people will
em p
preach from
words which signify nothing.
2. Not OQly words whicll have a complete
sense of themselves must be t.«.ken: but they
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When too muc1~ text is 'taken, either many
belong te, T.1-1(':
importf.nt (',[fnsideratiom
passage
be left out,
tedious
must fvilow. A prop<;lr llit::<iiiUre,
must be chosen, and neither too little Dor too
much matter taken. Some say pre:'1ching is
to make 8c,I';1 I,ure undu~) 1,,'1;1,
designel
and tht'~"'/or(take
deal of tE" t,
are conii'\,r
gtVlDg
';ense, and
making some principal :reflections. But this is a
mistake: for preaching is not only intended to
gi>e the sense of Scripture, but ,a.lso of theology
in
in short, ~r, explain the .,ILl'}!""
of
canDO,,' JDe if too
so tta." 1 thlnk tbe ill4.l.llier
commonly used
our churches is the most reasonable, and the most conformable to the end

of

Everybdy

commerl,',
OHaiD
sense:
cannot
",olve
unfold mysteries, penetrate into the ways of di~
vine wisdom, establish truth, refute error, comfort, correct, BJld censure, fill the hearers with
an adn:;i,'ation of the
works and
of God.
their so-u.L ,,\ ie'Ll zeal,
incline th<.:::Q Lo piety a~d ll")l.i.ness--wbich
the ends of preaching-unless we go farther than
barely enabling them to understand Scripture.'
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To be more particular: regard must be paid
to circumstances, times. places, and persons;
and texts must be chosen relative t.o them.
1st. In regard to times. I do not, I cannot,
approye of the
hte Mons. Daille,
who used to
',:ast-days of the
Church of
texts on the
subjects of the:, ~'(
superst.ition,
superstition: b'-'.1..
m:oish feasts, they
are for the members of the Chm·ch of Rome,
and not for us; and, it is cert.."lin, our hearers
will neither be instructed nor
such sorts of subjects: methinks they
preached seldom, and soberly, It is not so
"...ith particular times which belong to ourselves,
which are of two s;-;;t",} tT'n!;;'cy:ry, which we call
stata tempora,
return at the
same seasons;
which fall out
by accident, or,
pleases God.
per days; or days
c'olemnized among
us, as Cbristlli&~ Day,' L"""Lar, Whitsuntide,
Ascension Day, New-Year's Day, and Good
Friday, as it is called. On these days particular
texts should be chosen, which suit tbe service
of the
for it would discover great negligence to
on such days texts which have no

CO)fPOSITION OF A SERMON.
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relation to them. It is not to be questioned but
on these days peculiar efforts ought to be made,
because thell the hearf"~ (,01Jle with raised
expectations,
:;,ti,isfied, turn into
;Hdi,~lHtion against the
contempt, and :1
preacher.
Particular a(/:f
occasional, are
fast.~days, ordination-days,
on which the
flock must be extraordinarily comforted, either
on account of the falling out of some great
affiiction, or
scandal, the exercise of
censure. On
or the inflictint',
fast-days, it is'
texts must be
expressly chosen
but on other
preacher's judgoccasions it mu"c
ment; for most Lexts may be used extraordinarily, to comfort, exhort, or censure; and,
except the subject in hand be extremely jm~
portant, the saiest way is not to change the
usual text.* For ordination-days extraordinary
in hand must
texts and
or the
be taken,
ordained;
the morning
I add one word touching sermons in strange
* Perhaps by tezt" =u/umi Mr. Claudemea::Js such a text as
would come in a preeomposed ~et of ~cn"vm, or to a series of
texts pub:!s!J.ed by authority.•

16
churches. 1.
3. text whick appears odd, or th(;
vanity may be
supposed to dictate. 2. Do not choose a text
of censure; for a stranger has no business to
censure a congregation which he does not inspect: unless he have a
call to it,
being either sent
.~,_, untreated by the
church itself.
the C€DSUl'e must
tempered 'With
sweetness. Nor~ J, ChwStl <l. text leading to
curious l.;notty questions; then it would be said
the man meant to preach himself. But, 4,
Choose a text of ordinary doctrine, in discussing

which. doctrine alltl "i,,;;ra1it,' If],'].',' be mixed; and
let moral things
L11:h"t' ~'Y way of exhortation and

conso~'iLi,)n

not that the viciom

\"Tayof censure:

censured; for

reproof is essential to preachlng: but it must

be given soberly, and in general terms, when we
are not with our own fiocks.
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CHAPTER II.
GENERAL RULES OF SERMONS.
ALTHOOGH the following general rules are well
known, yet ~ey are too little practised: they
ought, however, to be eonstantly regarded.
1. A sermon should clearly and purely t!&plain a tu:t j make the sense easy to be comprehended, and pI""" thing. before the people'.
eyes, so that they may be understood without
difficulty. This rule condemns embarrassment
and obscurity. the most disagreeable thing in the
world in a gospel-pulpit. It ought to be remembered, that the greatest part of the hearers
are simple people; whose pront, however, must
be aimed at in preaching:· but it is impossible
to edify them, unless yon be very clear. .As to
leamed hearers, it is certain they will always
prefer a -clear before an obseure sennon; for,
first, they will consider the simple, nor will their
benevolence be content if the illiterate be not
edified; and, next, they will be loth 00 be driven
to the neeessity of giving too great an attention,
which they eannot avoid, if the preacher be obscure. The minds of men. whether learned or
ignorant, generally a~Md pain; and the learned
2
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have fatigue €D('1.'-,/:_'
creasing it at Cb-clrci.L
2. A sermon
whole text, in

'itudy, without in,mtilre sense of the
must be consicondemns dry

and bane7/, ex-2 ita/ion.:); \':h81'~in the preacher
discovers neither study nor invention, and leaves
unsaid a great number of beautiful things with
which his ten would have fll1'nished him.
Preachments of this kind are extremely disgustful; the mind is neither elevated nor informed,

nor is the heart at 8ll moved.

In matters of

religion and piety, not to edify much, is to destroy much: ard
cc.:d and poor will do
a hundred rich
more mischief
utmost efforts,
alike well;
'\, be. There are
extraordinary
all his vigO"ll.r
must be reSeTV(/
tha.t, in orclinary and usual sermons, a kind of plenitude
should satisfy and content the bearers. The
i-'~cach

for that neither

preacher must not always labour to carry the
people
themselves, nor to ravish them
into
but he must always satisfy them,
and maintain in them an esteem and an eager-

ness for practical piety.
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3. The preacher must be 1IJ'ise, sober, chaste.
r say wise, in opposition to those impertinent
people who utter jests, comical comparisons,
quirks, and
a:nd such are a
great part of tD~
the Church vf
Rome. I say
to those rash
spirits who would
and curiously
dive into myster:e~
bounds of mod~
esty. Such are
of delivering in
~he speculations
of the schools, on the mystery of the Trinity, the
incarnation, the eternal reprobation of mankind:
such as treat of questions beyond our know~
ledge; namely, what would ha,e been if
Adam had abode in innocence; what the state
of souls after death; or what the resurrection,
and our state of
paradise. Such
with the differ·
or the different
passage of Scrip.
",'ith tedious reci~
account of the
divers heresies
I.roubled the church
upon any matter: all these are contrary to the
sobriety of which we speak, and which is one of
the most excellent pulpit virtues. I say, farther,
chaste, in opposition to those bold and impudent
geniuses who are not ashamed of saying many

~o

A...~

ESSAY ON THE

things which produce unclean ideas in the mind.
.:.\. preacher cannot be called chaste, who, speakiner of the
of Jesus Christ in the vir·
gi~'s womb by
power of the Holy Ghost
without the inter.ention cf rGDD i::; 'G.0t !"p'cfr,l
of saying anything that
of some, and give occasr.:'::l
profanity of others.
how many subjects
eternal generation of J{:"
God is
of; when the term regeneration
is
which Scripture useth to express
our cOnYersion; or when we treat of that seed of
God, of which, according to St, John, we are
born; or when we enforce the duties of husbands to ....i.~'es, or of wives to husbands; or whe.n
we speak of the love
!,
church, under the notion ,r' :'
or when eternal felicity
image of a banquet, or of
all such subjects,
pressions, and make a
to keep the bearers'
at the greatest distance from aJI sorts of carnal and terrestrial
ideas. The likeliest way of succeeding in these
cases is to t)eware of pressing metaphorical terms
100 far; to adhere to general considerations,
and if possible to explain the metaphorical terms

COMPosmON OF A SEIl.l'IIOS.
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in few words, and afterward to cleave entit'ely
to the thing itself.
4. A preache!' ~TIst be- gimpZe and gNve.
Simple, speaking
(jf good natural
,peculations; for
sense without
nOlle are more
they who de·
liver in the pu1lllL
8l"'0ulations, defini·
tions in form, and scholastic questions, which
they pretend to derive from their te:tts-as, on
the manner of the existence of angels; the
means whereby they communicate their ideas to
each other; the tt:.'1.I',;t"r- h
ideas eternally
subsist in the, di dne llnrler,Cit,:,nding; with many
more of the san-:,'.';
cer::'linly opposite to
simplicity. To simple J
jJ,'at'e, because all
sorts of mean thoughl.$ and tlxpressions, all sorts
of vulgar and proverbial sayings, ought to be
avoided. 'l'he pulpit is the seat of good natural
sense; and the good sense of good men. On
the one hand, then. you are not to philosophize
too much, and
out of sight;
to the Ian.
of the people.
informed, but
in a manner, however, which affects the heart;
either 1..0 comfort the hearers~ or to excite them
ro oots of piety, repentance; or holiness. There
are two ways of doing this, one formal, in turn·

22
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IC',,";\' m;,,' 1,,~ auditors would
it thews?ln
ciubjects of tbis
kind are of such .. Il<l.L.:;:0 1.lJ.;::;.~ they cannot en~
ter the understa.nding without penetrating the
heart. I do not bla.me the method of some
pre:lCbers, wbo, when they have opened some
point of doctl'ine, or made some important obinto a brief moral
M. Daille fre-

hearer is
to, be will 'be prepared for, and
so it will lose its effect; and, 2d}y. Because you
would thereby intelTUpt your explication. and
consequently also the attention of the hearer,
which is a great inconvenience. ~ evertheless,
,Ind seasonably,
when it is dOll·
great
But there
,-;/ turning doctrines
or,irjon is far more
to moral uses,
excellent, authoritative, grand, and effectual;
that is, by treating the doctrine contained in the
text in a way of perpetual
This
way produces excellent effects;
it pleases,
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instructs, and affects, all together. But neither
must this be made habitual, for it would fatigue
the hearer; nothing being more delicate, nor
sooner discouraged, than the human mind. There
are fast·days, Lord's.supper days, and many
such seasonable times for this method. This
way, as I have said, is full of admirable fruits;
but it must be well executed, ..th power and
address, with choice of thoughts and expressions,
otherwise the preacher will make bimself ridi~
culous, and provoke the people to say,
.. Qu1d dign:um tanto Ceret hie promissor h1atu'
Part.urlunt moDteIl; nascetur ridiculu mus."

6. One of the most important precepts for the
discussion of a text, and the composition of a
sermon, is, above all things, to KVoid excess:
N. quid oimis.
(1.) There must not be too much gemw, I
mean not too many brilliant, sparkling, and strik~
ing things; for they would produ.. very bad effects. The auditor will never fail to say, The
man preaches himself, aims to display his genius,
and is not animated by the Spirit of God, but
by that of the world.. Besides, the hearer
would be overcharged; the mind of man has its
bounds and measures, and as the eye is dazzled.
"With too strong. light, so is the mind offended
with the glare of too great an assemblage of

24
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beauties. Farther, it would destroy the princi~
pB.1I'J1.d of
wi;irh is to sf!1"!t"tifV the
CO"'<,,';dlce;
when the
is ",.,!;,j'Jaded
wiLL lua many agreeable i;:ica.;,;, it bas n"L leisure
to reflect on the objects; and without reflection
th2 L:,:wt is unrrfG'l;wd. 3f0:'N'lVer, irle."!~ 'which
diy,;" the mDg1,
not ve<r proper ,,-, moye

the conscience; they fI.?tter the imagination, and
Such a preacher win ob:ige people
of him, E{: hs geru'L: lively ~,llld fruit-

that is all.

to

ful

1),lt he

~,t

solid,

fine,

it is not possible for a man, who piques himself
on filling his SerIDODS with vivacities of imagialong
will
natiup, H) mamt<tin !le spj~';:
tht'!',-fl,~'(~ becOl;:;
mesol::" f:l'ltologi"!' ":or is
it hard in such sermons to Wscor-er many false
brilliancies, as we see daily.
'PilSt not
(>vercluu.9f.d with
becal:," ,,lie hean:r,,' Plemon'.'::i cannot
and by aiming to keep fl.ll, they will
because you will be obliged either
tEdious, 0>
l:ropos~
doc~
trint>.1-'" li dry,
schoi::;~·:,.: mannel', ,,,,hich
will depriye it of all its beauty and efficacy. A
sermon should instruct, please, and aftf1~t ~ that
is, it .dil ,dd alWLtV:" d,) thesE a.s much ru;

As
doct.riu:J "'part, wLi.::ll. is
shou1d always be proposed in an agreeable and
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and en'u
who)1y to
affect, agreeableness must not
neglected, nor
Illtogether instruction. Take care then not to
sermon with too much mutter.
must also be Laken 'II(;l)er to slrain

Figures must not be O1.:erstmined. This is
metaphor into allegory, or
too far. A metaphor is
an
when a number of
things arc heaped up,
ject, in
close to the
God ,is a sun
a
explaining
it would be stretching the mctapllOr into an
leg-ory to make a great collection of what God
is in himself; ,,,hat to us; what he does in tl](~
understanding "'and conscience of the believer;
what he operates on the wicked; what his

COll.fPOSITION OF A SERMON.
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ing them one after another, which is tiresome
and fatiguing to the mind. The mind of man
loves" to be conducted in a more smooth and
easy way: all must not be proved at once; but
supposing principles which are true and plain,
and which you, when it is necessary, are ~apa*
ble of proving and supporting, you must be
content with using them to prove ~hat you
have in hand. Yet I do not mean that in reasoning, arguments should be so short and dry,
and proposed in so brief a mannrr, as to divest
the truth of half its force, as many authors leave
them. I only mean that a due medium sllOuld
be preserved; that is, that without fati1:,:ruing
the mind and attention of the hearer, reasons
should be placed in just as much force and
clearness as are necessary to produce the
effect.
Reasoning also m.ay be overstrailled by heaping
great number of proofs on the same subject.
Numerous proofs are intolerable, except in a
principal matter which is like to be much ques~
tioned or controverted by the bearers. In
such a case you would be obliged to treat the
subject fully and ex pro/esso~' otherwise the
hearers would consider your attempt to prove
the matter as a useless digression. But when
you are obliged to treat the subject fully, when
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~uat SU}'J' "t is very

important, ..,rhm it i.s Jc·ubte,l
and controvert,,<L then i :orr eat number of proofs
<U'f' yrrvp0,',
In sU0h a case :you must 'p'opose
to cOY"\-ine::: !lnd bear down tb<-, oppOH,nt's
judgment, 'by
djJ"f7$~'''nt

tru,J; triumph in many

m,moers.

associated togethel
lll." ';:, rays ~\t' light,
ea{' r,ther, and which
body ofbrightl:C;'-; whi,
(6.) l' ,~u must, as much as 1.-':;' sible, ;ibstai·,
from all sori.' 0/ ooservatir(rLs fOTeigi-:5 om {7,/'o~
In thi:·' class r1ace,
G,",I.mmatical observations 0' _"very Lilid,
'Which, no(, b(':;:g wiThin the pUJple's knowledge,
('~n onl? "';V8ary and. dbgust them
They mny

like

o

1:, \-erth,·\,,·s, be used when they j'1 "nish
!lgree
able sense of thi' \\'ord,
open some important

r,i,:'ervatioYl on the
itself, l'rovi(i ,-' it b,'
done very seldom
pertinently.
Secondly. (~'ritical t'(:Ser'l!ili""!l8 about different
,':i'ferent p}lnctuations, "&"" mus; )'e
Ma1ze all t.i'e us,, \'"U can of critical
knO\\' idge yoruself; but spa~e tho l,,'ople 1,11e
"ount, J'(,,, it must needs be
disa:J ",>eab1,>

w them.

add, r.!drdly,
rical observations

'
!
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tone: or, if you do use them, do not insist on
them, and choose only those which gi"'e either

some ligbt to the text or heighten it!'! pat'hre
and beauty;
:uust be rejecf<'rl
Lastly. I
of passages
fane author,1,
or fathers,

many think
farrago is only a vain ostentation of learning, and
'very often they who fill their sermons with such
quotations, know them only by relation of others.
However, I would not blame a man who should
\ quotation Doi
use them
a very good

OHAPTER Ill.
OF CON,NEXION.

commentators
good sense;
and give foyci;ci
~\n·-fetched
which ought to be avoided, for they are not na.turnl: and sometimes good sense will discover
the scope and design of a passage far better than
this kind of writeIS.
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Ther"
tC!xts, the
of
C
own) it will be sometimes difficult. to perceive.
In such a case e.r..deuvourto discover them byfrequent ar.:d id':"lse meruulf:"'1 c,,' take that 'G:'},1,-:h
t«!>; ;Urnish;
ng many 'w!;;"'h

they gil".

that w

:'l'E'ears mOH

ml; and if you can find none likely, the best way
will be to let the passage alone. The connerion
is a pari
must be
It.tle insisT ,,-~
beCRu.sf

and rec,":n,

little

When the coherence will furnish any agreeable

considerations for the illustration of the text, they
must be ,}d. 2: the discus~ic.n; :cud this Will
often h"~"f_'·'i1. Soroetm:c',
tIlenee :";! ,,·dium:
and connexion will be confounded together.
[There
however, one point in relation to
-the
b which
should b2
and it i~
always
accardt';-'f!
tile precise
which it bears in cannemon with tlu context; and
be always treated in that precise view. For, in
addition tr; 1:hl~ being flOT
satisfact<'w'
the auruP'·'
will give
jJl!';,';3austible
ty to the
and
every
them a force and a spirit which :lOthing else
could impart.

J
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CHAPTER IV.
OF DIVISION.

l,e restrained to a
~hould never ex·
ceed four or five
the more admired
sermons have
parts.
There are t,,· ,
(lh"isions which we
may very propedy
rlrst, which is the
most common, is the division of the text into its
parts; the other is of the discourse, or sermon
itself, which is made on the text.
This last, that is to say, the division. of a discourse, is proper, when, to give light to a tel.'i, it
is necessary to mention many things, which the
text supposes bnt d-oc~ '1C.ot f2·rmally express;
and which must
elsewhere, in order
to enable you to
end a just explica.
tiOD of the text.
you may divide
Ule fir~t containing
your discourse into
some general
yv:cnssary for under·
standing the text.; W1d the ti\:lcund, the particular
explication of the text itself.
1. This method is proper when a prophecy oj
tlw Old Testament is handled; for, generally. the
understanding of these prophecies depends on
many general considerations, which, by exposing
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and refuting false senses, open a way to the true
explication, as appears, for instance, in Gen.
iii, 15; "I will put enmity between thee
and the woman, and between thy seed and
her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou
shalt bruise his heel;" and on the covenant made
with Abraham, &c., &c.*
[Agreeably to the different description given
to this mode of treating subjects, namely, as being topical in contradistinction to textual, I would
ca.ll this topic" The ji!rst prophecy relating to the
redemption of fallen man." And. in order to
bring forward the general considerations proper
for the elucidation of the text, (Gen. iii, 15,) it
might be treated in some such way as this:
(1.) The occasion on which this prophecy was
giyen. (Here state the fall of Adam, and the condition of guilt, and misery, and helplessness, to
which he was reduced.) (2.) The prophecy itself;
in which must be marked, first, the import of it;
and then its accomplishment in the death of
Christ.]
2. This method is also proper on a text ta-km
jr01n a dispute, the understanding of which must
depend on the state of the question, the hypotheses of adversaries, and the principles of the
"These general conside,.atlons might propNly enollJh fllnll
the=mii><m
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inspired writers. All these lights are previously
and they can only be given by general
cmlsiderai,ion; for example, Rom. iii, 28: "We
conclude (nat a man is justified by faith without
the deeds of tIle law." Some general considerations must precede, which clear up the state 0/
the qUf-stion between St. Paul and the Jews,
touching justiiication; which mark the hypothesis of the Jews upon that subject; and which
discover the tTUe principle which St. Paul would
establish: so that in the end the text may be
understood.
topic might be called, St. Paul's
/Mnt Oft the subject of Justification by
And the text (Rom. iii, 28) might be
thus: 1. The argument of St. Paul on this allim yortant
(Here the grounds of his
argument
the various steps of it might be
stated.) 2. The conclusion founded upon it. (In
this the t.ruth and import.ance of the conclusion
migM be opened and enforced.)]
3. 'rhis method also is proper in a conclusion
d?"awn from a long preceding di-8course; as for
example, Rom. v, 1: "Therefore
justified
our
by faith, we have peace with God,
Lord Jesus Christ." Some think that, to manage
this te~:t well, we ought not to speak ofju[;tifica~
lion by faith; but only of that peace which we
3
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have with God, through OUI' Lord Jesus Christ.
I grant, we ought not to make justification the
chief part of the sermon: but the text is a conclusion drawn
the apostle from the preceding discourse;
",'h311 deceive ourselves,
if we imagine
be,ween St. Paul and
the Jews so wdl
people, that it is
uye not, in general,
The disfirst consisting of some general ccmgiderations on
the doctrine of justification, -which St, Paul
establishfs in the pr~ceding chapters; ami
the second, of his conclusion, "That," being

thus

justificd~

"we hal'e peace with God

through our Lord Jesus Christ."
[A more
be to consider,
1. The apostle'"
T~;at all were fallen
and needed a
(-:;"Jd had provided
that all the most
solely by faith in
~'here is peace for
1(,$ through Christ; and that thnt peace must b8
obtained simply by faith, both in our first accept~
ance '11-1th him, and in our subsequent life and
conversation.]
The same may be said of the first verse of the

eighth of ~omans: "There is therefore now

D()

for it is a consequence
been establishing hefon:.
Which might be
issue between the object'!'
apootle's determination of it, (in a way of just reprehension, and of sound argument.) 3. The
proper improvement of it.]
4. The same method is proper for ttzt3 which
are quoted in the New Testament from the Old.
You must prove, by grm.eral cvMideralions, that
the te:\i is properly produced, and then you
come clearly to its
or 1L;·\
are Heb. i, 5, 6, ,.' I
he shall be to me a Sell:"
tain place testified. sayin
thou art mindful of him'?"
the Holy Ghost
voice, harden not your Ih-x,t,
passages of this ldnd in
t. g., Heb. ii, 6-8.J
5. In this class must be pl.aeed diviSions into
or different views. 'These. to
are not divisions of a text into
rather different applications which
are made of the same text to divers· subjects..
T ff/Awl tezt.~ should be divided thus. And a great
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such
,'onsidereJ. fu~,t literally, ,OJ,;, tJJ"'Y relate
to Dand; and then in their mystical sense, as
thcv refer to t.he Lord Jesus. [So,
Exodus
XX;iOi,
where Me.::""'"
on th,?
1. As
a kiptJ <,','yedient; 2.

an inst ~"I" vB em-

blem.]
There are also typical passages, which, besides
their literal senses, }l&Ve also figurative meanings,
only
Christ, bw
to the
!:ecneral,
.overy
particular; or which h&ve d.illerent degrees of their
mystical accomplishment.

I'o!" E',-,"ample, D8}'," it, 7: "0 J11m, rightebl.:~ongeth
thee, 'b
us

OUSnt",;'

confu·,;
face
i,his day,"
is
'!'ery proper text for a f.'lst-day,) must not
be divided into parts, but considered in differ~
ent v~b;.\\, L In
all me'/:', ;;1
2. In
to the
Churclc
p.

time.
3. In
present day.
So again, Heb. iii, 7, 8: "To-day, if ye will
hear k'i
harden !lv" '."our heart~
in tIle
day oC j""ili-,tation it:
\','llderness,
is
taken frvl1.l. the nineL.Hiith Psalm,
\o'thich
also is very proper for a day of censure or fast-
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ing,) cannot be better divided than by refen-ing
it, 1. To David's time. 2. St. Paul's. And,
lastly, to our own .
.As to the division of the text itself: sometimes
the order of the words is so clear and natural,
that no division is necessary; you need only
follow simply the order of the words. As, for
example, Eph. i, 3: "Blessed be the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Ohrist, who hath blessed us wi~h all spiritual blessings in heavenly
places in Ohrist." It is not necessary to divide
this t-ext,. because the words divide themseh-es;
and to explain them we need only follow them.
Here is a grateful acknowledgment. " Blessed be
God..." The title under which the apostJe blesses
God, "The Father of our Lord Jesus Christ."
The reason for which he blesses him, because
he hath blessed. us." The plenitude of this
blessing. with all blessings." The nature or
kind, signified by the term .. spiritual." The
plare, where he hath blessed us, "in heavenly
places." In whom he hath blessed us, "in
Christ." Remark, as you go on, that there is a
manifest allusion to the first blessing, wher(>with
God blessed his creatures, when he first created
them. Gen. i. For as in the £rst creation he
made all things for his own glory, Pro\,. xvi, 4;
"The Lord hath made all things for himself;"
$I

tj
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so in this new creation, the end, and perpetual
exercise of the believer, ought to be to "bless and
glorify God." }Jl things in nature bless God
as their Creator: but we bless him as «the Father of OUT Lord Jesus Christ." God blessed
the creation immediately, because it was his own
work: here, in like manner, he blesses us, because we are his own new creation: "We are,"
says the apostle, "his
created in
Christ Jesus unto good works."
ii, 10.
There the Lord dkided his blessing, giving to
e,'ery creature a different blessing: he said to the
earth, "Bring forth grass; the herb yielding seed,
and the fruit-tree yielding fruit;" to the fishes
of the sea and to the fowls of the air, "Be frwtful and
and to ma:n he said, «Be
and
the earth,
and subdue it,
here believers have everyone his whole blessing, fOl·
each possesseth it entirely. The creatures then
receiyed but an imperfect blessing: but we have
received one as full and entire as God could
communicate to creatures. Their blessing was
in the order of nature a
blessing: ours
in the order of
blessing. There
upon earth;
heavenly places. There in
Adam; hel·t in Christ.
It may also be remarked, ihat the apostle al~
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re'\"eal my S'j!'
and by thine
drawthemuni' ",.', .?>:):iOthoweverima,,;i'~iet;':;i
all!J 81tfferin(!'< .' 01: ;w~y c~perieDce in th:,
glory, at all derogate/rom "h,is grace. (They are
good: and they are even sent
us tokens
lm-e, and a~ most honourable
marks of distinction.) Sec what is the end he
"
:luans toward

it accords with the apostle's;
"To him be," &c. Methinks, every mouth and
every beart a.ready attests this by a silent, but

devout,
Here it

you must

have regard to the

of nature,

put

division, whicb natlL'1l11y precedes, in the first
and tlu'. rest must follow, each in its proThis may easily be done by reducing
>

categorical

\bject, passing

' ginning
, ;,te, and
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then to the othel"
judgment will
direct you how (",
If, for exam",il£:.
Feach from Reb.
x, 10: .. By th"I'
are sanctified,
through the offe,~nr;
"()DY of Jesus Christ
once for all j" 1 s.l::::-uLi L.0t think it proper to
speak first of the will of God, then of our sanc~
tification, and lastly of the cause of our sanctification, which is, the oblation of the body of
Jesus Ohrist. It would be much better to reduce the text to a categorical proposition; thus,
TJI£ offering of the body of Jesus Christ, (}!lce
made, sanctifies us by tM will of God. For it is
more natural to ('on"i<1,_<r_ 1.
nearer and more·
immediate causl
which is, the
oblation of tke
2. Its effect,
our sanctijica.tiur;.
a.nd more remote
cause, which
this efl'ect, the
will of G'od.
[The editor
to -paus~ here~
and to avail bin - " {\tJiy
the:, bint just thrown
out, of reducing a subject to a categorical propo8i~
lion, and then treating it in its natural order.
This is, in fact, the great secret (so to speak)
of all composition for the pulpit. Every text,
whether long or short, must bc reduced to a
proposition: 1st. In order to prcserve
unity in the subject; and, 2dly. In

A...~
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order to take it up and prosecute it in an orderly
manner.
The manner of reducing everything to a simple
proposition is here well illustrated. If the pas~
sage contain a great diversity of matter, the
simple propositioh should declare its main scope
only,. and the other points which are contained
in the text should be no farther noticed than as
they elucidate tbe one great point which is in~
t~nded t.o be considered.

The Rules whiek the Editor would give jor the
position of a Sermon are these :-

Com~

1. Take for your subJect that which you believe
to be the mind of God in the passage before
vou.
(B~ careful to understand the passage thoroughly; and regard nothing but the mind of God

in it.)
2.

M~rk

ike cJw,racter of the passage.

(It may be more simp-Ie. as a declaration, a

pre~

cept, a promise, a threatening, an invitation.
an appeal; 01' more complex, as a cause and
effect, a principle and a consequence, an ac~
tion and a motive to that action: and, whA.t~
ever be the character of the text, (esp~cially if
it be clearly marked,) let that direct you in the

arrangement

of yO'lw discourse

upon it.

(See

43
what Mr. CIa'wi,·

l,he beginning of

fear in love;

,;asteth out fear,
Re that feareth

: "There is no
because fear
is not made

This passage should not be treated in a
common-place way of showing, 1st. What this

love is; 2d. What is the fear which it casts
out; and, 3d. How it casts out this fear.
The passage is intended to show the
of the 10Y6 of God upon the soul,
to set
it forth as a test of Ollr attainments in true
piety; and th·:';l"(:fo;."·: th2 c:c,q-;€ and iatent of
it should be
i,rroundwork of the
';i\6 10Y6

of God;

out aU

respect, to
our attainmeIlh ')
3. Mark the spirit ~f the passage.
(It may be tender and compassionate, or indignant, or menacing; but whatever it be, let
that be the 8pirit oj your disCQUr8e. To be

tender on an indignant passage, or indignant
on one that is tender, would destroy half the
force and beauty of the discourse. '1'18 soul
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the whole piece; and
the words
be the woof that 1'3 to be inten,oven, so as to form one connected and
continued wbole.
The. spirit of the words should pervade the
discourse
tbem. Whatever
there be
in the matter or manner of
text, that should be transfused into the discourse, and bear the same measure of
mincnce in tIle scrmor. as it bears in the
itself.
Take forllstance, Psa. cxlvii, 11 : "The Lord
them that fear him, in those
you would give the
sense
tbe te~i,
you were to set forth,
1st. The characters described; and, 2d. God's
fa,'our toward them: but if you were to show
from that text, 1st. How lOlC
tlw objects (:l his jm'Ol<1; and, 2d. How
he soars in his rel1ards wWlud
,yould mil)');:, a:ld'
aUG of
would fer:J, the spirit
them.

will find that the spiritcf ths t,;:,xt, tb"t i , faci"

expressed in it, serves
half of the discourse.
sult the ruscoill'se on
find that the spirit of
tire tone to the subject. The common way
of treating that text would be to consider,
1. The mercies which God has '\'"ouchsafed to
us; and 2. The effect which they ought to
produce upon us. But with such a division
of the subject, the vUuperati1.'e 8"pirit of it
would be comparatively lost.
If these few hints bl' Lh,)tO'J21)!',
"d ,vI
and duly attended to,
".
sermon, which is
will become

";na

than by entreating him
deeply in his mind;
pulpit, carefully to seLf
te7, and the spirit of his text.]
It remains to be observed, that there are two
natural orders, one natural in regard to subjects
themselYes, the other natural in regard to us.
The first considers everything in its natural situation, as things are in themselves, without any regard to our knowledge o-f them; the other. which
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cree of his good
to send his Son into
the world. 2.
obhtion of Jesus Christ is
the first. effect of this will. And 3. Our sat.isfacthe ·will

text the natural

of things
our knowledge
take
way w Jlich we like
best; however,
believe, it would be best to
follow that of our knowledge, because it is easiest,
and clearest for the common
i, 18, "Of his own
he us
of trut.h, that
a kind
of fir.st·fruits of his creatures,"
',er~i()n of souls to God: and

us it is in
t:lUS;

1. The source from whence conver'·
2. The means by which it is effected.
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8. The end for which it is wrought. Or,-In
the order which is natural in 7'egard to us, thus:
1. God's design respecting his people. (That
they may be consecrated to him, as the firstfruits were.) 2. The way in which he effects it.
(He begets them by his word and Spirit.) 3. The
Que source and origin of this mercy. (His own
sovereign will and pleasme.) But the order
which is natural with. 'regard to us is preferable;
and will be found both more easy and more in~
structive than the other.]
There are texts which contain the end and the
means; the cause and the effect; the principle,
and the consequence deduced from the principle;
the action, and the principle of the action; the
occasion. and the motive of the occasion: in
these cases it is arbitrary either to begin with
the means, and afterward treat of the end; with
the effect, and proceed to the cause, and so on;
or to follow the contrary order. For instance,
2 Tim. ii, 10: "Therefore I endure all things for
the elect's sake, that they may also obtain the
salvation which is in Christ, with e;ternal glory."
It is plain that the text has three parts: the
suffi'ring3 of the apostle; the &mi he proposes;
and the principle, from which he proposes this
end. The order is then arbitrary: you may
either speak, first, of ~St. Paul"s llYlJe to the elect J
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secondl't' of the salvation which he desired they
mirrht ~btaiu in Jesus Christ; and, thirdly, of
th: suffer-in;s which he endured in order to their
obtaining it: or, first, of his sufferings; secondly,
of the elld which he- proposed in them, the sal.ation of the elect with eternal glory; and, thirdly,
of his rove for the elect, which is the principle.
But tbough, in general, you may follow which
of the two orders you please, yet there are some
texts that determine the di"ision, 8S Phil. ii, 13 :
"It is God who worketh effectually in'you, both
to will and to do, of his own good pleasure."
There are, it is plain, three things to be discussed: the action of God's grace upon men-God
worketh. effectually in you,- the effect of his grace
-to will and to ao; and the spring or source of
the action-according to his good pleasure. I
think the division would not be proper if we were
to treat, 1. Of God's pleasure. 2. Of his ,grace.
And, 3. Of the will and work'S of men. I should
rather-begin with volition and action, which are the
effects of grace; then I should speak of the grace
itself, which produces willing and doing in us
dI'ectually; and,lastly, of the SOU1'ce of this grace,
which is the good pleasure of God. In short, it
is always necessary to consult good sense, and
never to be so conducted by general rules as not
to attend to particular circumstances.
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Above all things, in divisions, take care of putting anything in the nrst part which supposes
the understanding of the second, or which obliges
you to treat of the second to make the first un~
dcrstood; for by these means you will throw
yourself into a great confusion, and be obliged to
make many tedious repetitions. You must endea~
vour to disengage the one from the other as well
as you can; and when your parts are too closely
connected with each other, place the most de~
tached first, and endeavour to make that serve
for a foundation to the explication of the second,
and the second to the third; so that at the end
of your explication the hearer may with a glance
perceive, as it were, a perfect body, or a finish·
ed building: for one of the greatest excellences
of a sermon is, the harmony of its component
parts,-that the first leads to the second, the
second serves to introduce the third; that they
which go before; excite a desire for those which
a,re to follow; and, in a word, that the last has a
special relation to all the others, in order to form
in the hearers' minds a complete idea of the whole.
This cannot be done with all sorts of texts,
but with those only which are proper to form
such a design upon. Remember, too, it is not
enough to form such a plan., it must also be happily executed.

"He that eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood,
abideth in me, and I in him." "There is, therefore, now no condemnation to them that are in
Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but
after the Spirit." "If any man be in Christ, he
is a new creature." The two last ought to be
reduced to -categorical propositiqns, the subjects
of which are, they who are in G Jurist. In these,
and in all others of the same kind, the subject
must make one part, and must also be considered first; for it is more natural, as well as most.
agreeable to the rules of logic, to begin with the
subject of a proposition. Sometimes it is necessary not only to make one part of the subject,
and another of the attribute; but also to make a
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third of the connezion of tile /Jubject with the attri~
buteo In this case, you may say, after you have
observed in the first place the subject, and in the
second the attribute, that vou will consider in
the third the entire sense of
wlwle propositicm.:
this must be done in these texts: U If any man
be in Christ, he is a new creature." "He that
believeth in me hath et.ernal life," &c_
[This needs clearer elucidation. Take 2 Cor_
iv, 1'7, 18: "Our light nffiiction, which is but
for &. moment, worketh for us afar more exceediug and eternal weight of glory; while we look
not a.t the things which are seen, but at the
things which are not seen: for the things which
are seen are temporal, but the things which are
not seen are eternal."
Here is delineated the Christian's character:
and it would be proper to consider: 1. The
disposition he cultivates-heavenly-mindedness_
2. The privilege he enjoys-to hayc his affiictions
sanotified. 3. The eonnexion-it is the disposition
that makes the affiiction light, which would other·
wise be hea.vy j and that brings the blessing of
God upon it, wbich otherwise it would not have.
The two first heads alone are expressly men
tioned in the tert, but without the third they
would have no unity: whereas the third head
consolidates them into one important subject.

ike

M
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"~one occasions

'he part-s of a texf

slIlject of the d£gcourse.

connexion
the enUre
m-\[i'l'ce,

Psa.

0, 6 : "They that sow in tears shall reap
in joy. He that goeth on his way weeping,
bearing precious seed, shall doubtless COme again
with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with him."
HHf TO-l. might notice, 1. The 0,",' '; !;!"nnected ;
~, '1.'he certainty and.
of this
Under the first Bend yO)! might show
~'re the proper
(>Oristian to
that he is comtm\tl\
'g them;
and in the second head you might show that in
the text the affirmation is repeated, and then
coofumed by the word "doubtless," and that the
joys of hea,en would
recompense the
('; this transient
CXXXTI,

tocate-

When in a ten there are several terms which
need a particular explanation, and which cannot
be explained without confusion, or without diwhich of
but in m" ',,"\,,1"' ';:;,.'" others lna

"""''1''''''''=',
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vidillg the text int '
not diyide the
discourse into tW>J
and I would
propose, first, tc
!=.ubject itself.
ii, 27: «Thou
my soul in the
grave, neither wilt thou suffer thy Holy One to
see corruption." To 'discuss this text properly,
I think, the discourse should be divided into three
parts: the first consisting of some
~ideraiions, to prove that the te:di
Christ, and that Peter alleged it
second, of some particula:r ,on,ut",'a',,,n'

terms-soul, wE..,h.
also signifies helf,
grounds her opiLi.'~u (,' Cbri:st\s descent into what
her divines call
!wlll, which in
this place signiiic-;
unalterable, inde-

si'l"UCtible;
corruption of
corruption of
the bodv: £ina}"",
,.'spooine the subject
itself-t"hc reslt1'~ection of Jesus Christ.
There are many texts in discussing which iL is
not necessary to treat of either subject or attri·
bute; but all the discussion depends on tbe
terms 81jncategoremalica. For
J Ollll
iii, 16: "God so loved the world,
he gave
Lis only-begotten Son, that whosoeyer beli<Jveth

OX TIiE

5-1

but have etern~.l
The categor,·,' 1
is, God. l~':c'l
world; yet
tll cessary to mSH
on (lC term God, nor to speak in a COffiIllOllpln.ce W,ly of the love of God: but di"ide the
ttxt into
first, tlle
which God in

in him shoul,!

was not. the

greatilgift.
di~", :)1
portion, but .".

an infinite

Then pass to
and after ha··.L

C

(-f

comphccnce, for which, on the creature's part,
no reason can be rendered, particularly press
the tel-m
and disphy the greatness of ,this
]oye
many considerations. Then go to tI)e
point, and examine, 1. The fruit of
Christ's mis
vation of rna'.
pressed negal
should not
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and positively,
Speak of these
observe, 2. FOI
mission is ordair ,·d
large on the wo;''-.!
things: 1. That
i" c;scluded from the
benefits of Jesus Christ; and. 2. That no man,
as such, is excluded from faith; for an are indifferently called.
[This being, if not a very important, yet somewhat of a curious, rule, the editor thinks it not
inexpedient to add one or two more illustrations
of it. John xv. 15: «Henceforth I call you not
servants--but fri/~n:.ls,"
The force of this
passage depend <
mark it, show, L

Church.

(As

into his house, h~'!,,·
in the discharg'·
services; and f;"
inestimable privileges, when
the blindness,
rebellion, and misery. of the-heathen world.)
II. The superior privileges of the Ohristian
Church. Great as were the priyileges of the J ewis1
Church, they were nothing in comparison of ours.
Oonsider, 1. Our~periorlight. W11attheJews
were taught was dark, shadowy, typical: the
prophets themselves understood not their own
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prophecies. 1 Pet. i, 10, 11. But the darkness
is past, and the
DOW sbceth; and the
whole mystery vf
is fully revealed.
2. Our sup
The Jews wen

at a distan-:,"

Heb. xii, 18-:::2:

we ba.e th" ;;-:,:,,,",rcst, cco,;,; to him. Vel's,";
The high pl"iP:'.t
(~()111d enter the ;·~l',.~i
but now everyone ofu:> may. Compare
ix,. 7,8, with x, 19-22. On this may be
founded an exhortation to all: 1. To seek to be
brou;ht into tbis relation to Christ. 2. 'fo im·
prove it for their own highest icterests. And,
3. To walk
.\""i.1: i o:' passage to be
,xxiv, 5: "Tbei.,..yd
stood with him tiJc"",
(,roclaimed
i l~e name of the Lord." .Bye' ,,'npil,i':g this with
Exod. xx..l.~ii, 21, 22, it will be seen that very peculiar stress is to be laid on the word Uwre " and
the proper mode of treating it would be this:
1. The situation in which :Moses was placed.

L·, ouid be proper tu
"'ckinHoreb;
Christ, in whl)"'"

,';'er behold the
,,·,.,·Iation which
him, (as a God of infinite
mercy, and inflexible justice.)

; he place
',dfiedthe
::Ihen'crea-

md liye.)
" -·imself to
unbounded
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founded, I, On tIle good!less of God, (who lmd
giyen to her such manifestations of llimself, and
to htl'; which could neYcr be a
the exercise 01
2. On
f God, (who
them !l.
dven them dil'l'<.;tiui
renee to
,,'~d defeat
&c.; who
his O\rn purposes if be were to destroy them aJ
lIds lillw.) 3. On the
of God,
(who, haying given
would 100'e them to the end,) In impro"ing
which subject you might point out, 1. The
f faith-tne pro)
I,{;rfections
0

The naUtT6

"J;''lple reli-

01

r

~'l\~

)r~

nroruised
,tranquil-

:..cam, Our

flesh, hath found?
by works, he bat1,
whereof to glory, hut not before God." Divide
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this text into two parts. 1. Consider the question, « V{hllt shap we then sa.y that Abrabam,
our father as pertaining to the flesh, hath found ?"
And, 2. The solution.
[I would rather say, (for 1ft Claude's whole
illustration of this is but dark, and has been rendered still more so by the translator,) Consider.
1. His unquestionable statement, 2, His obvious, though hidden, conclusion. Under tbe :first
head I would mark the force of his appeal.
Thus: You aohow-Iedge that you must be justified in the same way that your father Abraham
was. But how was he justified? By works?
If so, be had whereof to glory. But wltateyer

he might have to glory of before men, he had
nothing before (Jod; as the Scripture testifies,
when it declares that «his faith was counted to
him for righteousness."
Then, under the second head, the hidden couelusion might be fully and firmly stated, that
neither could they, nor any child of man, be justified by works.
.AD.other example will elucidate tMsmore fully.
Take Acts vii, 48-50: .. Howbeit the Most High
dwelleth not in temples made with hands; as
saith the prophet, Heaven is my throne, and earth
is my footstool: what house win ye build me?
saith the Lord: or what is the place of my rest ?
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Hath not my hand made all these things?"
Here is a hidden conclusion, which it would be
proper to bring forth. Stephen, "ith exquisite
tendemc&i and caution, had for a long time kept
out of ,jew thE
of his discourse.
But DOW it begn
and the
very anticipati(,!!
rage and ruadrh's'<'
cQursipg on the;;_
open, 1. The pao"
2. The unquesti0l1aL1e inf('rence to be drawn from it. For, if
'wllile the :11osaic economy was yet in all its
glory, God poured contempt upon the temple,
which "as h:; own more immediate residence,
and the place in which abol'e all he was glorified,
it was ckar, that his glory did not depend on
that, or on the
with it; but
that it might
Gentiles who
pIe, and be
institutions
saic economy sl1iJ'Ulil
:Lway, This was
the hidden proposition which citephcn intended
to establish: and in order to treat the above
passage with effect. it would be
to
bring it to light. and to give it a
prominence in the discussion.]
There are te:cts of reasoning which are eOilln
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shall we suy then?
continue in sin, that grace m"ay rrbound ? God
forbid. How shall we, that are dead to Si:l, Ihe

"How
"We are dead to sin."
[This
of Mr. Claude's is too technical; and
be incapabJe of
fonned
may
into a profitable discourse. The
!'inSlrer the end somewhat better.
objection.
1. The ground of it-(It mises from the apostle's magnifying the super-abounding grace of
God.)
2. The
II. The answer.
The eharaete)" of the true Christian is, tha.t "he

6~
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is dead to sin." (He is dead to sin by professior.-inasmuchas he professes both obedience
to Christ; who died to redeem us from it: and
conformity to Christ; who in all that he did
or suffered is a pattern to us, verses 4-11. He
is dead to sin also by experience-as appears,
by the promises made to him, vel'. 14; by the
li\-es of the first Christians; and by the objections urged against him as righteous OVel"·
much.) From this rery character it appears
that he cannot li\'c in sin (allowed sin would
shock all his feelings;
the lie to all his
he had no part
professions; and prore
in Christ. Tile
is stronger than the
strongest
OlbU.:\'E,-

1. Wlwt is the only true mode of stating the

gospel.

(If we

it in such a manner as to preclude a
of such a cavil as this, we do not
state it as St. Paul did. "\Ye must not indeed
be ur.guarMd; yet must we declare tIle
pel in all it:" freeness and in ,111 it.f;
2, How
we should all consider our
professions,
attending to these, w'e are jempted to
act urnyorthily, But we ;;;hould treat tempta·
timl" to sin, 35 a Pl'illGC wuuld all orerturc 0)'
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proposal to do any thing that would disgl nee
eyen a common beggar.)l
There are some texts of reasoning which are
extremely difficult to di,ide, because they cannot be reduced to many propositions without
confusion, or sayouring too much of the schools,
or having a defect in the diyision; in short, without being unsatisfactory. In such a case, let
ingenuity and good sense contri,e 80me extraordinary way, which, if proper and agreeable,
cannot fail of producing a good effect. For example, John iv, 10: "If thou knew-est the gift
of God, and who it is that saith to thee, Gi.e
me to drink, thou wouldest ha,e asked of him,
ned he would have gi"en thee liying water;" I
think it might not be improper to divide it into tUJQ
parts; tIle first including the general propositions
contained in the words; and the second, the
particular application of these to the Samaritan"
woman. In the first, obserye these following
propositions: That Jesus Christ is the gift of
God-That though he asked for drink, he is the
fountain of li"/Jing wafer himself-That he is the
object of our knowledge, both as the gift of God,
3nd as the fount of living water-That an application to him for this living water, flows from
our knowledge of him-That he gives the water
of life to all who ask it. In tl~e second part you
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did not disdain
may observe,
to converse 'witi
·1 ,Solmaritan woman,
a scltislilatic, out of the communion of the vi~ible
ch1ll"ch, a
10icked woman, a woman WllO in
her scbism
sin disputed against the tnnhThat Jesils Cbril'=t hn.prov(Jd this
to
teach her his
himself
1\ith directly
may remark th,: 'iP,y,"a
~nis WOman in regard to fhe Lord J'esus : 1:lhe &tW him; she heard
him; but she did not know him: from which
ob;;er'-6, that this is the general condisinners, who have God always before

their eyes,
the

:um-That from
'r negligence and
',f being instruct-

Jesus Ohrist toward her; for he even promised to save her.
'Nhen he said, "If thou wouldest have asked of
him, he would ha,e__ given thee
was as much .<IS if he had offered to
her.
Remark, too, th,,-~
went even so far
as to command
{,-:IT living water;
',\"t/'lidest have aske(i
for when he said.
llim," he did as
sJ.j', -,''..sk him now.Obsen-e, finally, that he excited her to seek and
to know him, and removed her ignorance, the
cause of ali her mistakes and. miseries.
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[Another text will elucidate this matter more
fully. Take Luke vii, 41-43: "There was a
certain creditor which had two debtors: the Olla
owed five hundred pence, and the other fifty.
And ,,,hen they had nothing to pay, he frankly
forgave them both. Tell' me, therefore, which
of them will love him most ~ Simon auswered
and said, I suppose that he to whom he forgave
most. And he said unto them, Thou ha~t rightly
judged." Now, in treating this text agreeably
to the suggestion of Mr. Claud~ Olle might either
take broad ground, (as I would call it,) or narrow
ground, according as might appear most suitable
to the persons to be addressed.
If broad ground were preferred, (and it would
be preferable for common congregations,) one
might consider, L The occasion. II. The scope.
And, III. The application of the parable.
1. The occasion.-It arose from the Pharisee
condemning the woman for this exercise of
her piety. And similar (lccasion arises daily j
since there is no exercise of piety which men
will not condemn.
II. The scope-Which was to vindicate the woman, (and all who are like her shall be vindi~
cated by God at the last day.)
III. The application-Which was to show the
Pharisee that his readiness to condemn the
5

O~
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woman
an ignorance
deserts;:
he himself aug-l:r H'
after the very graces which she had exercised.
If, on the contrary, narrow ground were
preferred, and only one or two points in the
parable were S('-iMcl, (~hich would be bet:ter for
a learned c'JIlg"I";,;:do11,) it might be trc:E(;Cl
Observe,I. Men will
,;yery exercise
rC~;s-i{;n
None could ha'ii~ beiill. more blameless tb.:..n LCI;;;
yet it provoked hostility; even as Christ lrlmself did~ and we also must expect to do.
II. They themselves may be condemned on their
own priLciplss.
Ought our Sfnihl"
.,~ served? ou"
to be
I,bligations to
ledged?
religion as hers is
There are sometimes texts whick imply many
important trutks without expressing them; and
yet it will be necessary to mention and enlarge
upon them, either bepause they are useful on
some impcr!m,j
, "'<on, or becaU::i· .'
important 0"'
Then thf-.
be divided
T},'\rts, ODe implied,
other exprc;;,ocd. l ,·,o,rn this way 0·"
bold, and must neIther be abused, nor too often
used; but there_
occasions, it is. ce;rtain. qn
which it
be vel)' Ju.stly and agreeably taken.

mar

are

:\ certain prea,>he_r} 0;,
for his subject
Lord while he
into two parts,
In the first 11e
portant. trut.hs, 01
L That God wasfa'!' j'!'omw. 2.
were
him. And, 3. That there was a lime
God would not be falmd,
sought him. He spoke of these one
other. In the first, he enumerated the aJllictions
of the church, in a most affecting manner; obserling, that all these sad e\'ents did but too
plainly prove C·!
i Lhe fayoUI of God.
2. He enumer;,i.,"
the church, and
showed how
"rom God. And,
in tbe tbird pIEL'c'.
when God's
it were, wearied
out; and
-':I.e di,>played hi~
heaviest judgn~\''''
'!)eaking any mon
the language ('1
length, coming tc
tbe
expre8sed, he explained what it was t(
Lord; and by a pathetic exhortation
stirred up his bearers to make that Sf /U"ch. Final
Iy, be explained what was the t£m.e ill which God
would be found, and renewed bis exhortation,
to repentance, mixing therewith hopes of 'par·
don, and of the blessing of G-od. His sennor
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was "ery much admi.red, particularly for its
orcit)".

src ye inCl'
us wisdom,

and redem['::"
I. What is implied1. That we are destitute of all good (being igno~ant, guilty, polluted, and cnsla,ed:)
~. Tbt we are incapable of acquiring it by any
powers of our OTm.

II. Wha'
1.

receive ali fr, ,;"
e in Christ as
the vine.
is God only
us into
hill, an6 make bim a PL";""
,~: iour to us.
This is twice expressly declared.
2. In Christ Jesus we may have all the blessings
that we stand in need of. He will be to us
wisdom, and r:g1lteousness, and sanctification,
'mption.]
oj MstOTY divi . " '
[Take
Acts ii,37-""
they
they were prieL,' ~
"eart, and
Peter and to the.
apostles~
Men and brethren, ;\That shall we do? Then
Peter said UE!O tht:m, Repent, and be baptized
\'~("

,,',t
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e,,-ery one of you in the name of Jesus Christ
for the remission of sins: and ye shall receiv(,
the gift of the Holy Ghost. For the promise is
unto you, and to your children, and to all that
are afar off, even as many as the Lord our God
shall call." Here observ~,1. The inquiry-Mark,
1. The importance of it-which is infinite and
universal.
2. The manner in which it should be madenamely, with compunction; with earnestness:
with a readiness to receive instruction..
II. The answer-This consists of,
1. Direction-repent-believe-confess Christ
openly.
2. Encouragement-This promise is necessary
for all-and made to- all. Isa. xliv, 3, and lix,
21; John vii, 37--39; Gal. iii, 14.]
Sometimes an action is related in all its circumstances, and then you may consider the aetion
in itself first, and afterward the circumstances of
the action.
Sometimes it is necessary to remark the occa.sian of an action, and to make one part of it.
Sometimes there are actions and 'UJO'I"ds which
must be considered separately.
Sometimes it is '/Wt necessary w make any di'Vision at all.' but the order of the history must
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be followed. In short, it depends on the state
of each text in particular.

division zrvt~r:~,bh, and eae::", to
the heaT" ·'d,~avour to'
it fiS oi'tcl..< as possible t;.: cimple terms. Bj tl.
simple term I mean a dngle word, in the same
sease as in loak what thev call
is dist)llgl;;' \~d from "\\hiLc Lb:y call
compIe"' indeed, when
of a disc0uT"e
are expressed in abundance of wo:r;ds, they are
not only embarrassing, but also useless to the
'1'0

!'~:;d0r fi

remembt'!c"

hearers} for they" cannot
them
often a':'

thew.
"iln,

to a

term.
[To illustrate the way of simplifying a subject,
which, if ill rE'!ided, wouH h~ Y"ry complcoor, fed
of makln:::;
Mnnexion
narts cleD,(,
the folk",,1Lg :-1 001'. i, 4-0:
thank ill;" GuJ
always on your behalf, for the grace of God
which is given you
Jesus Christ; that in
l\im, in al]
ance~ a1),]
knowled:;(, ,: evan as th,'
mony of Christ was confu-med in you: so that
ye come behind in no gift; waiting for the coming
of our Lwd ,Tssus Christ: wL::- simll also cor:Gnl!
you unt,)
u:d, that F'
be blame i,-.,
the day vi our .Lord Jes'Ui>
God is iaithful, by whom ye were called unto the fellowship

"I
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of his Son J e$w,

Lard."

In these

words see,
1. The blessings which the gospel imparts-an
enlightened mind; and a waiting spirit.
II. The blessings which it stCUres----our continued

preservation; and our ultimate acceptance.]
Observe also,
G po:3sible, to connect
the parts of yOClI
Lvzether; either by
way of opposition,

~d

effect, or of

adion and end, 0:< ...ction. ill.lj motive, or in some
way or other; for to make a dhision of many
parts, which have no cannericn, is exceedingly
offensive to the hearers, who will be apt to think
that all you say, ,'1ft0r ;:;11(,T: 8 i~ivi;ion, is nonsense:
besides, the hunwn
""";:I';;]Y loving order.
" <:livision in which
there appears a
[Division may sometimes be altogether arbi~
trary, provided you attend to the words and
matter of the text in the discussion. For in·
stance, on }OIatt. x. 32-39: "Wbosoe\'er therefore shall conf(.-·;"
him will I
before men, him
"
my .Ft'"her which is in
heaven. Think not that I am. come t.o send
peace on earth: I came not to send peace, but
a sword. For I am come to set a man at vari-
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ance agamst his father, and the daughter against
};.px mothu, and
daughte,'-in-Iaw ?gainst her
mother-in-law.
a man's foes shan be they
of his own household. He that loveth father
mothsr more
me, hot worthy of ],;,-;
and he
lOV>,".lh s(,n or d!lug1tel' more than
me, is not worthy of me. And he that taketh
his cr·)ss, IU'-d. followd,h after
is
w(1rthy
me.
that 0Edeth
lose it: and he that loseth his life for my sake
!:};a11 find
It. would be J)i'oper ~() Lreat
passage without
divi!!:ilh at «)7, c,r in
arbitrary way, thus :We hf1v~ here
rule
the
of J""b""U'-'
: from
",'''CfM7I
unjust; unnecessary, since Christianity can produce nothhg' but p:.ilce; ('i'-'hich
nd tr:n1~ :.)
1md unjud, becau,;(, ,iuch m:g-ilt.ive sinfdness
never deserve such heavy punishment; whereas
a person whose love will 'lot enabh: him to hs
rJown his life for Cjdst~ is
of hbJ,"')
III. Connnned: (for he only who
lose his
Iif~ f~r C~t, s?al~ find
life eternal.) .
rbisSULJ1,:ctwill ;i~r:,herll;11i<rate"ll"t was ilP.ld.
before, and what the reader sbould perfectly UD-

i:.:unto
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derstand, namely, the marking of the character of
the
,;rood
profiicl.l1lc things :",~ght
be
on
pasS;'I?','. though it should be
trea.ted in a loose and immethodical way; but by
marking the text as an announcement of the rule
of C.'crist'g pr,xcdurei'"
last ,-ta,,,i, the 8n\tnge~
meuL is made easy, ami. perfect unity is intro~
duced into the whole discourse. 'Tha't I call tll.e
clw".''''U~,'i':7

of ;71'

I'ext.

take J,]",-,t,her (:,'!mple
','l'biiro:r;/ division; John vi, 44: "No man can come unto me,
exc~'Pt the Father, wbi~h hath ~~nt Mf!, draw
him."" Insk:,J of sk;sbg, I. \Y hat if :r.~ant
by the Drawmgs of the Father; and, ll. 'Why
we cannot come to Christ without them; it would
be
better te, strike
an a"!i;,:!'ury di;/',:.,ion,
and ie, treat the subj(;d thus:1. It is dijJi(:Ult; and therefore I will e-:eplain it.
II. n :s dee,!)l,d! objeet':0w:zble;
the W 2f,:"e I
assiffli
1'ea.sllilo'; I)f it.
ITr. It is liable to abtlse; and therefore I will
qua,rd it.
"iubjec:
presu"?t€d to
mind.~
an

A,

audience woulJ., arrest.

~heir

attbli'ciuD muJ:b thfm

if it were set before them in a hackneyed "way,
an6, y,'ould
a be~t",'f field
discur:,,;;,n.]
t.o
'S al~,:y,c nece"",:;)')T to
make t?em; for they very much- assist composi-
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tiOD, and diffuse
is not
to mention them;
contrary, :L; i' !::lust be ,ery seldom mell: because
load the hearers' mind
v.ith a multitude of paniculars. t\'c,''',-:hf-:iess,
when subdi\;sions ca.'} be md,c :::;r('t:atliy, eJ.tr:f·X'
on account of the excelkne,I'
"'le matter
when it ,'"' .
the hearers' attention, or when
tbe jUS~AlI>'
parts harmonize
with anN:'
'. ','·u may formally mention
but this must be done

v.
OF TEXTS TO BE Dlh:USSED BY

\Y

@

EXPLIC}.'L'ION.

I i RC'(;<:EO now f,c}r,-, ;,-,neml to more particular
Lnd will eniif-:,,(:1}r to giw some precepts
for inve:::ti'-'1l E,li disposition.
I suppose till-I:., in the :first
will be so rash as to put p\~:;
to discuss a text, till he ha,;,
the sense of it I have
is
befol'e;
", 'll who wants to be told that he
ought n r '
p; ·;,ch on a text before he under-
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stands it, ought at the same time to be informed.
that he is fitter for any other profession than
~hat of a minister.
I suppose, secondly, that the student, ha. .ing
well understood the sense of his ten, begins by
dividing it; and that, having the several parts
before his eyes, he very nearly sees what are the
subjects which he will have to discuss, and, consequently, what ought to enter into his composition.
I suppose, further, that he is a man not altogether a no"\ice in divinity; but that he is acquainted with common-places, and the principal
questions of which they treat.
S~pposing all these, the first thing that I would
have such a man do, is to observe the nature of
his text; for there are doctrinal, historical, prophetical, and typical texts. Some contain a command, others a prohibition; some a promise,
others a threatening; some a wish, others an exhortation; some a censure, others. a motive to
action; some a parable, some a reason; some a
comparison of two things together, some a vision,
some a thanksgiving; some a description of the
wrath or majesty of God, of the sun, or some
lther thing; a commendation of the law, or of
Mome person; a prayer: an amplification of joy
or affliction; a pathetic exclamation of anger,
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son-ow, 2drnir~ti0n, imprecation, rApentanee, U'JI-!fession
,- atriarchal
bAuemction,
gr<-at(!st part
to be mixeci, containing diffeN::llL hid:> of things.
It is ,ery important for a man who would com_
pose, to examine his text well upon these articles,
and
j;stinguish aT :'., (1",:;.,acters, for
in so
'-' ill presentls
way he
ought to
H<l,ing well examined of what kind the text
is, t~nter into the matter, and begin the
tion; for which pm'pose you must obser,e,
are two
'.,vays, or twu
of composing.
is ".ewayof
of obsen:{j,~;';:;,u; nor must it
ir:n.c.gined that
you maftuke which of the t,"VO ways
text, for !;ome texts must be
in
,,~,,;thod, and
t'ecessarily
you have
" observatiorh
a point
to treat of,
have recourse to explication; [md when a text of history~
the only way is observation.
In discernment upon this article the judgmt:nt
of a man
for, as te:xv' ·':11 '":":"ipture are
almost
is
perfect
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a great absurdity to take the way of e:rplica~
tion j and when we have to treat of a difficult
or important subject, which requires explaining,
it would be equally ridiculous to take the way
of obsen'ations.
The difficulty of which we speak may be con~
siJered, either in regard to the terms of the text
only, the subject itself being clear, after the words
are explained; or in regard to the sulject only,
the tenl1S themselyes being wry intelligible; or
in regard to both terms and things.
If the terms be obscure, we must endearour
to give the tme sense: but if ther be clear, it
would be trilling to affect to make them so; :lnd
to
ill the
IS

The reason of doubting,
makes
or the intncacT,
often from sc\'cral causes.
Either thc tcr~::; do not seem to make any sense
at a11; or they are
forming different
they seem at first to
senses; or the sense
mak.e, may be perplexed, improper, or contra-
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or tIle

Cl;;"pose a,~_dl y-'_'.urself 0'
con: "'''''-111:<, paraphl?SC~, &c.,
of the labours of other persons.
If none of these answer your expectation, endea-v'"'" 10 find
bt·"
"hid· V.lI'pose,
of the text, what precedes, what follows, the
general
desi::,

of the discourse, the particulal"
in the

text- :

To proceed from terms to things. They must,
as I ha.ve said, be exphtmed, when they are
either 2;ff\~ult or : "'ydaut.
01
ways
l~ ou maT
by
ing errors,
which people have fanen; or
you may fall upon the subjec: immediatcl y, and so

Take. for t\XQillple, Jvhu xvi, l2" "r h"ve ye"
many t~as to say unto you j but ye cannot
bear them. now." You m.ust begin by proposing
and rejecting the false senses which some an~
eient heretics' gave of these words. They said,
Jesus Christ spoke here of many unwritten lra~
ditians, which he gave his disciples by word of
mouth after his resurxection; an argument
which the Church of Rome has borrowed, to
colour her pretended traditions. After you
have thus proposed the false sense, and solidly
refuted it, pass on to establish the true, and
show what were the things which Jesus Christ
had yet to say to his disciples, and which they
could not then bear.
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I wau>..; fdd-i' ,he same mer.] <:d
"ll disputed texts. Hold it as a maxim, to begin to open
t1:c way to a truth by rejecting a falsehood.
:Kat that it can be
done; sometimes you
must
th'3
md afterare cerminds
tain

must. be pre-occupied; nnd because also truth,
well proposed and fully established, naturally
destroys error: but, notwithstanding this, the
most
"dhod is to
. :" rejecting
it must b,·
a man's
he ought

different

b

courses.

There are texts of exp!ication, in ·which the
arises neitber from equivocal terms,
nor from

1e taker>,
formed

heretics

diffcl'cnt senses
'·.,m objectio':

,hm, nor fror

w'!-,~c.f,

they may

may be
which

lLI.:l.de of them; Lui from the

intricacy of the subject
which may be difficult to comprehend,
may require great
study and mp:ditation. On Burh t.&lxts you need
not, you
amuse yO"t:;;:.'~'· 'C': proposing
difficultiv"
making
but you
must enkr llr.:.D.EJ.lately into
,::,xjJL..:ation of
the matter, and take particuIar care to
your ideas well, that is to S(lY, in a natural
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easy order, beginning where you ought to be~
gin; for if you do not begin right, you can do
nothing to the purpose; and, on the contrary, if
you take a right road, all will appear easy as
you go on to the end.
[The editor, t,hough not
approving of
lfr. Claude's elucidation of John 17, does not
think it expedient to omit it; because he 'wishes
the reader to see the difference between a subject treated with tDO great a variety of subdhi·
sions, and one in which a more simple and
contracted view of the text is taken. Preyiously
therefore to the considering of Mr. Claude's
elucidation of this topic, the editor "Would submit
to the reader two brief expositions of intlicate
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delivered us

hath translab'j
power
the kingdo:n
the passage thus: Here we sec, ].
Christian should desire, (A
A life conformed to it; An
to bear
whatever 118 may meet
in his
.) 2, What be has to b", th d:Christian

luI for, (H"
nature;) F·:
exalted eba;
lent; how
Again: In

state; His
'"ENT,

observe

( \ ristian is; 10,'1

Col. ii, 10-12, "And ye
fire complete in him, w:lich is the head of aU
principality and
in whom also
circumcised with
hands, in
:sen with

of God,

Complex
as the passage is, it mrry be made
simple. The
point is to mark
the great
the passage. The Apostle
guarding
against philosophy and
vain deceit: and, to slww them Iww little philo,
add to tkern, h,!
Uur com;n Christ, (In hi>',\
r.:I',,'rytb.ing i
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wisdom, ri.f.I'ht,~uu~'Uess,
and redemption. What can philosophy add eren to
the weakest believer, in any ODe of tbese respects?) II. Our conformity to Christ, (The
whole W(;j"\; "f f'hrist, as wl;11
life, is a
pattern f,-"
his faif!lhl o,,~~i)wers are
conformed
that is, to b; ;'1(1 "\,~ision, his
baptism, &c. \Vhat was done to him e.xternally,
is done internally in us.) The whole of this is

capable of easy and pro:6.taMe enlargement.]
If, for
I were t,) prU/eD from this
text, "TIl{'

\',';;S

giYE'n

~\k3'-S:

but grace

and trutb
Jesus
j would di·
,ide this text into two parts. The first should
regard the ministry of the law: the second, that
of the gospel: the one expressed in these word:;.,
"The law ~as r:i:ren by Mo:::cs:" tbc other in
these,
truth came
[This
tc:ethod of
is .ery
justly accouni.t:d the best way of interprpting
SClipture. The Editor 110werer takes the liberty
of oDser,ing, that it might have been bettpr if
Mr. c. h:;,r! m~r!(l fewer subi!l~"ldn!l.~, and hud
been mOl"f;
in his
them. It
seems best Te) "'.:bpt those
:;l"\'"e .." just
"'lew of the "ubjcet, and t() rejtC~ everything
which appears forced or fanciful. The editor is
extremely anxious that all who read th~ Ix'ok
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'With a yjew to instruction in the composition of
a semon, should attend to this hint.
The specimen however that is here exhibited,
though not aHogether free from exception, is by
no means unworthy of attention. And, as it
may help to give the render some insight into
tlw natme and use of the author's own discourses, it is here draiDl out in the form of a skeleton. The reader is
to cast his eye
m'er it :first, omitting
is contained in the

brackets.
1. TilE MIKISTRY OF THE LAW.
The
be con8idered as a ministry of
RIGOR, as
to GRACE.
[Man
neit.her himself nor his GodIt was Dcccssnry therefore to discover to him
his misery, and his dutyThis was the end which God proposed in the
ministry of the lawThe ministration of tbe law was well calculated to answer this end-]
It may be cmsidered also a·s a ministry of
SHAllOWS,

as

[It held out

to

TRUTH.

of what was afterwards
to be accomplisbedIt exhibited in Types the mercies which God
had in reserve for tbemIt imparted the Beginnings of that salvation
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which was to be afterwards more large] y bestov\"edYet it could

[God indeed.
oftllis lawMoses was only the mediator by whom God
itas a mediator was he a real. but only 11
typical mediato".!
As the dispen,b ,.
by God.

IN,)'

greatly honoured

[He was the
the Israelites to
God, and of God
He was employed to show forth, tlw 7IIiyhty

oj .JehDt'ahwas inspired to transmit
history (If his own nation.]

II. THE 1f:rsrST:lY
• Grace and
of .Jesus ChrwtThe gospel i.,'

c·'"

writing the

.xc

',",1:: \.

;JUt for

the gospel

in oppositian to

the RIGORS OF 111i:: 1.-".\>'.
[God manifested himself in it, not as on ~lount
Sinai, with tbunderiogs, but in 11 :;cl.lle Manner,
under a '\'eil of human flesh-
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In it he rc\-eals his mercy and parentalloyeIt is his free gift, according to bis own good
1JZeasurcIt is accompanied with a divine ejlicacy to the
souls of men-

to
1\

FALSEHOOD.

hat existed only

It is the Substance or' what was before ex~
hibited in TppesIt is the Completion of what, under the law,

was only begun.]
The author of this Gospel was Jesus Christ.
[He, like )I05es, was an Interpreter between
God and menHis
panied with

was accom-

He moreovel

;pel to be written

for a perpetual

.Assuchh.ewasi,u/iv md ;t~t';delyaboveM08e-s.
[Moses Wag only i.h~ JJispt:tlser of the law,
but Christ was tbe .Autlwr of grace and truthMoses did not p'"OCU'l"e the coyenant of which
lle was mediator; whereas the covenant of grace
was given, not only through Christ, but on h~

accov.nt-
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'Moses could only repm't God's ","ill to men;
but Jesus Christ both reported it to them and

became a C;uarrl'11-t,€ fnr t.heir IlI>rformance of itMoses was

DO\

penser, of the
economy; but
out of Ilis ou;n-/'-{{d:
Moses wTought miracles by a foreign power;
but Jesus Christ by his oumMoses was established over God's house as a
Servant~· but Jesus Christ as a. SOl/, (i. e., a
master and heir)
hfJlt8e.]
There are som ')'rust-bediscussed
by way of
neither terms
nor things are
hf:,~;ause the matter
is important, and. a D.l6dit<i.ti.:.n iJi it beautiful and
full of edification. Passages of this kind must
needs be proposed in all their extent.
Take, for example. these words of St. Paul,
2 Cor. iv, 'l: "We have this treasure in earthen
vessels, that th(
power may be
of God, and nol,
is of this
sort; the term<;
the subject of
which St. Paul
difficulty; but
yet, on account
importance of the matter,
it must needs be explained, or. to speak more
properly, .extensively proposed.
... John416,
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1 3,) studious to say all that can be said, instead
of sel~cting what is most pertinent and proper.
The editor conc('h'e~ th~ pre~rl'lt discourse would
have been mor"
;,nd instructive, if
the more select
Tatter subdi.isiolll.
had been comprl:>,s',,0:1,::' i'crntinued illustration of the former
thusI. THE PROPOSITION: .. WE HAVE THIS TREASURE
IN EARTHEN VESSELS."

The gospel is Mre jU8tly represented urvler the
image of a treaswre.
erhere is no
so valUl.'tbZe, so
abundant, so
'sitl>Jut joy, without
Nor can it b('
jealousy, witho,t
And it was iii, ike (;,r~~Ze$ as "in earthen
vessels."
[They were not authors of the gospel, but
mere instruments to receive and dispense it.
Though honoured thus, they were still mean,

andfull of inji7l1'';({
II. THE REAsor;

·1
. 'v':3 FOR IT;

"TEAT

THE ExCEl LJ

There is AX
",F POWER in tM
gospel.
[There is a divi'M virtue in the doctrine of the
gospel to humble and comfort men;
.,and when cmtflrmed by miracles, and applied
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~y the

Holy Ghost, it had ,\"onderful

their
God's
earthen'l}.csJ
TO BE OF

committinii
0', ,J"';

that this P" '''0

'!

SUCce88

in

treasure to

\\;FiU'l' APPEAR

NOT OF ME>,

[Men are ever inclined to ascribe to second
CCl,uses, effects which belong only to the first
cause, e. g., The heathens, the Lycaonians, the
Jews, aml
John him~:o].f;
And it
lr,use of his
gospel, th'-i:,
such ",,-u.'1:: iDstruments
to propag;:;."'-' i~
tL", 'lHi!ll.j
If the reader will only bear in mind that Mr.
Claude's discourses are introdtlced ooZeZy with a
,,1(lission of
';he genethis mode of expli-

cat.ion ma.y be, 1 Cor. iii, 11: UOther foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which is
Jesus Ch:ri<;t" R11QW-

1.

"\VHAT ,'<'r,r-nhHONS ME~

[1. Tb,,,

",-arks. 2.
and Ch,ist's merits united.]

11.

'iR TEEM.

',',J),

works

WHAT IS THE FOUNDATION THAT GOD HAS

CO:UPO;;ITIOX OF A

SEl~}lOX.

!.Jl

an:\' of the foreS'oing, but the Lord J e;;us

IH.
:\0 OTHER CAS BE
[1. X 0 other would be
Architect.

S. Xo other

LAm~

of tbe djvine
sur'port the

iLl

Hnd to "count it not
God,"
that it is to
with
Father, and co-eternal with him,
you must needs make use of proofs of fact
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on this occasion; for eyery one sees it is a fact
which it is necessary to prove, not merely by the
force of St. Paul's terms, but also by many
other ScriptUl'e proofs, which establish the divinitv of Jesus Christ,
B~t were you to preach from the 14th and
15th verses of the same cbapter-"Do all things
without murmurings and disputings; that ye
may be blameless and harmless, the sons of God
'without rebuke, in the midst of a crooked and
perverse nation, among whom ye sbine as lights
in the world, holding forth the word of life " it is e",-ident that, after
have explained the
vices which St. Paul
and the \~rtues
must be

Our third
lrinds.
"Jesus Christ made himself of no
and took
him the form of a servant, and
was made
the likeness of men:" or tbe 8t.h
verse; "And
found in fashion as a man,
he humbled
bec<lme obedient tv th"

nuneiation. ]
In like manner, in discussing this text, "Whom
the Lord loveth he chast.eneth, and scourgeth
every son whom he receiveth;" after you ha'\"e
proposed in a few words the apostle·s doctrine,
it ought to be confirmed. as well by proofs of
fact (which make it plain that God has always
heen pleased to observe this method) as by proofs
of right. (which ,show that he does thus with a
great deal of wisdom.) You will meet with an
almost infinite number of texts of this nature.
There are some texts of explication, in which
we are obliged to explain some one great and
important article cODsisting of many branches: as
for example, predestinatioD and efficacious con-

und di5CUS.s them one <liter anotber; or you may
reduce them to a l:0rtnin number of
and
. ought
",hich
to lay
<try propo.si';')'
ticulur
am cuestion, which i,; not forman .. l:ontaineci in
\"o~r" te:xt, or which does not fo:iflW by a near
;nd
; for
you would

good pleasure." After you have explained whnt
it is to will, and what to do, and 11a\'e observed
in 11 few words that St. Paul's meaning is, that
God is '\c J_aCborof botL L:,
by the
'!lay redu,(
'\ hole
of his,
five or
1. God by h~ Hoiy Spirit illuminates
underslall.tZillgs
1l'ill

not

of men; for Vlorking in us to

must necessarily be by illuminating the

derstacdir,··,.

2. That

of grace

un~
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not only says, God worketh in us tf) do. but he
adds, he worketh in us to will: now tbis will
consists in dispositions to conversion. 4. Irbis
operation of grace does not consist in putting us
in a state capable of com'erting ourselves, as the
admirers of sufficient grace say, but it actooll!l
COnt't'l'ts us; for the apostle says, "God worketh
in us to will and to do." 5. The operation of
tbis grace which converts us is of victorious
efficacy, and obtains its end in spite of all the
resistances of nature; for St. Paul sa-rs, .. God
to do:"
effectually worketh in us to will
which means, that when be displays this grace
nothing can resist hlm. 6. When God com-erts
us, wbate.er irresistibility there is in his grace,
he displays it neyerlheless in us, in a. way which
neither destroys our nature nor offers any tio!ence
to our will; for St. Paul says, U God worketh in
us to will," that is to say. he converts us by inspiring us with love for his gospel, in gentle
ways suited to the faculties of our souls.*

and

... The editor takes the liberty of obsertilJg, that tkilr modll
of illustrating 8 subject appears to him tOG refined and compleL He would rather recommend a more simple methOd.
'l'he thicg to be e:rplained is, the operation of divine gmce; and
it is to be explained In immediate reference tG the ten. It
milll\t be said then, that Its operation Is UI,,~,... tioul, t;JJictz-cimu. It Is Wf!erdgn. the result of" God's good pleasure," since
man has not so much as I. disposition to good till God has ginn
it him; and therefore can have nothing in himself that call
;ru!uu God to gi~e it him. It is rati(lfUll; for Ged .nJluences Wi
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Above all. take care 10 a)'range your propositions well, when you take this method. Place
the most g~ne!'ll.! first. <l!ld follow th~ order of
your know:,;<lg-::,
,L8,t the first
'he second,
may seFe
rest.*
the third,
"',u have to
text will consist of one or more
tC1'ms,sometimes in certain waY" of speaking peculiar
tD Scriptm'e, or at least of sllch great importance
that they will deserve to be pa.rticularly weighed
and e:xpla£::·"<
"i'iimes in pm'(,';

they call

and

proposition;;,
the divine

* Arrange your propositioru well. )'/otlJ.ing eluc,dates a subject
more than a conformity to this rule. Ckero's three words tit!)
well known-aple, distincte, anI"/',

1 ::my, ili..i"L lou t;<lch L~Jlu. ,m..i elille<'tvour to exhaust each word, he would handle the
tel."t in a common-place way, and quite tire the
hearer. You ought, then, in discussing such
passages, to se!ect the most obvious articles, and
to enlarge principally on essential remarks.
Sometimes there are simple tenns of whicr.:
you must only take notice cursorily, and en passant, as it were, just as they relate to the intention of the sacred author. For €.umple: in St.
Paul's ordinary salutations, Grece be to you.
Rnd peace, from God our Father, and from am'
(I

Lord Jesus Christ," it must not be imagined
that each of the terms or phrases is to be considered ex proJesso, either grflce, or peace, or Gorl
7

and in oraer to give a clear and
view
subject, you must give a clear and distinct idea
of the terms.
For example, 1 Tim. i, 5: «Now the end of
the commandment is charity, out of a pure heart,
and of a good conscience, and of faith unfeigned."
Dh·ide the text into three parls: the first of
which may be t1le commandment of which the
apostle speaks; the secmui, its end, c1ui.rity; and
~he third, the principles from which this charity
or love proceeds, from a PU?"e lwaH, a good con~
science, and faith unfeigned.
When there are many simple terms in a text,
you must considerwhetheritwouhl not bemOl"e
proper to treclt of them cO'llll'Jamfi1 rely,_ or by
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m.arking thei,' ?'elalion to each otller, than to dis4
cuss them separately. or each apart; for some4
times it would be 1'ery injudicious to discuss
them separately. and very agreeable to do it by

comparison.
[Not thinking Mr. Claude's illustration of this
so simple as it might be. the editor would suggest another. Say, on 2 Tim. iii, 16, 17, to show,
Tile excellency 0/ tile inspired votume.
I. Its real origin, gi,"en by inspiration of God.
II. Its immediate uses.-The establisknu:rd of
trutll, by making known sound doctrines, and
refuting false.-The promotion of'l.rirtll£, by
cOlTecting evil ways, and directing to such as
are good.
III. Its ultimate end.-The mahlng the man of
God peliect, in mind and judgment,
him to view
as God ·views it;
in lWf1·t and
him to a
conformitv to
mind
"ill of
N. B. Unde;' this lust he:ld the topic before us
"auld be illustrated by
how admiracalcubted the Scriptme
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of tb:: Lord came upon them, and the glory of
the LQl'd shone round about them; and tbe\'
were ~ore "fmid, And tbe angel said unto the~.
FedI' not; for bellOld! I bling you good tidings
of great joy, which shall be to all people. For
unto vou is born this dav. in the city of Dand,
a Sa'~ioul', which is Chri~t the Lord." In mv
opinion it would be ,"cry absurd to pretend t~
trc-rtt sepamtely these simple terms, in order to
explain wbd is a shepl/'eI'd, and what is an angel,
&c. But a coli/po.rison of these terms with each
other would afford '\"cry beautiful and agreeable
considerations, as will appear by the following
analvsis of the text. Let it then be dh-ided into
two -parts: let tbj! first be the appearance of the
angels to the shepherds, -with all the circumstances which the history remarks: and the
second, the angels' message to them. The first
is contained in the eighth and ninth Yerses, and
the second in the tenth and eleventh.
Haying spoken of simple terms, I proceed to
add something concerning expressions pecttlia1' to
Scriptltl'e, These descrye a pftrticulal' expliciltion, and should be discussed and urged wilh
great diligence, as well because they are peculiar
modes of speaking, as because they are 11ch with
meaning. In this class I put such forms of
speaking as these: «To be in Christ Jesus."
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of ihis kind should be discussed. Let us t.ake
these "ords,-Mark .iii, 34: ""\'Vhosoever will
come after me, let him deny himself, and take
lip hi.:; cross and follow me."
)!ethinks it would not be improper to divide
the sermon into two parts.. In the first we would
treat of the expressions which Jesus uses, .. Come
after me"-" deny himself"-" take up his
cross "-" and follow me." And in t.he second
we would examine the entire sense of our Saviour's

whole proposition.
[The editor cannot recommend this forma! way
of explaining all the terms :first: he would rather
cast the sl.lbject itself into some easy form, and
explain the terms
to each part of the
subject when that
part COlles to be
discussed, Thus,
viii, 34.
L The duties required of us in this injunctionto deny, &c., takc, &0.
U. The universal and indispensab1e importance
of it-None can be his without pelfonning
them.]
\Ye have before observed, that, beside simple
terms, and singular expressions peculiar to Scrip.
ture, there are also sometimes in texts, pm't-icles,
that are cfllled syncategonmatica, which serve
eitber for the augmentation or limitation of the
meaning of the proposition: as the word so in

.Tohn iii, 16,
>:,'ed the world :"-the
word nolO in the
"f RolIk"lTIS: "There:s
therefore now no <':'Jllicmnat.iou to them which
l\assages
care~

part, and "e,-::
depends 11 pan
ed on that

chapters:
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the explication, and indeed the most import'lD.t

part.
Sometimes these terms in question are not of
consequence cnougll to be much dwelt on, but
may be more properly passed with a slight rc·
mark. The word Behold, with which many pro·
positions in Scripture begin, must be treated so;
YOU must not make one part of this, nor insist
~n it too long. The same may be said of that
familiar expression of Jesus Christ, Verily, 'l}er-ily,
which is an ass€Yerution, or, if you will, an oath:
but neither on this must you insist much. So
again, .c1me-n, or so be it, which closes some texts;
TJ?"oe be to you, which Jesus Chrjst often repeats
in the gospel; with many more of the same kind.
I know no certain rule to distinguish when they
are important; but it must be left to the preach.
er's taste, and a little attention will make the
necessary di.<;;cermnent very easy.
When the matter to be explained in a text
consists of a proposition, you must, 1. Give tke
gense clearly and neatly, taking care to divest it
of all sorts of ambiguity.
2. If it be requisite, show how important ill
rdigion it is to be acquainted with the truth in
hand; and for tllis purpose open its connexion
with other important truths, and its dependence
on them; the inconveniences that arise from neg~
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advantageous
1 ,',~ce; with otber

;:ch piety
·Jl ,'le !;ame

inevidence,
by the light
revelation.
In fine,

{l'

who

discern.
must be discussed
be taken;
different
2nd in
relations.
Sometimes the doctJine contained in the
b2s difterent de!rrees, which it "ill
nCc.eS';;:EV to remark.
Sometim~s the

"TlC eyes of
enligbtened, "
his calling, and
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of the glory of his inheritance in the

srunt'S.
This text must be divided into two parts. The
first is the Apostle's prayer, May God enligkte"
tll.6 eyes of '!I()WI' uniler8tanding! The second is
the end of this illumination, .. that ye may know
what is the hope of his calling, and what t11e
riches of the glory of his inheritance in the
saints."

Secondly, To give an example of propositions.
including divers truths, which must be distin-

guished from each other. We cannot choose a
more proper text than the remaining part of the
passage which was just now explained: "That
you may know," says St. Paul. "wbat· is the
hope of his calling. and what the riches of the
glory of his inheritance in the saints." The
Apostle's proposition is, that by the illumination
of grace, we understand the innUlllerable blessings to the enjoyment of which God cans us by
his gospel. Now this proposition includes
many truths, which it will be necessary to dis-

tinguish.
1. That the gospel is a divine tJocation, a loud
yoice, which cries, .. Aw8ke, thou that s1eepest.
arise from the dead. and Christ shall give thee
light." Therefore it is said in the fiftieth Psalm.
U The Lord hath called the earth, from the ris-
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ing of the sun, unto tlle going down thereof."
The Church is not a rash, tumultuous assembly,
produced by hazard, as many societies seem to
be. It is not a human society, "hich reaSO£l
and natural interests ha,e associated. It is a
societ,.. that bas God for its author; for it is his
word 'which calis, and his command that assembles us.
2. It is a .-ocation wherein God proposes
something to our }tope; for which reason we Rre
said to be "begotten
to a lively hope."
in opposition to a
This may be discussed,
yoration of simple authority, where we are
recompense procalled to sr.rvice wie:out
posed, (thus pl"inces
command their
a seduction to
or in
sin,
puni~hes our seryiccs with de"t!l:
"The wages of sin is deatl]," says St. Paul.
(These words
who
calls us
obey
in order to
us.)
Or it
be considered in opposition to onr
which introduces us to a scel:e of
natural
numberles~ distresses and miseries.
All these
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wh('n the

like
"G('[

th~1J VU~

(If

kindred, and I will
thou gO(·st:" not

to

h:n1,

cnurllty. ami fl'f)U1 thy
the the land wbitbt'l'
that. which I~aiah nd·

dressed to H(,:"l:'kiHh, "Set

t1;\r,p

house in

order, for
Jesus

forth !"
3. That this cal! propo~es to our hope nIl
inheritance; not a recompense proportioned to
our merit ,: h1.t :'! ;ood, Wllic'h (Lxl ~, a fatht~r,
bestows
\;rtue of
grnce; n.
good "'trbL~'
\" ith Jesus
Christ: for \)'e are
of Guu" 0111" as we
are" joint-heirs of Jesus Christ." FarlllCr, tlii"
is an uTInlienable inheritance, which we oUI'Sel,cs

can new,
pri\e us,

1f\~,e, ~nd

of which

'rfl

(ltn"l"

can de-

could ne',·,;'
foreign
hands. "fili"
tin inberitanc.;. in fine, in opposition to that felicit:: w11iclJ God ga,-e ...,\dam as
a hireling, under- the title of wages; and llot as
a ~on, unM~ ~h(' title of inberifrm'.'!'
4. Thf"
must tIl!

\\', ,'l"d soints

in

sanctis, in iwiy, 01' lwoN111y piut'eB.) The Apo.:;tIe imends, not only to point out the m..ture of
didne blessings, which are spilitual and 11eRrenly.
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but to ~i.;"llifr the place where we shall possess
them, hea,"en, the man:-;ron of the majesty of

God.
5. That these are blessings of an infinite
abundance, of an inexpressible 1'O.lue, for this is
the meaning of tbese terms, "The riches of the
glory of his inheritance," a way of spea1..ing
proper to the Hebren"s, who, to express tbe
grandeur or excellence of a t1ling, heap many
synonymous expressions on each other. Thus
the Apostle, to represent to the Corinthians
this same felicity of which he speaks here, calls
it "A weight of glory excellently excellent."
And jn this chapter, a little after our text, be
speaks of" the exceedi.llg greatness of his power,
the wOl'king of his mighty power." Here then
the f'riches of the glory of his inheritance" signifies the value, the excellence, the abundance,
the plenitude of tbis inheritance.
6. The Apostle would have us know the admirable greatness of this hope; for all our denations from m·tue, and attachments to t~
world, arise only from our ignorance of this
glory: when we become acquainted with it, it is
a chain that fastens, an attractjye which allures,
an im"incible force that renders itself governess
of all our affectiOllS. ,lU1 ancient poet teUs us
of a golden chain which his Jupiter let down

inheritance in the neaxens.
7. Finally, the . .:lpostle means that the knowledge which 'We hale of this matter comes from
divine illumination. It can come from no other
influence, as we have already seen. It comes
also infallibly from this: and when God illuminates us, it is not possible tlutt '\'e should be
ignorant of what he designs to inform us of.*
There are some propositions which must be
considered ill different 'lJiCW8. For example, let
us take these words, P,:;ul.lxix, 21: "They gave
• Perhaps these &nen heads might have been mere profitab!)
included in the tm-u following; I. That Christlans ha\'e a. ven
glorious portion. 2. That it Is \heirpJi . !Uege to know the'r title
to it. 3. That they must attain their knowledge b\' sp!ritual
illumination.
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:,d have they llOt preYailed against me.;'
wurds belong, as to the J"cwisb, so to tbe
Chlj:;timl Church; and must.. he vpplied to both.
In short, it
with all typic;J
ties.

S:lid, Those surdv ;:,tt:H
Fle, which are in"Egypt;
by reason of their task·master:;: .for 1 knO\;sorrows, and 1 am tome down to deli vel'
Exod.

text, one
COIll:ernmg

mnst be
deg-recs of accomplishment.
1. Tile.\' were accomplish(~d in the servitude
lind d,·hemnce of Israel from
~, Til the" diYers .':'t'ryit.ndes
delh"erances
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whi.ch afterward befell Israel, particularly in
that of Babylon, which was a second Egypt.
3. They have been accomplished in a more
excellent sense, in the servitude and deliverance
of the Church at the COmL'1g of Jesus OMist~
and at the preaching of the Gospel.
4. In the deliverance of the Church from the
bondage of antichr-ist.
5. And, finally, they are yet to be fulfilled in
the last and great deliverance at Jesus Christ's

second coming.
In like manner discuss these words of Isaiah,
quoted by St. Paul: "Behold me and t1le cbil~
dren whom the Lord hath
me." Heb.
ii, 13. The first degree of
accomplishment
of these words was in Isaia!1, and his children;
the second, in J e8US Christ and his disciples at
the first preaching of the gospel; and the third,
in Jesus and his followers at the last day, when
he shall present us to his Father to be glorified.
The same may be said of Ezekiel's vision of
the bones which rose from the dead, for it has
three degrees of accomplishment. 1. In the
deliverance of the Jews from their Babylonian
captivity. 2, In the deliverance of the Churclt
by the ministry of the gospel. 3. In the last
1·esurrection. There are many passages of Scripw
ture which must be explained in this mauner.
S
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In regard to
inconsiderable,

THE

which seem

but which are
explication, they
two passages:

the land." At
Psalm xxxvii, n
first sight, it seems as if there was nothing in
these words; nevertheless, a particular explanation will discover many excellent tmths in them.
So again, Provo xv, 3: "The eyes of the Lord
are in every place, beholding the eru and the
In the general notion of this proposionly regards the omniscience of God,
there does not
j
extremely
important: but
us you ought, to
particulars, you
I. A providenHd
and

determining all

to

their ends.
2. A knowled.:Tc '
the good, and 0:' ,'M,A,'",;,,'
wicked.
3. A knowledge of protection and recompense
on the one side, and of chastisement and punishment on the other. So that this
contains the whole doctrine of
punishments of the wicked, and
which accompany the just.
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CRAFTER VI.
OF TEXTS TO BE DISCUSSED BY WAY OF
OBSEfiVATION.

SOME texts require a dif:!G
sideration, or observatio(,.
may serve for a general
1. When texts a:re
the matter well known to
it
be trifling to arouse the people with expiicaticn.
Such texts must be taken as they are, that is,
clear, plain, and e,;ident, and only observations
should be made on them.
2. Most historical texts' must be discussed in
this way; for, in a way of explication, there
would be very little
is there to explain in
Jesus, six days before
Bethany, where Lazan,()
dead, whom he raised
they made him a supp'.:(.
but Lazarus was one of them that sat a.t table
with him," .Tohn xii Would it not be a loss
of time and labour to a.ttempt to e:r:plam these
words? and are they not clearer than any eomments can make them? The way of'observation,
then, must be taken.
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3. There are some "ens which re(luir"
explication and observation. as when S('U'!<,'
may need explaining.

[Thns, Hcc,. '\',

Z'1·~:~6.

I. The choke
2. The
fL

'~nd

II. The excellency of

It was,

1. Consonant with re:el"
~. Conducive to
his interests. 3. Honmudblc t~\ his prafes·
sian.]
For example, Acts ~
while they
, ';<;dfastly toward heaven, as he went
up, Ldlold.. two men stood by them in white
apparel."
be necessary to ettplain
in a few
~ause of their "looking
steadfastly
for by liftinp: their
eyes after their Divine Master. they
the inward emotions of their minds. r l
needful also to explain this other
H as he went up," and to oOserve. thn~
its plain popular sense; and that it
merely the removal of ms visible
while he remained invisibly upon
')1:),. the absolute rrbsence of his humanity.
natural sense of the words, and the
observation is necessary
:1" ":,.!,'ainst that
sense which the Chmcl'
IJJ~poses on

them fot
sake of tr:I" ;;u· 'tantiation,
may also brieny explain this other expression,
"behold! two men," and show that they wel'e
angels in human shapes. Here you may discuss the quc3tion of ang""1,i(~::]1 iil'pearance:-:
human
Notwith."t1,j,ding- these
plications.
is a text
YiHtSt be
by way of observation.
Observe, in general, when explication and
observation meet in one text, you must
explain
I\':.Tt that
you m&L,·,

must not
'1Hhde till
sense plain and clear.
4. Sometimes an observation rnay be made by
way (If ezpZication, ac; when you would infer
somethi;;g iTDp()rtant fr0m, tnc meaning
original
i2: the tex:.
example',
ii, 1,
\\ ben the Jay
Pent~y"
fully OOlll.e, tbey were ali with one accord. in one
place."
It will be
the Gre,::k
It with Oll,'
the sam,'
judgment.; ~t1 thus their unanimity is distin~
guished from an exterior and negative agree~
ment} which consists in a mere profession of
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(,~~

different senti
not faIling
negligence,
this may pro .;,.".1
or fear of
authority.
Church of Rome
uniformity of which
boasts, is of this kind; for, if they have not disputes and
among them on religious
matters,
however, is not granted,) it is
stupidity and ignorance in which
are kept, or
",jiiTerence and
which the grc'lt,cc-:.
uf that com-

,0

;

that tvnnnical domrnation of their
prelates, with whi~h the constitution of their
Church arms them. Now, consider such a
uniformity ho'G you will, it win appeftr a false
peace. If ignorance or negligence produce it, it
the quiet of d,'ul
in a buor the pr'/o"cc:lJ j. ",-'e of night,
:,;"e asleep; and,
ng to fear,
;:
i'-tillness of a
under the
strokes of his officer, a mere shadow of acquiescence produced by timidity, and unworthy of
the name of ummimity. The disciples of .T csus
Cbrist were not uniform in this sense: but their
unanimity was inward and
they" were
and one so':
/'xplication,
(\bservation.
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and there are very many passages of Scripture which may be treated of in the sa:me
manner.
5. Observations, for the most
be theological; that is 11,
long to a system of religi(\Jl
we may make use of obs
losophical, and critical ;
sparingly and seldom;
and when they cannot
even then they ought to be pertinent. and not
common, that they may be heard with satisfaction. Make ita law to be generally very brief
on observations of these kinds, and to inform
your audience that you only make them en
paJJsant.
There are, I allow, so,:':,;:-,
servations remote from
to tbe elucidating of a
pen, make your obSerV:lT.iiHLS
explain and prove them.
in general, observations
:".}tl ,ly
logical; either speculative. which regard the
mysteries of Christianity, or practical, which re~.
gard morality: for tbe pulpit was erected to
instruct the minds of men in religious subjects.
and not to gratify curiosity; to intlame the heart,
and not to find play for imagination.
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6. Observations should
scholastic style, nor
They should be seasone/l
accommodated to the
and adapted to the marnw'-<

of the best expedients
duction of obscure matters to a natural, popular.
modern air. You can never attain this ability,
acquire a habit of conceiving clearly

and of expressing them in
a free,
easy manner, remote from everything forced and far-fetched. An long trains
of arguments, all embarrassments of divisions
and subdivisions,

which are mostly
fields, the cities, and
gine in the clouds, the
an these should be avoidj·d.
7. Care, however, lD-V"'i
opposite extTeme, which
poor, dry, spiritless OhS8\"h

under

of avoicling scllOoI-dhrnu';v,

of

only popular things. Endeavour to
2nd tryr also t() think Dobly. Let
your obser%tions be replete with beauty as
well as
the fruits of a fine fancy un.
der the
of a sober judgment. If you
be inattentive to tllis article, you win pass for a
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contemptible declaimer, of mean fLnd shallow
capacity, exhausting yourself, and not edifying
your hearer~; f!; VP:l)'" -ridiculous charnd~r 1*
To open
observations,
you to thinl.
rise from
t." ;:renus, or des,",' '
You IDay remark the different
of a virtue comma..7J.dcd, or of a vice
prohibited. You may inquire w]lether the subw
ject in question be relative to any oilier, or
sornethb.g
whether it \' -,
pressed. Y {)11
iug or actin,'"
speaking or
place, person::>
be any useful considerations
a word or
You ~ay consider the principles
action, or the good or bad consequences that
follow. You may att.end to the end proposed
in a speech vi"
thing remarl:aUc
acting. Y()cc
with others
* The readel' may fonn a pret:y accurate idea of these. bJ
reaciing the se~ond of the anne:.:ed Skdetons, which was writ
ten on purpose to illustrate tkm. F[)r a gcr.eral alld popula.r vievt
of them he may consult the Disco;w;e OIl Jo1m xill:, 31--37.
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of words and actions on dift'8rer.t occasions. You
may oppose words ar.d actions to contrary words
and actions, eithEr by contrasting speakers o:r
hearcrs. You may examine the foundations and
causes of words or actions, in order to
the truth or falsehood,

cvidence, and so OD. You may adver~
of marc or less, and to diil'erent interests, You may distinguish, define, divide, and,
in a word, by turni.:1g your text on every side,
you may obtain various methods of elucidating it.
I will gi'r'e you examples of all.
I.-Rise from Species to Genus.*'

Psalm I, 14: "Sacrifice to God manKse"-m"_
and

~

This is a topic: peculiarly proper in an exordiwn..

:No, but because he gave them the priesthood,
and because he who had. the priesthood, the
altar, and the censer, had God for his por~
tion, and, consequently, could have no need of
temporal things. This is, you see, to rise fr(lm
species to genus; for the text does not speak of
sacrifice in general, but of the sacrifice of p'l'{tise
in particular: yet when these general considerations are pertinent, they cannot fail of being
well received.
IT.-Descend from Genus to Species.

An example may be taken from Psa. cxxiii, 2:
•• Behold, as the eyes of servants look unto the
hand of their ~ters. so our eyes wait upon the
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Lord Ollr God." Here
aptly observe,
in masters w-ith regard
'-lts, and in God
with
to us, three
of the phase,
hand of beneficence, a
of protec~
~;lJi/' 0r J.c;i\;PY?-TIce, and a hand of ':X.di'<;;r:ticm
A
servant exp'x!'" favours from the ha:,d il
roaster, not'" "ill that of a stranger.
to him for P"I' ,'etian and deli,erance in
iug dangers, and
an help, except that of
his ma.ster. He
correction from him
when he comrolL::.

~m:L

LI

whell corrected,

humbles himself under
t),;,;;ter's frown, in
,',"liu' ti) di arm him Ly tears of n r.\'~ ii'nee. The
of these to the serv,;::" of God is
word succour is gel: - ,d. and may
g\..llU:'; Lv

i.Je considered by
from the
Lie !'::p8cicti, and by obsen ;~lQ.
have for divine assist..
con","vc,,',," -he different assistances
affords us-as the help
doubts,

hs

1;1)

deI\ (:~

"0 aid us against the ,\,":i!~7neSSes of
, j:e help of divine conSOZU.('i ',',0 sweeten
the bitterness of our exeri'! (' 'l!1der
circumstau(;es, and to g1\"I: !I~' !;~urage to
j

"<,,,,(,~
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afflictions·
p;:.rdon our
sins, and to restore
our conseienoos that tranquillity which they have lost by offending God.
You will meet with a great number of texts
which mLT ix' ,]i~cussed in tEs );;rc::;ner: but
great
the subject;
ii'",' a schoolboy. The best way is, to make only one general
observation, and then to apply it to several particular subj~cts, collecting. all at last into one

general

p':'i~t {If Y)','w.

For example, 2 The55. iii, 5: .. The Lord direct
your hearts into the love of God, and into the
patient wdiLill,';,
Christ."
T ;;}!01ud describe the
of true
nod; and,
perhaps,
" ot be imprcp,;;' !r, '" bjoin the
characters of expectation of Christ; and, that I
might not seem to' travel the same road t-"yice, I
would call the latter, emotion~ which accompany
hope in
To begin
T"ue love to
God.
i. The seat of it is the hea:rt, wblch it penetrates and possesses. This distinguishes it from
the feigned lO,ve of hypocrites, Whi9h is only in
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in external act>;",
,eir hearts
f" 11 ~" ,inful self-love;
i~\ay be said
(If
God once said r
i.o!'RF!Jtes," This
people honour me 'with their lips, but their heart
is far from me."
2. It is a love that possesses the whole heart,
without allowing a partition among different obfeets Thus it is distinguished from that partial
,
a1most-Chrish'l'"'~
who have
~md repentand ne\'er
ls divided,
r:n'i'feetion; beca1\';.
and occupied with various worldly objects; and
because the love of God, from which true repentance and zeal proceed, is not rooted in the
heart: it is for this reason thaL Scripture commands us to love God with all our hearts, or, as
"""'c,ks, to love hi?!,
a c)."dia-l a.ttk·
(i)'

i

1"ve of God is

good man; h,
h'is
friend, a master
servant, a king his
a wife her husband; but the character
love in us is, on the one hand, to suffer no love
"no man can
contrary to itself in the heart,
'I 'lasters," and th
he world
",gainst God,") a),:;
(,,-her hand,
',UTes; a father
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10"e of God does not suffer any of the objects,
the love of which is compatible with itself, to
hold the ~'ef p!rUf b fh0 h~art. This chief
place is for God:
is to treat him oD.!,"ul",,_""lv
anol.herobject W'"
he is, he must
and if a
holy heart be an image of heaven, as it is in effect
God must reign there, and all must be submissive to him.
4. The emotions and acts of this love must be
infinite, withoui
as without subordination; witl,,"':'
well as without
must resemble
partition. The :C">lson 1.",
inibite; and this is
its object: and
one sense of tb..i.t; cowliltWd, "Thou shalt love
the Lord thy God with all thy soul." But how,
say you, can we, who are finite creatures, perform infinite acts? I answer, the acts of the
creature are, in a manner, infinite. 'This infinity
consists, in my oT,l!..liou" in
First, our
emotions go to the
our power,
, d, secondly, when
without coolnes'
we have stretch(;d
be utmost of our
power, we cannot be content with ourselves, and
we acknowledge our duty goes infinitely beyond
OUT emotions and actions.
Thus we ought to
love with all the powers of our hearts, f,riving up
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(if I may so speak) our whole souls to him, and
at the same time we shall feel a secret dissatisfaction with ourselves for not being fMJle to love
him enough.
5. This lo~e, which has no bounds itself, sets
bounds to every emotion toward other objects.
It is, as it were, an immense fire, emitting a few
sparks, a few comparatively faint emotions toward inferior objects. So a king collects in his
own person all the honours of his kingdom, and
communicates some lucid titles to inferior subjects; so the sea distlibutes of its boundless
waters to rivers, fountains, and rills. Not only
must we refuse to love what God has forbidden,
and choose to respect what he allows us to love,
but, to speak properly, we ought to love only
what he commands us to love. This love should
be in our hearts, amidst all our other affections,
as a prince is among the officers of his army, or,
to speak more strougly, as God himself is amongst
all the creatures of the whole universe, giving to
all life, motion, and being.
6. The love of God is accompanied with
humility and fear, as a salt to prevent corruption; and by this means we are kept from degrading liberty into licentiousness. In effect, how
great mercy socver God has for us, it is the
mercy of a master. How great soever his pa-
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tendeme::'::;
sovereign judge. His mercy, which is so amiable to us, is never sepa.rate~ from his infinite
justice and power; and one of the most essentic;] )"\'If:J'ks of ,om' low·
him is,
and
nothing
p:resenc('.
two
always gil together. To {(;,I-,; him rightly~
we must fear 1iim. as a father; and to love him
rightly, we must love him as a sovereign
Lord.

This love musf..1n one respcM,

i-:);i,/<its,

the

God, from \;;hkh ours pJ'(')"l'~(d',: but in
respeet
not imita-tk 1,i;:. ! t must
imitate his, by diffusing itself where his,difi'u.ses
itself; and follow it, e.ven wh~n it is besrowed
upon enemies, according to our Lord's precept;

" r"Ti'S your eni:'mi('~, I,less them

i,'\! t,

i,;Ul;,e

you,.

?;<:;od to thern
ba.te yOII,
11lay for
that despbdul.ly use you
p,~rseeute
you~ that ye may
the children of yOUl' Father
whieh is in heaven; for he maketh bis sun to
rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth
rain on the just and on the unjust." But hl
Llli)(l.F2r respect W'J illCl.st not iroitc'1te hilS bve j for
love to u" :t 1BalOUS lov~'"
cannot
»l,S(;nt to our havi'::,g ct!:y otherobj'2,,~t of ~;Cl.,preme
love besides himself: but our love to him can have
no greater perfection than that which arises
9
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from
<'jects: our jealousy re·
pw;:·het Elijah, who, being
semlJles that
asked: when he was In 'tt,(,
of Beer-sheba,
there, answered," "1 "k,"(, been very
the Lord God of
for the
covenant.
wa.c:. St"
'e saw the CorinthiaJlS

auJ. wr0";;j. nowD thine altars."
Paul's jealousy,
turned from tb,"

is, to lament when b,~ ;;;~me is dishis word neglected or Je.srised1 and
his commands violated.
8. A ChT'ls,i';),n's love to God princiF,dly
sists in obedienct,
I grant, is Dot always
a certain charact-.:r "
how many persons are

there who absk'iu frum evil and do good, from
principles of interest or f..'U[ mt.'>er than of love!
biu", h/,'"c':er, it is as a negati~«' d}"racter al: because it roay alwaY' >'1' ,-oncluded,

who co not obey G(:d do not love
him; for alJ, "'ho do love God, obey
The reason '''TIdent: all, who truly 1<
have an ardent
of being loved by him '
and it is essentia.l
k'~e to desire a.return ~t
"-1

CmlF'OSITION

affection from its object.
be beloved of God, unL."~,; '.\'i;
him; nor can we pleafl\
his commandments. '1'h('
accompanied with a holy
a.nd an awful fear of
believer is always afraid lest anything, through
negligeI).ce or infirmity, should escape him, and
clash with his duty, or provoke his God. Tbis
made St. Paul say, "Work out your own salva~
tion with fear and trembling ;'" and elsewhere,
4< I keep under my body, and bring it into sub~
jection; lest, after I have preached to others, I
myself should become a C!:t~t.~aw'Ryf' :>.,ni! h?nr('
those prayers of holy meD) "'('
o Lord, I will walk in
heart to fear thy name."
perfect in every good
working in you that wh,"
his sight, through J eSllS
9. The love of God is
Christian, but it is also
of correction, contrarv to that false love which
subsists only i~ prosperity. and is quite extinct
in adversity: for false love in religion flows
from temporal interest, and is dependent on
irregular self-love; but true love to God regards
his glory and our salvation, two things which
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can never be separated, because God has 1lJ1ited
them so,
t[,27 constitute
-':xy essence
God to
of religio,," "V tenever, then
two grea'
(I mean
chastise U""
his glory and our sal'mtion) present themselves
before our eyes; and whether we consider chastisementR m' tne fruits of m:r D~ sins which
or as pat"n' i ';(;rnJ{es to eshave off'e,.,d(\]
tablish u:·)
they
but'inflame
our love. Add to
that when a believer
sees Ilis God frown, he cannot help apprebend_
ing, in some sense, thatl,is wrath will go farther,
d~(;rely leave
that the
forsake,
him. Hp,,,;f:
expression" of "Dh _"id, "Forsake me T<C'L, (i l.ord; 0 my God, Le not far
from me I" "My God, my God, why hast thou
forsaken me? why art thou so far from helping
me, and from t'h' words
And
hence
"Will
ever?
be favoura.Ll!
;12ore? Is
his mercy clean gone for ever 1 Doth his promise fail for evermore ?"
The 'l'yrians, it seems, when Alexander besieged thern. im~;.:.:i"ed they saw,
';(,;\\e extra~
ordin'ary
that the in:"'-,'"
,-i,.pollo, in
which all
of proted,i(~Il
placed,
-int.ended to quit
city: to prevent this misfortune, they fastened their god with chains of
1
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gold. This I own was a foolish superstition:
but me thinks we may sanctify the thought, and
almost learn a believer·s conduct from it. When
he imagines his God means to forsake him, he
balds him (if I IT1:; be 8.n'~''\l.''0d to say so) with
chains of love;
aro:.i.ud him the ten~
der arms of his
and, to make
that of the Ty:: i:m"i,
disciples did ~
for the day is far spent,
e,ening:"
10. True love to God is not superstitious.
Superstition usually springs from one of these
four plinciples. Either, first, from servile fear,
which makes people believe that God is always
wrathful; and \fbi,:ch
lUeans to appease
prac~
him, employing
tices unworthy
itself; or, 2dly,
from a natural
\v:);,ch we all have,
to idolatry, wl:ic i ,
think they see
some ray of th(
f':x"raordinary creatures, and, on this account, illey transfer a pa.rt
of their devotion to them; or, 3dly, from hypocrisy, which makes men willing to discharge
their obligations to God by grimace, and by zeal
for external services; for which purpose they
(lan p~rform a great number of any kind. Fi-
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nally, from presumptiun.
God after their own fan,,:,·,
a "Worship as pleases a ;;
'without regarding whe~
All these appear in tie
Church of Rome, the b~·~2.
from fear of the fire of purgatory; as
mortifi.eati')DS, masses, jubilees. indulgences,
satisfactiolls, and many more of the same
It is also c,"ident, that some came from
thnt dreadful
natural to all mankind
to deify creatures; to
may be referred the
-worshipping of images, the invocations of saints
and angels, the custom
the adoration of relics,
it less true that
beads, chaplets,
quent fasts, visiting
finally, some came from
s7-lmption, as festivals,
cence of churches;
general, all pbmpous
ceremonies in tbe worship of God. All these
to the lo\"e of God, which is free
It is superior to .servile fear,
and
with a persuasion that God is
good,
he loves us. It has only God
for its object; it Itcknowledges between God
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and his creatures, howl;ver amiable
may be, an infinite dist:mce, and,
cannot bestow any pari of that
them, which i
·'lim alone. It is sincere
;;;ore at.tentive to the interior than to
appearance; for, having its prin·
the heart, it rectifies a man's sentivh','o:ce, as from a sal;red SOl;>'ce, good
and subworks flow. In a word,
missive to the will of Goj,
it, regards as
the only 1111e of its duty, wiLl.loUL pa:;--:n,C:
respect to the vanity of c,ense, or the c~; yti(;c
the human
, C '_tad is tranquil and peaceways of Providence within itself, without inquiefrom qualTels
"ll things,
"emce of
'i<vation, in
II1.::apable of

Its tranquillity
and energetical,
,,1 ways
action; like the
heavens,
ilte, \\'1thout noise, in profound silence, perpetm l1y moving. a;','
santly shedding benigr: influences:
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content to seek God in hi" +CIT.; les onlY',
it
pursues biro in houses,
and'
it rises after him to heaven; , njoys him in the
" -!,,,~'e it entertains and adorIJ~; 11;m; itgoes
;,~ ,Ffk hiro in bis members,
chiefly in
whose secret Decessit.!'"": it inquires
after, and elHL avours to relieve.
Finally, one of the greatest cvidencp~ (,f
to God is, spont,'C' T' .... obedience. not waiting for
i;8, after we have fallen
chastisements te,
into sin, hut retu t';' ," ir/'mediately to repentance.
Indeed, tardy
which come after we
have exhaus1 e 1
1Y!ucn more
"J love to
li" love has so great a
in such a
U:at, if we do not attrib1,~k Jur repentance wholly to it, we roUSI- 1>1 t:'eat part. Yet
it is certain, when repenT""I'" does not 110W
wholly from love to God,
not
venly and spiritual; it is ,'OTf, :,,)und of
and earth, dh"> tfaitl'i ani: human prudimce : Ii; d
so much as it, ba.s of nature and sinful
rest, so mUCD loses of its worth and e':':J> )l<;:::v:<-.
Genuine lovi~ l~()eS not then wait for
citations, no"
afflictions inform us of 0'\1 ,;, (',: C :
it freely comes "f'
:d, and constrains us to
return to God,
' "fore we feel the effecta
>
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of his indignation. So much for the characters
of 10v8.*
In regard to the emoti()'ng included in the words
patient waiting,
remark,!. That the
coming of Jesus
non, the expectation of
real hope, directly oppu;it,
of the wicked, which is
sider Jesus Ohrist on thi!
and enemy, who will
their sins, and plunge t1ew £Vj- tlver into perdi~
tion. Believers, on the contrary, consider him
as their Head, their Husband, their Saviour, who
will come to raise them from dust and mlliery.
n.nd to exalt them to his glorious kingdom. The
wicked, in their fore·-vicws, resemble the devils,
who, at Ohrist's first f1'Pt'e~'rIt'!\(~e, Hc1aimed,
H Let us alone! what h.:, thou Jesus of Nazareth?
stroy us?" but the righ'""""
attended his public entry
*The multiplyingQfdivisions 11-11." '1""
judgment, a great fault in corr .•,·',
i'~/'.' \',',1',,;',
only of ollch a number as will fab:ly embrace the whole snbjact.
and. may eo.sily be romembered. All that really belongs to the
SUbject in these thir{"n he:;Lds might have been introdm:ed under
the three followi::g- ,-True love to God is, 1. Supretne, possessing the heart, the whole heart, &e. 2. Uflijcmrr., as well under
hIs ccr~ections as under his smiles. 3. O~tlient;u.l, instigating
us not to an observance 0: su?erstitious rites, but hi an humble
and active perrorrnar.ce oi 'us revealed will.
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sanna," said the\", "ble,,~'
the name of the "Lord."
2. This expectation j~
holvand ardent desi1:e, '-'~
of the greatest blessings
says the Ohuxch, «Lord
was David's e.xpe(;tation, ,vhen he was among
the Philj"t.ines; "As t11e bart panteth after the
water~brooks, so panteth my soul after thee, 0
God." The desire of a believer is not less fernoDt, or (to
more properly) it is far more
ardent, when
meditates on his entrance into
the heavenly Jerusalem, where we shall" hunger and thirst no more, fe;, tb La:o." 3'trr1l f.=od
us, and lead us to foum,lius c·!
What the first appearanr,i':'
was to the ancient. churc
festation is to us, with
he was to appear in gra<,'
pect him in glory-then j ,I'
"form of a servant," anL1
ful flesh;" but hereafter he ·will appear in the
"form of God," thinking it "not robbery to be
with God." As he was tben "the desire
mlt.ions," ]lOW should be not now be the
desire of all belicycrs?
3. This desire is uccomparued with a holy inquietude, almost like what we feel when we ex-
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pect an intimate friend. of whose coming we are
sure, but are uncertain about the time: or, if
you will, such as an oppressed and ensla\Ted
'People feel, while they wait fol" a deliverer; or,
such as an affectionate consort feels, while she
waits for the return of her lord. On these occasions days and hours move slowly, time is anticipated, futurity is enjoyed, and there is a prelibation of the expected pleasure. This is the
holy inquietude which St. Paul attributes to the
creatures in general, saying, They" groan and
travail in pain together with the earnest expectation of the manifestation of the sons of God."
How much mOre then must believers do so I
4. But this
does not prevent Oul'
our
in patience; for it does not
to murmuring, but submits to the will
God; knowing that times and seasons are in
his own power: "if he tarry, wait for him," as
St. Paul after Habakkuk says, Reb. x, 3'1; that
is, be not impatient, do not murmur, for he will
certainly come, and will not tarry. They are the
profane only who say, "\Vhere is the promise of
his coming? for since t.he fathers fell asleep, all
things continue as they were from the beginning
of the creation." We feel then an inquietude,
but an inquietude blended with submission tothe
will of God. "Why," Bays the belieYBr, "art
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thou ca"t down, 0 my soul? why art thou dis_
quieted 'within me? hope thou in God, tor I shaH
yet praise him, who is the health of my countenance and
"
5. This e;;r-("

prepa'ration,
the majesty
ness of the ju,),:;m,oll"
cute, and the eternal benefits of which we hope
to partake. \'\, e must not imitate that wicked
servant in the parable, who said, "My Lord delays 11is coming," and who, under cover of that
delay, beat Lis t'<.~~},.';v"~q'rvants. Whl'i'
was to appe,:t; ;'" 1",:; .<,'): suerus, she S1'
days befor
;<1
')'t!Taring herself,
herself wit'
costly habits.

might appe:il

:~'m ill

a

prope~'

Such is the waiting of a believer; be employs all
his life-time to prepare for that solemn hour, when
eternity will begin.
You might easily take the characters of vices
from this
~"<lcterizing virtu,:",,'
ever, I
1'X,' pIe on (Wari,"
"Let you~
and be conte'~;~
such things
1. Avarice is a disposition so gross, that it
obscures the understanding and reason of a man,
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even
as to make-him thulL
rrofit where
there is nothing b,ctt luss, and imagine th,at t(
economy which is
but ruin. Is it
this manner that a
man, instead of
pr'~',,'enting maladies, by f~ h(l:::lest and frugal exlxn:-\e, _draws them upon 11;fY)~'df, by a sordid and
niggardlyw,'.v "f jiving; a,nd, bythisme:tJ:.s, brings
himself under
unavoidable necessity
sumi~g nnt~ part of his substa:::,~c
recover a
healt.h, w]jich, by an excessive r; "',:mony, he has
lost ~
are even some whu ("'lllg inevitable
death upon them~e!ves! rather than spend
thing to pro"ure necess,Lry relief; and
prl,inent enough to ironr;i.M, that
had
L,,~,'I~r be w;thout a
than a possessor
\\;?},out riches; as man 'V'T',~made for money,
and not mo"'- , for man.
But, 2. This'W01!ld i.,,,, but little, if avarice aifN,' Led only the avancic.m, themselves; it goes m.ud.
furtb-2;:
renders a man usek"-i'
society. It
suhvt.';ts the idea of our living
aS3ist one another; for a covetOt,-" man is useless to the wl\(,:e
world. He r(':",~?Ubles' "hat earth, of
St.
Pa,}l. spcah. wWeh <~ drinlreth in the ,nlin. that
'.c"MS after upon it, and Lh ,·th only thorns and
He is an unfru;r,l\~~ "ree, a :;,ulf which
'] 11 parts, but from
draws in waters
you will, an a"Varid'YU8
no stream l"UIlS;

neu6s
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man is like death, that devours aU, and restores
nothing; whence jt comes to pass, that no man
is in general so much despised, while he lives, as
a miser; and no man's death is so much desired
as his. He never opens his treasures till he is
leaving the world; he, therefore, can never receive the fmits of gratitude, because his favours
are never confen-ed till his death.
3. Further, this vice not only renders a man
useless to society, but it even makes him hurtful
and pernicious to it. There is no right so inviolable, no law so holy, which he will not ·vIOlate
greedily to amass riches, and
serve them. How
a[)l'l
many
wickednesses,
proceeded from this perverse
inclination! If a covetous man is barren in kindnesses, he is fruitful in sins aDd iniquities. 'fhere
are no boundaries which he cannot pass, no barriers which he cannot readily go over, to satisfy
his base
for money.
4.

sion, brpl"ll'ing into the \':ant.s of ,y:.l:.f;Jr;, and.
without asking, seek ~;",' n:eans to preYe",- them.
But avarice, 0n the
makes a mf~.c. hard,

pitiless, beyond
L~ars, rendering the mi"tx

cJi

of complaints
only jealous

prosperity of his r..:::ii,;-.i"L0ur, but even
making him ("'J'L,iticr the pittances of the
Lt·]

able as objed;~
"·ctaus desires.
;'ot without reas.m that
Faul calls
5. J

:,ove all other
his confidence.
secrates to

:'cars God,
£rat thoughts, and

('.on~

to his glory ;tnd sen :,>,> {,he chief of his c".res; to
his intn",::t,.'" the whole ofLis heart ':nd for the
rest, C0mr,--..iTs hirnselfto th'" ::areofh;,> rr-ovidence.
It is the :same with a COV-,,;LOUS mar:; ill reo;ard to
his treasures ~ he thinks only of them, he 'l.sb,'iul"s
only to mere''.:spreserve them, he feeh ,ylly
Utem; he has neither
hope which

founded on his

118 would offer
\'ilLbout expense.
sometimes s"Tficiently
manner all
other

w:.;:.;uJe to them., Mllid he d,-,

6. It is surprising'
dinrting. to see in
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inclinations of a miser,
vices, his 10'i-e and
sorrow, respect and
move 01" rest, act or do
orders which this crimbd.l
If he be naturally civil,
':.gn:.cctiJ':'<': m
his conversation, he 'will not fail to lay aside all
his civilities R.nd good manners, when his avarice
tells hiro be may get something by doing so;
and, on the contrary, when he has received
some
when "ome insult has been offered
him,
ground of resentment, you
may see, in an
his WTath is removed.
and all his vehemence aL-'\t,,"d,
money offered to appe~"c_
small expense to gratify
object of puplic joy or
view, siruply considerir::,'..:
he ",ill be glad or sorry,
of the thing in question;
sion of public joy inter('"
in
manner prejudice his pretensions, allan a
you will see all his joy turned into sarIn like manner, when a public calamity
him <1n opportunity of gaining anything,
his sorrow is turned into joy. If he ardently
loves anyone, he will love him no longer, if he
begin LO cost biro anything; avaric~ will turn all
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indifference
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son and common honesty oblige him to
party who h<:,-'o"e justice on their side,
maintain and eVI'· :'''n:::,:gerate their rights. and
C1,,,.r'-'nd the equit.y 01 them, while
engage his purse, anti
Ie thing: what 'was just bc,',c/'me now

llllju",L to him,. bp h~C! quickly why!; a..o.d ,1tOwe"',""__~
in his mouth but, hou',''<e1', we were
in suell a point -why sb,'uld we be obstin. rt,i'.
such or ;:n~b J. thing? (\..\,\
In fiE'" hIS avarice give
colour and tint
it is the sale rul"
measure,
.(rood or bad, ju::'L 0I unjust,
reasonable or HLi.\;:\s,:;.nable, aooordin!": to its
pleasure: erirrH'"
no longer crimes, if they
agree with ayarb.'; vl;:-:.ues are no lonp;er virtues,
when
oppose it: she J\~L.:,1ls over the ideas
of a
mind and the
of his heart,
sale arbiU (~~!, in the judgm,' ,'.; of his mind. sole
directress in
consuL1.T,ions of his
governess of
his PSSiODS. Aristotle';,
tiOD of nature
rrowhere better applied,i" t.he principle of motion
rest: for
do'.':s all that the centurion in L1e gr_'spel did;
G':',:,~ to one, Go, and he gOEf)
another,
Cotoe~ and h' ,orneth, ,JI() this, and he-d.f0: 1 b
ye,l, she goe f:~rther tb'I~: the centuria!
1'1
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pause, Cease,

and all things
IV.-Obsf!r-ve lhe Relation of one Subject to ana/he,",

For example, always when in Scripture Goa
is called a Father, the relation of that term tc
children is evid('!)!
obliged not· only
to remark the
which aTe it
God toward
dc.h-mtages which we

receive from hi.:; 10'/6, L'lt siso the duties tc
which we are bound as children of such a Fa
ther. The same may be said of all these ex
pressions of Scripture... God is our God," we
are "his peopk" ~ :hf' 1(': OWl' « portion," we art
bis"heritage"
""".ster," we al'e llli
<tservants"-}~H' ii"
we are th~
"subjects of hi'_
our" prophei
or teacher," we are his" discipies"-with man)
mOfe of the same kind. ,When we meet witl
'such single and separate, they must be discussec
in relation to one another, and this relation mus1
be particularly
Thus, when the
"kingdom" or
Jesus Christ, i!
spoken of, all
to this kingdon:
must
,\'s-arms-tbron~
* These s"""" heads might, as in thEi (oregoing imtance, haV(
been rec.uced to tlint. AVarice, 1. Perverts OUI judgment
2. Dest!o s our happiness; $. Is incompatible witil tru~ raU
gl,~

divine nuptiais-the invioiabie fidelity which he
requires of us-the right and power be acquires
over us-the defence and protection which be
engages to afford us: but when these relath"e
things are discussed, great care must be taken
neither to insist on them too much, nor to descend to mean ideas, nor even to treat of them
one after another, in form of a parallel; for
l;lothing is more tiresome than treating these
apart, and: one after another. They must, then,
be associated togetber; a body composed of
many images must be formed.; and the whole
must be always animated with the sensible, and
the spiritual. I think a preacher ought to content himself with making oue single ObS8l'Vation,

H'

realty l'eiaLive; but this speaks in general
things supposed# which have no relation to each
other. For example, when we speak of a
change, what they call the terminus a quo ne~
cessariIy supposes the terminus ad quem)' and the
te:rmmus ad q'UfPn supposes the terminus a quo.
A covenant supposes' .two contracting parties
-a reconciliation effected, or. a peace made,
supposes war and' enmity-a victory supposes
enemies, arms, and a com bat-life supposes
death, and death life-the day supposes night,
and the night day: sometimes there are propositions, which necessarily suppose others, either
because they are consequences, depending on
their principles, or because they are truths na-

Sil!ll,;:t~ is only i1 ;:;1~U'-T- vi .wciety; tuey i.iJ.-e
actually at war with each other, and, like the
Midianitish army, turning everyone his sword
against his companion. The spirit of the world
is a spirit of dispersion rather than of association.
Different interests, diversities of sentiments, varieties of opinions; contrarieties of passion, make
a perpetual division; and the fruits of this division are insults and injuries. It may he said of
each in such societies, as of Ishmael in the pro·
phecy, .. His hand is ag~inst every man, and
eVtlry man's hand against hiro."
2. We must not imagine that faith, and the
dignity of a Christian calling, raise the disciple
of Ghrist ahove injuries: on the contrary, they
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expose him
others; as we11
because God
our faith tried,
that 'we mn. arl'i.e at heaven through many tribulations, a~ because a Christian profession nec€::isarily dh-ides believers from infidels. 'The
world ;nd sin form a kind of communion between the wickf:]
which produces
a mutual forhe!lLEl('l'
!"'iC;ldsl1ip: but there
is DO communi<-)]2
t,>'!iever and an unbeliever, any mGt'" ~L.<W..i. Lc~.v>;.::n light and dark1H"':>5, Christ and Belial.
'fhence come ull the
persecutions of the Church, and thence will good
men continue to meet with opposition from the
wicked, to the
,T ","sus Christ, when
be sent his
fail to apprize
them of this:
'-l ic:nd you forth as
and again, "If
sheep in the
ye were of the world, the world would love his
own; but because ye are not of the world.
therefore the world hateth you."
You may make an observation on each of
these supposed
having established
the Apostle's
1,r'\'_ing that"pri\"ate
revenge is coni ~
of Christianity,
and incompatih>
i'lety, you may observe a third supposed truth:
3. That the gospel !lot only forbids resentment and revenge; it even commands us to
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pardon offences: and.

1:')1

fa;<,i"H~,

obliges us to rio
good to our enemies, and cO J.1i~'j'!I for our persecutors, according
precept of Jesus Ohrist,
"Love your ',:nemies, bless them that en r-g('
and pray fO'i' (hem that despitefully us''
~ndJ f)-0c.orl1bg to the doctrine of St.
iil
"If thine
hunger, feed
j,

give

hi!:~

It remains that you tak\
in treating supposed truths1. Not to/etch. ,,);1".;::1 1,(,0 jar, or to bring them
0/ reasoning. Avoid this
about by long
for two reasons: first, because you waul,'
obscure by it, for ,"',"erybody is
of seeing truths which
very dis·
C:e text; and, seconJly, b':cause by
~\'ou might bring in all [.1.\(; 'shale body
of divinity into
which attempt would
be vicious, and c(:nt.;',;,y:; ~~, the rules of good sense.
Of supposed trCl,hs,
must choose the most
natural, and these
nf'.arest the text.
h-,
2d place, do not enlar;::e
implied
it. i:; ;proper, indeed, that b.0.1n"~rs should
"ern: but thev are not
articles.
.And, 6clly, take ca~e also
~he::;e
things be i'(!:',pYl'tant, either for
general, or for
light particularly on the
text. or for consu!:1t.ion, (JT. for the correction of
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vice, 0\' practice of piety, or some useful purpose; otherwise you would deliver triffing impertinencies under t.he name of implied truths.

take the last-ms",k,r,(;I;
text of St..
n,,,,wmpense to no
for enl." Here you may very pertinently remark, 1. That this precept is more beautiful in
the mouth of St. Paul than it could have been

reason for
for never
his own count.rymED. GC
Jews, persecuted by
Gentiles, perseeuted by
fa,lse brethren, persecuted by false apostles, persecuted when he preached the gospel, persecuted
even by those for whose salvation he was labouring ;
prison, to
bonds,
amiable, the~", ;<;
. precept in
!!lOin}, (;f such a man 1
cible is suc1~ "- 'I;F1,-, supported b~,
greatest examples we can concelve! by the example of a man whose interest seems to dictate
a quite contrary practice! Wben we give sucb
precepts to the worldly, they neyer fail to say
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to us, " Yes, yes: you talk finely: you haye never
been insulted as we have. Had you met with
what we have, you would talk otherwise." But
there is no reason to say so to St. Paul, any more
than to Jesus Christ, his 'Master, the Author of
this divine morality; for who was ever so per·
secuted as Jesus Christ? and, after him, who
suffered more than his servant St. Paul ?
2. You may also very properly remark, that,
to take a different view of the apostle Paul,
no man was more obliged to teach and love
such a morality than ltimself. 'Why? Because
of all those whom God in his ineffable mercy
had called to the knowledge of the truth, he had
been the most concerned in cruel efforts of rage
against God and his church. AU inflamed with
fury, he went from Jerusalem to Damascus, to
ravage the flock of Jesus Christ. In this raging
violence of his hatred, God made him feel his
love, pardoned his sins, softened his heart, and
from heaven cried to him, "Saul, Saul, why
persecutest thou me?" Who, then, could be
more obliged to preach mercy than this man, to
whom God had sbowed so mlich mercy? Might
he not say, when he gave these rules of morality,
what he said on another 'subject, "I have received
of the Lord that which I deliver unto you :" I
have received the same mer~! which I teach you,
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incompatib1e ·witIl
and joy of conscience:
on the contr':lry, it particularly in these affiic·
tiom; that God gives the most lh'elyjoys, because
then he be510·w5 on his <.!hildren more abundant
measures of his grace,
munion with himself.
occasions we generally b,"cc,
~ith the providence of G 00 :
that nothing happens wilhou~ LL order,
happen what will, "all
good to them that 10\"0
gtYCS us
true rest, a joy "Which nothing is capable of dis·
turbing-.
\.-"'IIL-Remark the Time of a Word or Action.

For example: St. Paul, in his first Epistle to
TimotllY, requires that i.n th~ T,ubl~(; ?€m(;~"
of the chUl'ch, prayers
men;" but" first for kin:-;~,
were in authority." Here it
remark the time. It W'l!:the apostles were
the faithful ~~'ere the
of the hatred anti
calumny of all mankind, and in particular of the
cruelty of these tyrants. Yet none of this rough
treatment could stop the course of Cbristian
charitv. St. Paul not ·only requires eyery be·
liever" to pray for all men; but he would na.ve
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it done in public, that all the world might know
the maxims of Christianity-always kind, patient,
and benevolent. Believers consider themselves
as bound in duty to all men, though men do nothing til oblige them to it. He was aware, malicious slanderers would can this worldly policy
and human prudence, and would say, Ohristians
onlv meant to flatter the great, and to court
their favour; yet even this calumny. does not
prevent St. Paul; he orders them to pray publicly, and fi,·st, for civil governors. We ought
always to discharge our duty, and, for the rest,
submit to the unjust accounts that men give of
our conduct.
IX-Observe Place.
St. Paul says to the Philippians: to Forgetting
the things which are behind, and reaching forth
unto those things which are before, I press toward the mark, for the prize of the high calling
of God in Ohrist Jesus." The place where he
writes this, furnishes a very beautiful consideration. He was then in prison at 'Rome, loaded
with chains, and deprived of his liberty; yet he
speaks as if he were as much at liberty as any
man in the world; as able to act as he pleased,
and to dispose of himself, as ever. He talks of
having entered a course, running a race, forgetting
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things behind, pressing toward those that 'Were
before, and, in short, of hoping to gain a prize:
all these are actions of a man enjoying full liberty.
How could he, who was in prison, be at the sat!le
time on a race-course? How could he run who
was loaded with irons? How could he hope to
win a p.rize, who every day expected a sentence
of death? But it is not difficult to reconcile
these thi~crs: his bonds and imprisonment did
not hinder the course of his faith and obedience.
His prison was converted into an ~areeable sta
dium; and death for the gospel might well be
considered under the image of a complete rictory, for a martyr gains an unfading crown as a
reward of his suffel'ings.
w

x.-.Corl3ider the Persons Addressed.

Let us again take St. Paul's words for an example. .. Recompense t-o no man e'\'il for evi1."
Rom. xii, 17. They to whom the apostle adw
dressed these words were· Romans, whose perpetual maxim. was violently to revenge public
injuries, and totally to destroy those who intended
to destroy them, or had offered them any affronts:
witness the Carthaginians and Corinthians. They
totally destroyed Carthage, because she had carried her arms into Italy by Hannibal's means,
and had been upon ~the point of ruining Rome.
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Corinth t.be',-

fronted their
mark this parj i
the llom::ms had succeeded in avenging
injuries, and the empire o"ed its grandeur to
sucll excesses, yet their success did not hinder
the apostle from saying, "Recompense to no
neither exa]l ~
man 8yi1 for
rules of our
and the law
but solely th
tianity.

XI-Exami1k

State of Pe'r$OllS

FOl'
"Recompense to no man evil
for c,-iL"
Paul writes to Romans; but to
Roman Christians, who saw themselves hated
and persecuc,~,:
~h(';I' fellow·citizen,,,.,
general, abu"l··1
whole world
however
I"b':,ntment ,mighr
at first sight,
would not h:), "
obey sucb
,~'e light of re.,' \ '
instinct of nature, and the desire of their OWIl
might seem to excite: 118 exhorted
to leave vengeance to God, and advised
them only to follow the did,ltcs of lvve. The
greatest per,-'ecutoe of the primitiye Christians
were the Je',\'
the Roman
could easily
':~ed themselve:s
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for
were g'> "rtdh
hat.ed awl dc:::pised by all viber nations, and
nothing could be easier than to ayail themselves
of that public hatred to which the :religion of
the Jew~ f':':"'Pcsed them, N(' . . . ('rtheless, St. r"li11
not
in genenL ' H"nder not
eyil;"
particular, " Th, ' !mpense to'
enl for c".-il ;"-as if he 1.a.d bCiid, Do not illjure
those on whom you coutd most easily avenge
yourselves; hurt not the most violent enemies
of the nr:mA of Jesus Cb'!ist, ~nd of th,,,:
who bay"

XII.-Co11.sider {he Pdncipies of a Word or Action.

For I':Yf1~'P1A, John v. 11: "Behold, tt(m ::n1.
made
- sin no
lr~lt a worse
come
thee." 'l'bi
the lang<1<'~'~
Jesus Chl'kt 10 the man Ithoill. he bnd jUlst btl~
fore healed of an infirmity of thirty-eight years'
atanding_ Him Jesus now found in the temple.
It is not im~p!lable tlk"'..t this meeting W~l!': fo;·
tuitous,
unforeseen
Chlist:
vidence,
dc)ubt, COndUt::kd the man thm "T'\,
directed. him t.u the temple, whither be him.:>eiJ
went to seek him. Examine, the'n, upon what
prirwiplea Jesus Clrrist went to seek this misera-
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hIe sinner; and you will find. 1. He went in
great lOl'e to the poor man: he went in that
same beneyolence which inclined him t.o do good
to all who had need, and in every place that he
hODom'ed with his presence. Jesus was, as it
were, a public source of benefits i his hands
eyerywhere bestowed beneficent gifts, and he
el'en sought occasions when they did not present
themselYes. 2. He went by an engagement of
ancient love, which he had made on behalf of
this paralytic: his second favour flowed from
his fu"St; nor would he leave his work imperfect.
Thus, it is said. in regard to his disciples, U Having loved his own, which were in the world, he
loved them to the end." The bounty of Jesus
Christ resembles that of his'eternal Father, who
calls, justifies, and, in the end, glorifies those
whom he first predestinated: and on this, as on
one of the principal foundations, Se. Paul est&.blisbeth our hope for the future; ., God having
begun a good work in us, will perform it' to the
day of Christ:" and elsewhere, "God is faithful, who hath called you to the fellowship ofbis
Son." 3. It was by a principle of wisdom and
foreknowledge, that Jesus Christ sought this
paralytic patient in the temple, in ordel' to teach
him his duty, to furnish him with the means of
doing it, and to give him a more pm:ticula.r
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of the Friend who had healed him;
, " ~w that ('
faith,
"1m was,
"f'Fed of fn,1
contlnu;""]
,s a youn,':
needs a
it against winds ~
storms.
like manner, if vou bad to exnmine these
words of Jesus Clllist to the Samaritan WOmAn,
" Go
thy
(John
Jesus
exprl;;.;>sioli. He did ilvt sp.;ak thus Leeaw;e
he was ignorant what sort of a life this woman
lived; he knew that, to speak properly, she had
no husl<\,d. It was,
1. A word 0:
for the
this to
il"l' an oppor',,\\1
of
band."

"I have ]'"
It was also a word of kind reproof;

for he' intended to convince her of the sin in
which she lived. 3. It was also a word of
grace;
censure
to the
consolati(El. 4. It was,
a word c,r
dom; fF
Lord intereueJ tc· take OCCL~ic,,'
this meeting to discover himse1f to" her, and
more clearly to convince her that he had a perfect knowledge of aU the secrets of her Jife; as
he
«Theu
said,
no
five hus,Lanul:., and he ,',1a.... 'Llou hast ll(j\~ I::;.
not thy husband,"
II
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\Vere yOll going to
the ninth verse of
the first of Acts, where is said, "When Jesus
was taken up, his disciples beheld llim," it
would be proper to remark the sentiments of
the disciples in that moment, and to show from
'Wbat principles proceeded that attentive and
earnest looking after their Divine Master, while
he ascended to heaven.
XlII.-Consider Ccmsequences.

Thus, when you explain the doctrine of God's
least sometimes) to
mercy, it is expedient
uses which we
remark the good and
ought to make of it. These uses are, to renounce ourselves-to be sensible of our infinite
obligations to God, who pardons so many sins
with so much bounty-to consecrate ourselves
entirely to his servlce, as persons over whom he
has acquired a new light-and. to labour incessantly for his glory, in gratitude for what he has
done for OUI salvation.
You may also observe tbe false and pe-rn'i.CiOU8
consequences which ungrateful and wicked men,
who sin that grace may abound, pretend to deTIve from this doctrine. They say, We are no
longer to consider justice, now we are under
grace; tbe more we sin, the more God will be
glorified in pardoning us-this mercy will en-
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ces, whicl-'
refuted.
It is much the same with the doctrine of the
'\'ersion ~
just and
conseqw'
which
drEl1!ll from
That Sb "
tlle greatness ot' our depravity, it can be rectified
only by Almighty aid; 2. That we should be
hum hIe, because there is nothing good in us;
3. That ',\ e
aserit"
glory or
salvation
God, who is
author
4. Thai,
adore
of the ere:,
mercy of our God, who
gavc his Holy
Spirit to convert us.
You lllJf;t rf'ma-rk at t'h~ ~fl!'lP' time the ablJ~ps
and fal,)I.' "',n"auences
tel'S dnl\1:
doctTiJH'
that sinC!-'
conversion of men is by the almigl1ty po\\'er of
God, it 1S needless to preach his word, and to
exhortations,
address to them, on God's
promis{",
tell a
withou'l

1 G.,1
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sahation to tell them it does not depend on
their
These, and
like abuse~"
be
!lud solidly
,;his method. n..:Ili)L be take:u lYlcn
~ou have occasion to treat of the doctrines ()f
~lection and reprobation-the propitiatory sacrinee of Clwi, t\, blood-an.d, in p'flneral, alrn('st. 811
religious
f,..,c' there is
of they"
abuse. Take care, however,
you propose
these good and bad consequences, that you do
it properly, and when an occasion naturally prein' )'(,duced wi":ll
sents irsclf; br were
kind of liJ"_'cL:.~,tion and
must be
greea.b.:.
In general, then, this way of good and bad
consequences ought to bo llsed when there is
reason to fC!lr- some ma:'V -bfrr- bad consccrncnces, arcd
they See1;\
from'
itself; f0t in 1,1115 case thf~5 011;1\ r. to be prE:" ·,;nlcd
and refuted, and contrary consequences opposed
against them.
XIV.-nl!;filmt 0d~~ :~~ _~:ov;n8bl in an F4p1"t'$&

AlthJ!lgh, l11i5 is not
,Efferent froi'1
lv-ay of pliudples, of
W~ have rure<i.J.y
spoken, yet it may afford a variety in discussing
them.
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If, for example, you were spealing of justincation, in the sense in which St. Paul taught it,
you must observe the ends which the Apostle
proposed, as, 1. To put a just difference -between Jesus Christ and Moses, the Law and the
Gospel, and to show against those who would
blend them together, and so confound both in
ODe body of religion, that they cannot be so
united. 2. To preserve men from toat Pharisaical pride which reigned among the Jews, who
.. sought to establish their own righteousness,
and not the righteousness of God." 3. To take
away such inadequate remedies as_ the law, by
way of shadow, exhibited for tbe expiation of
sins, as sl!-Crilices and purifications; as well as
those which Pagan superstition proposed, slolch
as washing in spring water, offering victims to
their gods, &c. 4. To bring men to the true
and only atonement for sin, which is the blood
of Jesus Christ.
XV.-CoR.W1er whether there be anything Remark-,
able in tlle Manner of the Spa'eel! or Action.

For example: .. In all these things we al'e
more than conquerors, through him that loved us."

Rom.-yili, 3'7. You may remark, that there is a
more than ordinary force in these words, .. more
than conqu'erors ;~. for toey express an heroieal
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triumph. He does not simply say, \Ve bear our
trials with patience; he not only says, We shall
('onquer in this conflict; but he affirms, "We are
more tban conquerors." It is much, that faith
resists trials without being oppressed; it is more
to conquer these trials after a rude combat; but
to affirm, the believer shall be more than a con~
queror, is as much as to say, he shall conquer
without a combat, and triumph without resist~
ance; it is as much as to say, he shall make trials
the matter of his joy and glory. (as the apostle
says, .. We ,glory in tribulation, ") considering
them not as affiictions and sorrows, but as divine
honours and favours. 'rhis was also the apostle's
mind when he wrote to the Philippians, "Unto
you it is given in the behalf of Christ, not only
to believe on him, but also to suffer for' his sake."
He considers sufferings as gifts of the liberality
of God, for which the faithful are obliged to be
thankful. So in this other passage, .. I am per~
suaded that neither death, nor life, nor angels,
e.or principalities, nor powers, nor things present.
nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor
nny other creature, shall be able to separate us
from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus
our Lord." You may here remark the heroism
and magnanimity of St. Paul. His faith seems
to defy all the powers of nature. He assembles
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them all- life---death- anyels, &c., to triumph
over them, and to exult in their defeat. This
language marks a full persuasion of the favour
of God, and an invincible confidence in his love.
Such remarks as these may be made upon
many expressions of Jesus Christ, wherein are
discovered dignity and majesty, which cannot
belong to any mere creature; as when he says,
"Before Abraham was, I am." "Whilst I am
in the world, I am the light of the world." «All
mine are thine, and thine are mine, and I am
glorified in them." .. Ye believe in God, believe
also in me."
Whatsoever ye shall ask in my
name, that will I do." There are many passages
of the _same kind.
f<

XVI.-Compare Words and Actions u,ilh similar
Words and Actions.

The evangelist speaks of the things «that Jesus
began "to do and to teach." Acts i, L Now he
says the same of Moses. "He was mighty in
words and in deeds." Acts vii, 22. Here you
may observe, that these two things joined to·
gf!ther, denny and teaching. are distinguishing
characters of a true prophet, wbo never separates
practice from doctrine. You may then make an
edifying comparison between Moses and J esus
Christ: both did and taught; but there was a

great
between;" ",,'hhl!J of 0-'·('
that of the othel', One taught justice, the oilier
merc-..---onc ~ab<1sed, tbe other eX[l~t(;d-olle ter~
rified: the othcr eomforted. 'fherc ,,;as also a
great
betwcc'r; tJ:s 1r cds of thA
and th,:,,<13 0' " e other.
<

hail, and others of the same kinu, ,,,,ith
chastised the Egyptians. But the mir<J.C1cs of
Jesus Chris!' we,e a1ways miracles of benevolence.

the blind,
of the
rejectir,-<
~,,-essiah, is
you n: 'Y
amine their prejudices nnd their maxims, as they
are narrated in the gospel; and these you may
with those of the Church of Rome in

,-mswers a> t·

when they
they are
As the
distinguisheth two Israels, one aite; the -flesh, and.
the other after the
so we distinguish two
churches; Qne,
i" only so in ou~·war\i :pro.~
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fcssion beJor(' men, possess:ng the pulpits, t11e
churches, and the schools; and the other, which
of God,

"h,~ apostle app'LL;;
ill.I.G. W<:ir accornplishfficnt, .il";~ to
Israel
flesh, but to the Israelites after
the Spirit, so we also apply the promises which
God has made to his church, not to those who
occupy th.e pulpits, the churches, and the schools,
but to thosp ",l;,
and practise
doctrine of
As St. Paul
true people
his electing
taken from
so ·we define i.lle trll<: church by the sawe elB(.;L·
ing grace,. maintaining that the T.. ord has made
all the excellent promises, with which Scripture
abounds, to his elect only; and that his elect
are such as he has chosen
his good
pleasure, wit.h01.E
conditions,

XVII.-Re(hlri
iiunt;

When a weak scrupulosity or a tenderness of
conscience ·was in question, which put some of
the faithful upon eating only herbs, St. Paul ex·
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IlOrt8ci the stron;- to bear the infirmities of the
weak: "Let not him that eateth despise him
that '"8.~C'th nut; and lPf. ~ot him vhi~h eateth
u'lllthate::k"
forGod':"i" '(~ceiyed

him. E0m. xi., 3. 3:J.~ when th1.: b(ill'.le St.
Paul speaks of false teachers, who wanted to
on conscience, and who, under

yet obliged to observe the ceremonial law; then
the apostle has no patience with thera, but condemn:-

anathem,l(;'!

)nother

~

chern, a:;

imd ex1('''
libertv wherewith

who
faitbCb~st

had made them free, and n;t to be entangled

again

'\'t";~~

So

the yoke

r;f

'!:1nr:rlagc." G'll. ":"'" 1.

when

in the
that
:'u~ bade hL
to
puhlish the miracles that he wrought, and to
declare his divi"ity. and, at other times. that he

J esus

orderFj

to

upon t1',<2

what
~l3.d
Y"ivate, aH'J
to all
[he mysteries of his kingdom,
must remark, that this diffeo'ence is owing to
ferent
"'~. '. J.;sus Ohrl"
upon
earth,
n';'steries ",,'
';I)yered
with the veil of his humiliation, being necessary
in some sense to conceal them; but after his Cl:-

nltation, it
whole earth.
The same diversity may be remarked in what
the Lord Jesus said to the Canaanitish woman":"'that he was" only sent to the lost sbeep of the
house of Israel;" and'that it was" not meet to
give the chiidrcrr',~
contrary to
of Scripture
light of the
ing of the people
'l'hese, and all other
such passages. will perfectly agree, if you distinguish time and occasion. While Jesus Christ
was upon e~rth. 'he Wft~ "the ministe:r 0f. tne d!'cumcision,"
speaks; that
sonal minisi!"'; , ,"Hrt'!:,nission was
Jews: but
""as exalted tn
ministry extended over the whole
XVDl.-Contrast Words and Actions.
Thus you may oppose the,agonies and terrors
which seized J '_.',11.2 eblist at the
death, agains~
'YJf:':'tancy and joy
tyrs. who fie\v v) mal'tyrdom as to a vkcury.
contrariety
is accounted
~
difference of the persons. Jesus Christ was the
Mediator of mEm toward God, bearing" their sins,
and engaging 'With tIl". eternal justice of. his

with Lhe mar!.)'!'S.

In general, we may affirm, t.hat contrast is one
of the most beautiful topics of Christian rhetoric,
and that which furnishes the most striking illustrations. Great care, however, must be taken
that the oppositions be natural, easy to comprehend, and properly placed in a full, clear light.
XIX.-Ezwnine the "Grounds, or Causes of an Action or an Expression,. and show the 7Tuth or
Equ.ity of it.

For example, When the incarnation of Jesus
Christ is in question, as in this text, "The Word
was made flesh," you may recur to the foundations of this truth, as revealed in Scripture, in
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him real tn' ,
tions of some ancient
who imagined
that the human nature of Christ was only appa.
rent. For this purpose yml must look into the
ancient prcr'phecies for such pa~~ages as attribute
two nature".

and divine,

person of
To the sam,'
you may
\'i".w Testament
speak of tk ';;':il}.l(; :s::tLj.::.ct; and you :...::l.J.Y IUf~i,,,r
observe such reasons of tllis singu1ar economy as
furnisheth, and which are taken from
of our salvation.

ascension to
dad show _the
credibility c-i
"),my borne by
Your argument may be established by observing
what. followed his resurrection and ascension; as
the effusion of the Spirit, the abolition of the em·
pire of the devil and his idols, the conversion of
worship of t1:
whole nati·,'·'·
God, mirae-:'
&c.
The san·(
dictiO'fl.S are
of the Jews: for
Jerusalem, and the
to show the exeyou may either narrate
cution, or you may reason upon fie subject to
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show how wonderful the divine wisdom was in
that dispensation: the whole will e.ince the truth
of the predictions.
I said also, the grounds and causes of an ac~
tion or expression might be examined, to- show
the eq'ILity and truth of either. This principally
takes place when anything surprisiQg and uncommon is in question, for such things at fir&t
seem to shock the minds of auditors; or when
you are pressing home an exhortation to the
practice of any duty which cannot be performed
without difficulty. For example: The Pharisees
complain in the gospel, that the disciples of
Christ did not keep the traditions of the elders.
In order to justify the disciples, show the foun~
dations of Christian liberty; and remark, that
the true worship of God does not consist in the
observation of external ceremonies, much less in
the observation of human traditions and customs;
but it consists of true piety, real inward holiness, and actual obedience to the commandments
of God.
So again, when Jesus Christ, after he had
healed the paralytic man, commanded him to
sin no more, leat a worse thing should come unto
him. You must go to the grounds· of the expression to show its equity. Now these are, that
some sins had drawn th~ wrath of God upon

COMPOSITION

him before-that, if ,he
wrath would certainly
which we receive from Gull
him by good works, &c.
use in explaining the
the equity of which lliusi
v· appC<lT;
for it must be proved that they are all founded
in nature, and have an inviolable fithess in the
order of things.
In short, it is proper to take this method, with
all exhortations to piety, charity, &c., which are
found in Scripture. In Qrder to persuade people
to the practice of them, their fitness must be
shown, by.opening tbe g!"O'tmdo;, !"e~gn'!lS, gnd
principles of our ob1iga~,i{\D.8
all these virtues.

co"",,,,,d.,,,,,,,,,,

xx.-P.emark· the Good
and A(:

i"'I~,,,

This topic is of very
the histories recorded ill
:;, c .
will frequently find actions and words which may
be caned mixed / because, in general, they pro~
ceed from some good principles, and, in pa:rticu~
lar, they have .a good deal of weakness and infirmity in them. If you would explain Matt.
xvi, 22, "Then Peter took him. and began to re~
buke him, saying, Be it far from thee, Lord;

l~G
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tl1is s11.<111 not be unto thee;" you mar ohserve
W11:.1;; tl]('re is good. and what bad, in this ex~
of Bt. Peter. 1. You see herein his lo~'c
his )f2..ster; for his not being able to hear the
his suffer~
discourse of J ec \l,S
from his

hare for one
interesting him
of tenderness, which could not even bear to hear
a word, or entertain a thought, about the death
of J CSllS Christ. 3. You may observe an h.onest
which put him upon freely addressing
Christ himself, using that familiar access
which his condescension allowed his disciples,
without a mii'ilm"
ilTId ,:bspicahle timidity. . 4. You se·,\
:oLt'Jng faith in his
Master's power, J's
him he seems
persuaded that i
y on himself to
be it far from
suffer or not t.J
1hee; this shall
"11ee." Now all
thcs(!. are pooa di~pv~itiun$. llt.fe follow the bad
1. Peter discovers gross ignorance of the
ways of divine wisdom in sending Jesus Christ
into the world; for he does not seem ret to
know tl1at Jesus Christ must needs suffer: and
with this ignorance the Lord l"eproachc~ him in
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the next verse, "Thou
which are of God, but
2. His lOYD to his ilfastcr
human and carnal in it,
the presen-ation of his
cerned himself onlvab",:'
elenltir.g his mind t~ that superior glory of Jesus
C!lrist, Wllicb was to fo:low his sufferings, or CODsideling the
work of man's salvation, to
perform
into the world. 3, You
also remark a troublesome and criminal
He means to be wiser than Jesus
Christ. "'Peter took him," says the Evangelist,
"and began to rebuke Hm
"Be It f:p'
from thee," Rash

courage and comfort him. as we do persons whose
fears exceed t,be bounds of reason. .. Lord,"
"be it far from thee; this shall not be
says
to
as if he had said to him, Do not affect
yourself, your apprehensions of death are ground.
less, nothing of this is like to happen to you.
12
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XXL-SupPQse Things.
'I'his topic is principally used in controversy.
For e.xample: When you are speaking of the
take this way of
merit of good wc·rb;,
supposition, and
iTpose that Jesus
Christ and his
doctrines of the
believed men
merited eternal
works: let us
suppose that tho,
us tbis doctrine in the Gospels and ..b:pistles. Tell me, I
beseech you, if upon this supposition (which is
precisely what our adversaries pretend) they
ought to have affirmed what they have. Tell
me, pray, do you believe yourself well and sufficiently instructed in the doctrine of the merit of
good. works, whn YO!l m·f t.old, "When you
have done all
'11lt1<2>
are unprofitable.
1lw \>:I:"",mple of a miser/ou, who prays,
)'J,r!" who smites
eyes to heaven;
when he is placed. ill o.iJ~i:):dtion to a Pharisee
glorying in his works: and when you are informed, the first" went down to his house justified
rather than the other "-when you are told, "if
it be by grace, it is no more of works, otherwise
\ grace is no more grace; ll" it be by works, it is
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no more grace, otherwise work is no more work"
-when you are told, «you are saved by graee
through foith, and that not of yourselves, it is
the gift of God "-when you are assured, you
are "justified freely by graoe, through the redemption .that is in Christ Jesus, not of works,
lest any man should boast"-when you hear,
that .. to him that worketh not, but believeth 011
him that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted for righteousness "-when you are taught to
believe •• the wages of sin is death, but the gift
of God is eternal life "-tell me, I once more
entreat you, can you persuade yourself that Je.
sus Christ and bis apostles, by all these means,
intended to teach you, that man acquires justification, and a right to eternal life. by the merit
of his works ?
You may also make such suppositions in
morality as well as in oo~troversy. in order to
give greater weight to your exhortations.
XXll.-Guard againSl Object.itms.
There are very- few texts of Scripture where
this topic may not be made use of; and it is
needless to m~tion .examples; they will occUr to
every one without much reflection..
Remark, however, objections must be natural
and popular, not far-fetched, ,nor too philoso-

(Il
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phical;
they mu,,,t
,"',F'.h as it is
absolutely necessary to observe and refute.
'Uey must be proposed in a clear and sUn pIe
style, without rhetorical exaggerations; yet not
uuadorIh:rl
'~';lffecting.
I thin1i
'>"1'er advisabb In ~Late objections, and
the answers (0
·'U another
opporturuty; answer them directly. forcibly, and
fully.

Here it may be asked, whether, in stating
objectior"
hf ·:rnswered, it he
to propose the,p
':'!,p:".her at once,
come to
the anSWf-.;'i' "r whether the\"
be proposed and answered one by one 'j I suppose
discretional good sense must serve for both
guide and law upon th.is subject. If three or
fY',0,"ard only o-'"I{'
('If the text,
four
if
and
in a few
words, it
PH)l,ose these
objections ail LOgether, distinguishing them,
however, by firs~second-third ;-this may be
done agreeably: but if these objections regard
d'iffertmt part, of'the text, or dlffcrmt matters,
if they
be proposed ::1,
length,
and if it
take sop;,'
',j answer
thew, it would be iropertiutUlce LO propose
them all together: in such a case they must
be proposed and answered apart.

cmrpOSITION

XXIIL-Consider Charae!E"'!
ness-Infirmicy-Nec<:C<'.'i1I i!

4c.
Take an example of
fr0~ Jolm xiv, 1
"Let no~ your heart be troubled; you belie.
in God, believe also in me." These words at
characterized by a majesty, which exalts Jesu
Christ above all ordinary pastors, and above a'
the prophets; for who beside the Son of God
could say, "Ye believe in God, believe also in
me?" These words equal Jesus Christ to the
eternal Father, and rna},,,",
faith and confidence as
they imply that faithful
entire confidence in hi-...;
government, and that
will dissipate the sanoy,s
leave no more room for
You see also a charack, Ii
finite love towards his disciples, whieh appears
in tbe assurance with which he inspil'es them,
.and in tbe promise which he tacitly makes,them,
of always powerful1y supporting, and never for~
saking them. The same characters, or others
like them. may be observed in all this discourse
of our Sa "ionr, which goes on to the end of the
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sixteenth chapter: as in these "Words, .. I am
the way, the truth, and the life ;"-in these,
"He tl;at h':!th "~I'''n me, Philip, hath ~n {hI"
Father ;"-'1'
"Whatsoever Y"
name, I 'wi "(
·-and again, i1l
will not lea".""
(),'pLans; I will com"
In general, ,\",
;llmost in eyery
iesty, tenderness, 10.e of holiness, confidence of
;ict~ry, and other such chamcters, which it is
important to remark.

You will
meanness aT1r 1
of the disci/,""

i

asked him, " Wilt th0U at this time rL::;t .... r.:;
the kingdom to Israel?" Acts 1, 6. You see~
even after the resurrection of Jesus Christ, they
were full of that low and carnal idea which they
had entertained of a temporal Messiah .
. Yon a1s(,:,
l!.-uriosity in
to know 6,
seasons of
events which
fit to COIW,\", L
Observe.
was let down from heM en, and
sorts of animals; a voice said to him, .. Rise. Pe~
ter, kill and eat;" to which be answered, co Not
so, Lord; for I have never eaten ::mything that
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is common and unclean."

You see in this an.
swer an over·8crupulou.t conscience. all embar.
rassed with legal ceremoniel!:; and a. very

defeetlve, impenect knowledge

of" gospel

liberty.
There is almost an infinite number of texts in
the New Testament where such infumities appea;r; and you must not fail. to remAl"k them~
in order to prove-I. That grace is compatible
with much human weakness ;-2. That heaveDl.v
light arises by degrees upon the mind, and
it is with the new man. as with the na.tural man~
who is bom ~ infant, lisps in his ohildhood, and
arrives at perfection insensibly and by little 8.l).d
little ;-8. That the strongest end farlhest ed·
vanced Christians ought to be&r the iDlirmities
of the weak, since God himself does not U break
the bruised reed, nor quench the smoking flax."
This he was pleased to exemplify in the most
a,mple manner, in the person of Jesus Christ,
when he was upon earth.

tru:t

NBOEBSI'l'Y'.

In regaro. to _oily, you may very often reo
-rk this in expJaming the doctrines of religion;
when you speak of .the inission of Jesus
Christ into t.he world-of his.familiar conve:rsa-tion with men-of his deatb-resurrection-and

lIS
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in an infinite number of subjects which present
themselves to a preacher to be discussed.
EVTDE~CE.

Evidence must be part.icularly pressed in ar·
ticles which are disputed, or wllich are likely to
be controverted. For example: \Vere you to
treat of t11e second commandment, in opposition
to the custom and practice of worshipping images
in the Church of Rome" you should press the
evideru:e of the words. As, 1. It has pleased
God to place this command not in some obscure
part of revelation, but in the morallau;,. in that
law, every word of which he caused to proceed
from the,midst of the flames. 2. He uses not
only the t.erm image, but likeness, and specifies
even the likenesses of all the things in the world,
of those which are "in heaven above," of those
which are" in the earth beneath," and of those
which are "under ,the ea.rtll." 3. In order
to prevent all the frivolous objections of the hu·
man mind, he
farther, not only forbid·
ding the
of them, but also th€
making use
any manner of way; find,
which is more, he even forbids the mal-ing of
them: «Thou shaJt not bow down thyself tc
them. Thou shalt not scrve them. Thou shaH
not make untl.) thee any gra:,en image," &c
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4. Add to all this, that the Lord subjoined the
to enforce }1
;'lterested
highest
herein hifi
his covenant,
'\is infinite
power; "i01'. sJ.,rs he, "I
J 0h·.)vah thy
God." He goes farther, and interests his jealousy, that is, that inexorable justice, which
a.enges
(,!fered to 1:h 10,o" Yea, in
order to
still more
he even
goes so f{u
tc, interest our
threatenin!)' us with that terrible wrath, which does not
end with the parents, but passes down to their
posterity. What could the Lord say more plainly
and evid{:nt.lv, to :"how that }:f;
,mifer DO
image i n '
worship :'
this,
is it not 'Chi.: 'w(;;.;L criminal
dertake to- distinguish, in order
force 9f this commandment?
You mav, rr v,-:,·u choose, (1"C1:" ~nd above all
this, add
"tKplication
th;~~ el.;HlIDand in
the fourfb
j ){:llu,ronomy.
You may also usc the same character of evidence when you explain several passages which
adversaries abuse; as these words, .1'This is my
body,
hoken for
these in
the sixth
"Eat the
Son of
passages
man, and
blood ;"
also in St. James, which speak of justification hy
works: for in.treating these passages in opposi-

an
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non to

:":,1se sense'\
the Chl.!'n·'\
Rome gives of them, you must assemble many
circumsf,anees, and place each in its proper light.
so tbat all together they may diffuse a great
brightn(;""£' up·:m tbe tex:t :),rrcl clearly s1ww its

true

sew",~,

XX1V.-Re~7'.{1i'k D':jJTees.

For example. Gal. i: «If \ve, or an angel from
heaV"en, preach any other gospel unto you than
that whV'c
have preid,,,,,,] '\j"uto you,
be
" After 'Vo,j
remar};,·,l
extrem,
and sig~',;flcaLcJ of the
observe that the a postle denounced an anathema
tuy;,ce, even denouncing it against himself, should
he ever be guilty of what he condemns, denouncing it ewm n..r;2DSt an an,:pJ fr,:,m heavel'~
same
You

,,,h'3erve, the il }1c\'Sje does not ,d\Y:\'\'~

use the l>il.!Ue vehemence when h€ speaks against.
error. In the fourteenth of the Epistle t-o the
Romans, he contents himself with calling those
"weak ~n fbp, fRith" who "Wm~1d eat only nf"rb~,
and exhorL~ the other
to bellr
them.
third ch~,ptGr
the :firsi v'
Corinth.ial..ls, he prates:..; w [,bose who lllilld
with wood, hay, and stubble, upon Christ "the
foundation, that their work should .be burnt. but
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that they should be s(Il'fd, thou~h it should be as
by fire. In the se\·enteenth of ~-\.ets, we are
told, ., his
""s stirred" \yhen he S,-1\Y tj;c
superstition of the Athenians. Elsewhere
say;, "If any man defile the temple
of God, him shall God destroy." In all tlwse
there is a force; but nothing like ,d1at appeal:;
in the;:;e reiterated \yords, "Though we, or an
angel from hearen,
any other
to
,QU than that
we hare
;·ou> let him be accursed. .As ,ye said before,
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Different Interes!s.

the miracle which
tIle synagogue on the
the withered hand
in the presence of thc Herodialls and Pharisees,
you rnav remark the different interests of the
~pcctato~s in that act of our Lord Jesus; for,
on the one hand, Moses and llis
seemed
].
miracle
was done on a
no mannel' of work; and,
manded them to
consecrated to
2. This was done in a
the Mosaic

some others unknown, were
to
offended; for this miradc had a
:l.Dd thereby (as was
prove Christ's
to the kingdom of
thought) his
must blaeken the
in his
terestcd; for
considered. Christ
prover ,mel enemy, and could not
~'ery much troubled whenever
Christ work a mirade. Observe

as their 'rehelp being
saw Jesus
interest of
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our Lord Jesus Christ-his concern was to do
good wherever he had an opportunity, and to
glorify God his Father, by confirming the word
of his gospel by acts of infinite power. The
poor afflicted man had a double interest in itthe healing of his body. and the improvement
of his mind.
Thus this action of Jesus Christ, baving divers
relations. becomes. as it were, a point, whence
many lines may be drawn, one on this side,
another on that; and hence arise the different
remarks whic:h may be made upon it.
XXVJ..-DistinguWi.-Dejine-Divide.

To speak properly, we distinguish when we
consider a thing in different viewS:. As for example, Faith is considerable either objectively or
subjectively. In the view of its oldect, faith is
the work of Jesus Christ; his word and cross
produce it; for take away the death of Jesus
Christ, and there is no more faith. His resurrection also is the cause of it: "If Jesus Ch;rist be
not risen. our faith is vain, we are yet in our
sins." But if you consider faith in regard to its
subject, or, to speak more properly, in regard to
its efficient cause producing it in the subject., it
is the work of the Holy Ghost. So again (to
use the same example) faith may be considered

with a "View to justifica-tion, or with a view to
sanctification. In the first view. it is opposed to
work"!; in the se(:o;:;rJ, it is
}:'rlnciple
canS0
wo:r1:.,,~jt cont~ii:~"
em in
mar}
iLbridg:w.sr..L.
Thus man rnav be considered witb a new to
civil society; so· he is
to such <md such
duti(,,··,' 'partak,·'
C'l,Gi: advank~:':s.
Or l:,r. ; "" , be cor:",i,jCi,~d with ,,<~~·,tld to
fellowship~· and so he is subject to other laws,
and enjoys other privileges. This custom of
distin!;Ei<'.ing inh ,:EfI'~rent
very

mon i:1 FL·,aching
DEFI!'ITIQN.

T"hj~ !~

sometimf.s p~';!d when :m ~/~"t of God i~
spokeu
as thl" Ti::;'rion of
TICati011
our pcr"c·.Ll;;O, &0. 0:' -,yhen a
or a vice is in question; for then it may not be
improper to define.

This eith3r regards different species of the

genus;)'~:iid~e~~~~ parts of a whole; a.r:d
ing
((od's
in g,'nc~-Jl, you mc,!
consider the extent ot that providence; to which
are subject, 1. Natural causes. 2. Contingent.

1:.1:2
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4. Good and bad.

5. Great

x..XVll.-Compare the different Parts of the Texu
to,qetlLer.

This is a ver'~
furnish yery be;:,
ho,,,· to make a
in tbis tert of
is therefore now [, '
are in Chriiij, Jesus, who walk not after the
make a
flesh, but after the Spirit." You
very
comparison between t11;8
part,
"who
not after the flesh, but. after the
with the first part, .. there is no conand you may remark, that in the
one the apostle
God does in fayour of the
other what the
God absolves
faithful do for tl,
devote them; "'lposes holiness
selves to good
j\:,;tification is theupon us in justii,je;, .
parent of holiness: take away justification, and
there cannot possibly be any good work's; take
good works, and there "is no more justifiYou may also compare this last part with the
condition in which the believer is here considered
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-he is" in ChristJesus;" and remark that these
two things perfectly agree together, because
Jesus Ohrist is the true cause of our justification;
and sanctification is the principal effect of Ou!"
communion 'with Jesus Christ.
So again, in this beautiful passage in the second
of Ephesians: "God. who is rich in mercy, for
his great love wherewith he loved us, even when
we were dead in sins, bath quickened us together
with Ohrist: by grace are ye saved." You may
oppose and compare these two subjects in the
text, "dead in sin," and "rich in mercy," as
being two extremes-extreme misery and extreme mercy-one in us and the other in God.
The greatness of our crimes manifests the riches
of God's mercy; and the riches of his mercyabsorb the greatness of our crimes. Had our sins
been less, it must indeed have been mercy to
pardon our sins, but not riches of mercy. If
God had been only lightly inclined to mercy,
he might indeed ha~'e pardoned smaller sins;
but this would never have extended to persons
dead in their sins; this belongs only to extraordinary and abounding mercy.*
.. The editor has omitted in this place a long discourse upon
1 TIles •. Iv, 7, which Mr. Claude had subjDined, w.th II view to
exemplify the discussion of a tel:t hy way of observat:on~. But
it was not altogether calculated to answer the end

bacause it. exempllfied very few of the preceding

13
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ing observations, the maki';i.~
a continu,al application of it, and the redui_,,bg' 0f it immediately
to practice.
r'
]\'\aDner we must prir"-:;]r:l11;' manage
(,,1','-::'t.ing to holiness and re,-,(,~:tance, as
Z,ol;1 ,~_niah, "Examine yous2,Cl'"60, d.iJig;ent1y. 0 nation
desirable;" for instead nf

plllining the
the necessity of
spoke it, the Jew'
description of t};,of God in calli"t!
sinners to repentance,
&c.-the wh-Je may very usefully be
intn rr:lctl~~, and we may enter upon t~rrL ~rtous
'-i'""'x1lr:,.:;]n;~tion which the prop1Ki '·",,<mands.
leOL

:

"Leta

and so let
<;D,t of that
bread. and drink of that
for, laying aside
all theological observations, you may actually
enter upon self-examination.
disposed, by
This manner, well and
choosing pr'lror occasions,
prodU.I"i,: ('to;
have e1sewhi~r', said) an excellent e1fr ,,'
always' remen:"L>er on tbis rule, that, in U";{'g
method, ,som,-,j,;ting searching and 'power[:1i
be said, or it \,'Quld be better let alone.
We will exen: p)tfy
of the texts which may
he discussed b,~
perpetual application.
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O~

mer,!,;;,:;
knm> Lle truth;
Lilere is <.:.LJ.},cst an iniillL....
number, to whom it is not preached, W1l0 are
left in the thickest darkness; almost an infinite
who c01'1l:,<

who
ne'-er hear it but
fillsehoods and human inventions; almost an infinit,~ ,
know ,·L'!lrly, but

'lreclud,'
fruits whicb
ought to produce.
astonishment thal >;0 "few
f:;howeo't11f!

true
the roannG'"
they C;llo~t;
£nisheu L)
an exhortation to profit by this time of our calling, and not when we go out of the world to
han'

li"k OurSE'~\":"

v;'hat

WE

been

in it
to
oUTseh
\'.'ith
abused the patience and mercy of God. "Let
us KOW work 01.lt our salvation with fear and
;:iordium El ,~,L be rendere]
,md eX!'>;:I!('::, so th"ll

hearer, aud obt.ain a particular
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This
mnst, obsene, tl1at, were
you about
these words in t.he ordinary
way, you cou;d not fail to make seveml retlections on the doctrines. 1. On these terms,
"yow· own salvation,;" which arc
and of great importance. 2. On
command, that we s:lOuld "\vork it out;" on

which

::;0

great a work

demands.

CRAPTER VIII.
OF TEXTS TO BE DISCUSSED IN PROPOSITIONS.

To tlJese tllree a fourtl, may be added, which
consists in reducing the texts to a nmnber of
propositions, two at lc<tst. and three or four at
most, having mutual uependcnce and connexion.
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Thus. for example, ROLl.
after the flesh, ye shall
the Spirit do mortify th
shall live." Without pretending L)
terms. fle8h--spirit-ile{';};~t'{f("
"live after the fiesh"~"
the body," (which is the
method.) you
may reduce the whole to two propositions: the
one, t.hat the damnation of sinners is inevitable;
and the other, that a good and holy life is both
a principal end of the gospel, and an inseparable
character of Christianity. When this method is
taken, there is much more liberty than in the
former, and a more ext~!'lslv~ :field
Tn
the former methods yOll
text, and you can only
you can make no other
as precisely belong to it :
is the matter contained
you may treat of them
them as far as you
vio1ate the general
sermon. Here you
must propose not to treat of the text, but of those
subjects which you have chosen from several contained in the text. The way of explication is
most proper to give the meaning of Scripture;
and this, of systematical divinity. The way of
application rather regards practice than theory ;
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but this, which we call the way of propositions,
or.pomts, is more proper to produce an acquaintance with systematical divillity, and it will equally
serve theory and practice.
For example, let us take the text just now
quoted: "If ye live after the flesh, ye shall die;
but if ye through the Spirit do mortify the deeds
of the body, ye shall live." After saying in a
few words, that by those who "live after the
flesh" the apostle means the worldly and wicked,
such as are governed by worldly interests and
carnal passions; and that by the death. with
which he threatens them, he means eternal damnation; and that, on the contrary, by life he intends that eternal salvation and heavenly glory
which the gospel promises; and that by the
"mortification of the deeds of the body" of
which he speaks, and of which he says the Holy
Spirit is the aut.hor, he intends a holy life,
spent in the exercise of virtues and practice of
good works: after briefly saying this, reduce the
whole discourse to two propositions. First, The
damnation of t.he wicked is inevitable. Secondly.
The practice of good works, and a holy and
religious life, is the principal end proposed in
the gospel, and a principal character of a true
Christian.
[The discourse of Mr. Claude's in this place

200
being much
trate the
by
author judges it expedient to
a shorter~
which on account of its brevity may answer the
pUl"pose better.
John Y, 23: HAll men should Lonourthe Son,
e\"en as the:~
Father. H,·
oureth not
which hath

the dii'inity
of
and the vast importance of being wen
established in it, you may undertake to establish
it from the,,( ';>';(Y-ls: i1Yjd to shawl. That the
'""'Yl"espect to b' h,-,(:;m;d.l
as the
II. That e''"{','J"y'
\I refuseth thi.
the Son, does by that very act withhold it.
from the Father also.

(There is nt-'
titled to
the same is
Christ a13D; l>(;cwg that he has bqua.lly 1.G.t>
names and attributes of Deity ascribed to him.
and his works equally bear witness to him.)
2. That he actually claims it~
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(The words of the text
strong,
mere ('.rr;1-rm:e could use them lyithout blaspberr'\"
we cannc,t account for Christ's
using'
on any ether hypothesis, than
that he was God eq,Htt \\·ith the
And his command to
t,) exercise Li~h
~m precisely as we d,)
the Father. (J 011:
xiv, 1,)
clear a:\d strong confirmation
4.

it is paid w L.im both in ha,ven and
earth-

(Stephen, when he saw the F~at'ih:r.
Jesus
SL1Hl.:1ing at his
hand, worshipped Jesus
'~x11,;tly in the
thi1t Jesus in his dying
had wOTsLip'pcc the Father. And Paul
repeatedly prayed to Jesus to fa 1,,~..-':';YlIY from
him the thorn in the flesh;
sus answered, saying, ." )ly grace
for
[0 heave:" too, all the glorified
saint
i' ogels adore him exactly as they
adore the Father.
we doubt,
whether this honour b,'
10 him ?)
To prove the second l'('('F')-,ltion, yml.
show, "hilt f, ;"efusal of honour to Christ is a
withho'rdin;;
it from the Fatber;
1. Becau;\,?:
Father End Christ are one(This the Lord has repeatedly
John
x, 30, and xiv, '1-9: ar:d the
Scripture
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attests it; John i, 1,14; Col. i, 19, and ii, 9;
Heb. i, 3; Rom. ix, 5; so that a denial or ac~
knowledgment of Chlist necessarily inyolves
in it a si'"
. ":""]1 n>,nt of the Fatbv;.
has absolutely

2.

Ism.

(God las commanded it, Jer. xxiii, 6;
xlv,
23, 24-; and if we withhold it from Christ, the

Father will resent it as an incl.ignity offered to
himself. Dent. xyiii,
honour from nhl'i::f
3. Because
we def",;,'
us lies,
counsel~

(From eterD.:
conciJe

lili~

..,

Christ: and his whole honour and authority
were vested in Christ on purpose that he
might be glorified in bis Son. Phil. ii, 9-11 ;
John xiv, 13.)
Buttbis I', h~, "'inl; defeated, whe:,
to acknowlGdg," G"d in Christ, 01
from him
of that bon01.';'
due to his
It must not be mought that these four wuys
of discussing texts are so heterogeneous that
they can never be mixed together; on the contrary, there are a great mall}' texts in which it
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will be necessary to make use of two, or three,
and sometimes even of all the four ways. When
a text is explained, it will be very often needful
to make some obseMJations also, and the matter
will require as long an application. Sometimes,
to explain fI; text well, the matter must be reduced into many propositions, as we have observed on these words, f' It is God that worketh
in you to will and do of his good pleasure." In
like manner, when the method of observation is
used, it very often happens that some part of
the text needs explaining, and so of the rest.
These four ways must be distinguished, for two
reasons: 1st. Because they are very different
from one another; to explain, to make observations, to apply, and to reduce to propositions,
are four very different ways of treating texts.
A composer, then, must not confound them together; but he must observe the difference well,
that he may. use them properly. 2d. Because
it is customary to give the discussion of a text
the name of the pre'lJailing manner of handling
it. We call that the way of explication, in
which there is more explication than observation.
We not only call that the way of observation
which has only observations, but that in which
there is more observation than explication, or
application; and so of the rest.
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CHAPTl,'
OF THE EX,::"

of the hearers are
to
a question presents itself (on which
are much uivided) whether exordiums
or e~'en whether they be not in
uselc<;s, and in some hw"tful?
would not be better entirely to omit
them, to begin imrnediaf"j:;of the text with the pree,
dh":ision, and so enter or:
are many of this OpiniOI"
1st, That there appears
exordium, which is mort
to conciliate, the attentiGIl
is evident (say they) to U..:C
J'JQ.
design to come insensibly, and by a kind of artful mUDCBUHe, to your matter, and to lead your
hearers almost imperceptibly to it; but this
unworthy of the gosseems a :fines5e
t,tat sincerity, ingenuousness,
simplicity, which should reign
in the
Indeed, when a wise hearer
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perceives you
to deceive him, he conceives a strong
against you, ~nd that
prejudice will
be hurtful in the following part of the discourse.'They add, in the second place, that" exordiums
are extremely difficult to compose, and justly
styled the crosses of preachers. Should some
small advantage be gained by exordiums, it
would not be of
enough to induce
us to compose them.
so doing we sllould
waste a part of our time and strength, which
might be much more usefully' employed."
They say, thiTdly, that "the principal end
proposed in an exordium is, either to conciliate
the hearer's affection, or to escite his attention,
or to prepare the
to the matters to be
treated of: but all
are to be supposed.
As to their affection, pastors, who preach to
their own flocks, ought not to doubt that. We
speak of Christians, to persons who consider us
as the ministers of Jesus Christ, whom, consequently,
and loye. As to attention,
it ought also to
not only because
pulpit-subjects are
and salutary to men,
but also because such
come to public warword of God at.ten"hip as desire to hear
tively; and, indeed, if the auditors have not that
disposition of themselves, an exordium cannot
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give it them. Such a
a man's faith and piet',-'
thought, that an exordiU1::::l
ods can convert the
give faith and piety to
not. As to what regards
matter to be treated of, the bare reading of the
text sufficiently does that; for according to the
common way of preaching, the text contains the
subject to be discussed."
Finally, they add, "delivering an exordium is
only misspending time, uselessly dissipating a
part of the hearers' attention, so that afterward
they frequently
when vou en~
ter on the discussion.

maintain their attention,
inclination which all m(',t\
they have once begun ?"
But nOlle of these rea~,,}n"
to perSuade us to reject exordiumsJ or to
careless about them. As to the first; The art
tv ruch appears in an exordium, so far from being
odious in itself, and seeming unnatural to the
bearers, is, on the contrary, altogether natural.
It is disagreeable to enter abruptly into theological matters without any preparation. It would
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not be necessary, were our minds all exercised
about divine things: but as, alas! we are in
general too little versed in such exercises, it is
good to be conducted to them without vi.olence,
and to have emotions excited in us in a soft and
insensible manner. It is not finesse and deceit.
since in doing it we only accommodate ourselves
to the weakness of man's mind, and. indeed, it is
what he himself desires. Moreover, it is to be
observed, that hearers are now so habituated to an
exordium, that if they heard a preacher enter
abruptly into his matter, they would be extremely
disgusted, and would imagine the man was aiming to do with them what the angel did with
Habakkuk, when he took him by the hair of his
head, and transported him in an instant from
J udrea. to Babylon. Some time, then, ought to
be employed gently to lead the mind of the
hearer to the subjects of which you are going to
treat. You are not to suppose that he already
understands them, nor that he is thinlring on
what you have been meditating. nor that he can
apply himself to it incessantly without preparation.
The second reason may have some weight
'With weak and lazy preachers; but it has none
'With wise and diligent students: and, after all, .
exordiums are not so difficult as to be impracti-
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cnble: a little pains-taking is sufficient, as we
eyery day experience.
The third is
,;t);;~kli"~able.
I grant,
preachers ought
love and affection of their hea ~
~ ,-b,,:s not fonow, that
they ought not -.
they preach to
not always in
them. Perhapf:.
esercise; it may be sometimes suspended, and
c\-cn opposed by contraly senti.ments, by coolness and indifference, by hatred or
from the defects of the pastor (for,
'~he depravity of
able, he is not
the hearers.
said of attenit entirely for
the dhine trut};s
p'{3acher speaks;
yet, it is certain, tney hav\:l iL Dot: and all that
a preacher can desire is, that his hearers ha\"e l;l.
general disposition to hear the
The
a peculmust endeavour to give
attention to such matters as he has to discuss. As to tll'~
not be thought
that the bare
or the conncxv'''c·duce that effect:
a greater comph"'~
to ooo\'e the
humar_ mind, and apply the subject. And this
also may be said of preparation, for which an
exordium is principally designed. The
of the text rna y do something; connexioll
"C'
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division mOLY contribute more: but all this,
w:thout an exordium, "ill be useless.
Nor is it diffictLt to answer the fourth reason;
[,)J', besides the advantages of an exordium, which
are great enough to
time, its parts are
cannot justly be accused u~'
ing the hearers' minds.
the exordium itself, if
contain agreeable and im,"
considered in itself, someLlliilg gvvll b "l ... <.y,; co
be learned from it.
then, of the custom of
those
enter immediately into the
explication of the text, and make it serve
for an exordium; after which they divide their
di$courses into several parts, which they discuss
as they go all. Surely
deuly able to comprehe'x·:
having yet neither emotic-ns
thinks it would be mu(~h
them up, and move th'·'f
gi,"es them no pain, thf"
sudden with an explication, which they can
neither clearly comprehend, nor perhaps distinctly hear.
Least of all do we approve of the custom of
some other preachers, who, intending to explain
14
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tl1e text, or to make some reflections
tbe whole sermon, enter immediately
matter without any exordiums at all. I am
suadcd they are induced to do tlms only for
sake of avoidinc'
of composing an
,.nly for the sake
exordium, tbat ;
of indulging tbeir
negligence.
Taking it for
'hat an exordium
must be used,
what are the
principal benefits
t a receive from
them? and with what general views
th6y
to be
In answer, we
prinof an exordium is, to
or exof the audience-to stir up
att,mii,m--andto prepare them for th<o particular matters of which we are about to txeat.
The two first Df
r:'C(st c.nly be proposed
render himself
and without

more
estC'em him.
You must not, then, compliment the
nor praise yourself, nor indeed
in any ID::l.nner of way. These are
which never liUcceed; and yet some able prracn.-

ers slip into
weakne~", especially ,",-h
preach
'aug-a
and, above
'when
address
<)f the rich, the
or the noble.
Then they
to interlard thdr e:xor~
diums with som" ' . ".,in-place saws-either the
plp'1s'~~'e it give:> ~he1l1 w be calle,~ to H·.itt pulpit
'in affectation of self (;;>d<ompt-a confes~
sian of
great weakn1'
'1' something of
this kind. Tij speak m:: opinion freely, I [i·\;, ,.
th8s0 are pechntic airs, 1'. hich bnxc a
effect. Sen-,:' ,le audita ~ do not like TI)
,"mtastical pretences, W1lic
-'otl! canto the gravity of t1le pulpit
[,0 the de~
\;<.;1..l.c;j'

vf a modef:t. mqn

How then,
of the hearers
ly, bY'l1
and thi

In

,- 'Jt disrcpprove of
eithcr on RCC01Wt
ru.;1tter, the ~01emnity of tll,"
of tI:e ehurl ,or, in sh '-t, of any
Jm" occasion; 'mt it mu".not be Jane

;..;,1.;

for at-
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then it would never be minded; and, when it is
done, the fewer words the better.
The priw:i.l"1n7 ?J,U~ of an exordium is.. to p'!"f!~
pare the hei\1'",""
for the particulm J"f':ut('i"
you ha,e t"
!md insensibly
him t-o it.
be not ohtaiI·ed,
ordium cann(,~
impertinent;
contrary, if this end be answered, the exordium
cannot '!:le improper.
When I say the hearer's mind must be pl'e·
pared for, and conducted to the
I mean
to say, thes,'
,Jii'ferent tbings.
pare the he'I'-('"
;:natter, wben
as he ought
in him sucl
hear ,veIl,
much. You
conduct your hearer to tbe matter, when, by
natural connexion of the subjects of which YOll
speak, you lead him from one thing to another,
and enable him to enter into the doctrine of your
sermon.
Let us aa."t'Tt 'l- SC-'llont to each.
~ined by the
t,; speak; for if
which you
the compassion,
grief, and the tears of your
audier:ce, you must begin the exordium by im~
parting such a disposition.
If you ha,e to treat of a pl'ofound and difficult
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aim to diffuse elevation nnd ::.drniration
among
hearers. If some teni.OJe eXHU1ro!e
of God's justice be the subject, endeayow" to
st.ir up fear. If 50me enormous crime,
the mind for hOf,r:r, h, ~, Tr,r;dit~,t.ion on
mity of human
of repentance,
to intere5t your
dispose them to
wrath, which
fruit we have bam.;:; t.o hI:' gluii-or somethin2,
of a. like nature. If, on the contntT"), tl1C matter
you have to treat of be common ~nd Lrar.quil,
aim in your exordium to place the mind in its
natural slate, and only endeayour to excite hone~t
and Christian tempers, which we all mgl1t always to havc. Tn ~ \V0rn (hI' cxordium must
always
the subject tllat
to dispose your
\;1 this manner, is
,,:ium; and to use
be to renounce
common sense, ~:J. L: ..(:.;i
:;;.n idiot.
The second use of an introduction is, to conduct the hearer gradually to the ;:;ubject of whic:h
are about to treat. This (as I hayc
on the connexion between tbe
exordium with themselves, and
the
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matter of the discussion. I say first with them·
selve8 ;
hold each
by th~
have u muv.ld dependell(;'3 and
subordinlli.iDu; otherwise. tho 1.l.uditor will bc: l::.U.;:prised to find himself suddenly transported from
one topic to another. I say also with the disfor the exordium i:, pTi.llcipally ir<r:md0d
;hat.
i}Halityof :m (·",~'dium is
This, however, has a proper measure; for as
ought not to be excessively long, so neither
should it be too short; the middle way is the
best.
6..'wrcUunl
have
six: or
~h01}eriods

be

long. '1'b'

SOIl is, that, on the OIle hand, proper time may
be given the hearer to prepare 11imself to hear

you with ~ttc'11tion> and ~() follr:w you in thf>: rH~
cussion
matter;
the other,
:n
giving
'"ufficient fo:-'
you may })J'\'c\ ,,;'11
llis wandering out of the subje<:t, wearying himself, and becoming impatient. If the exordium
were too short, it would oblige tIle hearer to enter too ~0c'n

the matte;', "ddlout prepa.n:o.tic'r<
enougb: "lHl LXcessive l'::::::iSt.L would
auditor
for it is
a palace. he does not like to stay too long in
the court, or first avenues; he would only view
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them &ransiently without stopping, and proceed as
soon as possible to gratify his principal curiosity.
2. An exordium. must be clear, and consequently disengaged from all sorts of abstruse
and metaphysical thoughts. It should be expressed in natural and popular terms, and not
overeharged with matter. Indeed, as the auditors are neither enlivened nor moved yet, you
must not expect of them at first a great degree
of penetration and elevation, nor even a great
attempt toward these, though they may be capable of them when they are animated. You
must, therefore, in an exordium, avoid all that
can gi?e pain to the mind, such a,"; physical
questions, long trains of reasoning, and such like.
However, do not imagine, that, under pretence
of great clearness, an exordium must have only
theological matter, or consist rather of 'Words
than things. This would be falling into the
other extreme. An exordium, then, must contain matter capable of nourisbing and satisfying
the mind; to do which. it must be clear, easy
to comprehend, and expressed in a very natural
manner.
3. Au exordium must be cool and grave.""
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Consequently no grand :figures may be admitted.
as apostrophes, violent exclamations. reiterated
intelTogations, nor, in a word, anything that
tends to give vehement emotions to the hearers:
for as the discourse mu:"l L
the state of the hearer,
ing cool, and free from
ought to be so too. Nt,
exordiums fuTI of enthu::<:, ,",. ~
tures, full of impetuous
bold interrogations, or surprismg paradoxes to
excite admiration. You must, in the beginning,
speak
remembering that your auditors
are
vet in hea"oo, nor in the air, nor at
,,11 elevated their way thither, but upon earth,
and in a place of worship.
4. An exordium, 110Wf"('~, rm"ht not to be 2'~'
cool and grave, as not
'

in

engaging and agreeable.
pIe ends which a preachf'

ly, to instruct, to please
these three, tQat which
dium is, to please. I own, yvli
also aim
to instruct and affect; but less to instruct than
to please, and less st.ill to affect than to instruct.
beg'.ns an oration thJ.:s :~ •. QllOusque tandem abutare, I.'a.tilma,
j,atlenti1l. noste,,' Quamdiu et(a:rn{UIDr iste tuus nos illwiet1
Quem ad finem SGS€ effrenatajactabit audacill.l" &c.
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Indeed, if you can judiciously and
traduce anything tender into an
cially on extraorni,nary o~casi(l!!s,) you may to
good purpose;
may, the agreeable should reigr, h
You easily see
by this, that you
i"c,'Ul the exordium
aU ill-natured
threatenings,
bitter reproaches, and, in general, all that savours
contempt, hatred, or indifference,
in
everything that has the air of
ling with the hearers. Their attention must not
'"d'T",iently do so by
only be excited,
censures and
you must softly
,"STeF.ID, so that they
may not only not
you say, but be
well satisfied YOil CiJ:l;l <>il 'hvlibciL and well-meaning man.
5. The whole of the exordiurn must be natuwith all the matter qf the text. I
say
the whole of the exordium;" for great
1,i<~g there foreign
care must be ta};V_i1
to your subject:
best e::wrdiurns
are those which
of two proposi~
tiODS, the first or
::::-:~U'!-ally and imme-.'
diatelv connected with tbe second, and the second
ni1.tur;lly ami immediately with the text. Each
of these propositions may be either
amplified; but the last must always
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with ease to the subject in question, nor must
the first be ..ery distant. According to this
maxim, all exordiums must be condemned, which,
instead of leading you int-O the text, make you~
as it were, tumble from a precipice into it, which
is intolerable. Those also are to be condemned'
which conduct to the text by many long circuits,
that is, by many propositions chained together,
which is certainly vicious, and can only fatigue
the hearer. I add, in the second place, the ex~
ordium must be connected with the whole matter of the text. It ought not merely to relate to
one of its parts, (or to one view only, if you in~
tend to consider it in different views,) but to all.
One of the principal uses of an exordium is to
prepare the mind of the hearer for the matter to
be discussed. If, therefore, the exordium refer
only to one of its parts, or to one view only, it
will prepare the mind of the hearer for that ODe
part, for that one view only, and not for the rest.
6. An exordium must be simple. We would
not entirely oonish figures: on the contrary, we
would always employ such as may render the
discourse pleasant and agreeable: but pompous
and magnificent expressions must be avoided, as
far as the things spoken will permit. Do not
use a style too elevat-ed, bordering on bombast
-Dar periods too harmonious-nor ovel"strained
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too common or
too
mind. yet cool
and in its naturn,] f;t.at.p" can bear nothing of tl,i~
kind.

will

Lh.. ow"'11 awav. Such ari;; 6:1:01'diuros t.a1".en
comparis;ns of the sun-of
kings--of conquerors-of the ancient Romans,
&c.-or from some histories of the Old Testa·

second plac<
C'"
";:1 ,::xordium. OD'"
alike applied to two texts of different matter
or to two contrary interpretations of the sami
text. It is in this sense that common exor
diums are vicious and distasteful

a common
b~
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8. Even in metaphorical or figurative texts,
it is quite puerile to make an exordium
join the text by a metaphor; for, whatever ingenuity there may seem to be in it, it is certain
there is no taste, no judgment discovered in the
practice; and, however it may pass in college
declamations, it would appear too trifling in the
pulpit. The exordium, then, must be connected
with the text by the matter itself, that is, not by
the figure, but by the subject intended to be
conveyed by the figure. I "Would not, however,
forbid the joining of the exordium to the text
sometimes by the figure, prm-:ided it be done in
a chaste and prudent manner.
Let us give one example: "He that eateth
my flesh, and drin~eth my blood, hath eternal
life." John vi, 54. An exordium to a sermon
from this text may be taken from the idea which
Holy Scripture teaches us to form of our conversion, as if it were a NEW birth, which begins
a new life-that, for this purpose, it speaks of a.
new man, a new Maven, which illuminates, and a
new ~a'1'tk. which supports him-that, attributing to this new man the -same sen8~S which nature has formed in us, as sight, hearing, feeling,
smelling, tasting, it attributes also to him objects
proportioned to each of these mystical senses,
and ascribes to them effects like those which our
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and should
used but
diIDlry occasiu!:~.
there is too much affectation in it. Is it not a
nin parade to begin a di~course with things
which have no rtlation to the matter?-It is
certainly
to the chastity and modesty
of a Chlisbn
Secondly,
this sort
shoulders.
the articles of wlik.h tiley are COIO-lh.iSj;lU 1(;l."~€;.
if any, only a very distant relation to the text?
By such means you defeat the principal design
of an exordium, which is to prepare the hearers'
minds, and 1-1'
them insens:Vy
subject.
it is verydiffi\'li 1i,:"
exordiums
,", \ring impel'thh~ncl"'ii
what, in a
(~f)\U'Se, can be n1C,:"f,
cate, than to speak of yourself, or hearers. or
times, or news? In my opinion, such exordiums
ought to be entirely rejected.
2. You must also, for the most part, reject
exordiums
profane historJ..
.,y UE~
they call
of illust,·j<)
This method
and is by n'
the taste of
bred men. Alexander, Cresar, Pompey, all the
great names of antiquity, have no business to
ascend the pulpit; aDd if they are not suffered
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now-a-days, either in orations in the senate, 01'
in pleas of the bar, much less ought they to be
allowed in Christian sermons. It may not be
amiss if they appear now and then in" the discussion, or in the application; but e.en tbere
we ought to see them but seldom, not oftener
than once a year at most: but to introduce
them at the beginning of a sermon is intolerable.
I say much the same of citations from profane
authors; they must be forborne, unless it be
something so particular, so agreeable-, and so
apt to the text, as to carry its own recommeBdation along with it. Of this kind, I think, was
the exordium of a sermon on this text: '~So
teach us to number our days, that we may apply our hearts unto wisdom." It was taken
from Plutarch, who relates, that Alcibiades
called one day to see Pericles, and was told by
his domestics_ that their master was busy in
preparing his accounts to lay· before the
republic: to wllich he immediately replied,
Instead of labouring to mn1:e up his accounts, it would be incomparably better to render himself not accountable to them at all. It
was added, that this is the notion of almost an
wicked men, "who, being ignorant of God their
governor, and feeling their consciences charged
with a thousand crimes, think only of eluding
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the judgment of God, and of avoiding that account which they will one day be obliged to
give to the Mast.er of all creatures-that if only
one man, or two men, were in question. "the
attempt q.f Alcibiades nilght succeed; but as it
was God with whom they had to do, it must be
worse than foolish to imagine his tribunal could
be avoided-that there was no other way to
take, than to prepare to give an account to
God; nor any advice more reasonable, than to
labour continually to do it wen-and that, for
this purpose, even self-interest should oblige us
to have recourse to God t-o assist us by rus
grace-this is what the Church aims to teach
us in the words of the prophet,-tI So teach 11&
to number oU!" days, that we may apply ow'
hearts unto wisdom."
In general. the best exordiums are taken
from t"luology; for as, on the one hand, they
have always more relation to the matter of
the text, so, on the other, they much better
prepare the hearers' minds, being more grave,
and free from the puerile pedantries of the college.
In order to compose an exordium, after you
have well considered the senses of the text, and
observed what are the principal ~atters which
ought to enter into the discussion, and after you
h!l.Te made the division, endeavour to reduce
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the whole to one common idea, end then choose
some other idea natUr'dllv connected with that
common idea, either
~
of another. If it be
it to one
with the subject, endeavour to
proposition, which may be cleared and proved
as you go on; or if it have parts, which
separate explications and
it
be
so as to include
and, finally,
by
natural connerion of that proposition
with the discussion, enter into the text. If the
proposition be connected ,nth the text only remotely, then est,lblis1 the fust, pass on to
the second, and so proceed from thB second to
the text.
Exordiums may be taken from almost all the
same topics as observations, that is,
species, coniraries, &c. For there are
few
into the
good exordiums which might not
disc.usslon, under the title of
observamust be cho~
tions. Of such observations,
sen for an exordium which is least essential, or
least necessary to the discussion, and which,
besides, is clear, agreeable, and entertaining. A
may sometimes be employed in an
but not often; DOl' must trivial comparisons be used, which all the world know, or
which are tak~,n from anything mean; nor must
15
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they be embarrassi::.s;, !;,'\enfrom things 1n[;;;,)\I'"
thE 'People, as thost: aiG which are bOHOWt:d.
mechanics, astronaJ);.",", &0., of which the

people bi,W nothing at all:
Bible J~:"'tl)r!! may be useJ., 'bu~ sparingly;
and the
must be always just, agreeable,
sort, new and remarkable.
T~!{II'!)
.:;.1'::0 be emp 1oyed, but with the
always ',",\llsulting good sense
"lest method is, to :, Impose several exordiums for the same
by turning yOul'
nation dive1"~
by taking it in all its
ent relatio~;,,:
by such meaDS
choose
most

of an exoidium ca1~A

preacher

Dot

to

nor to be any wa:; gegligent ir

he may be s:> te of succeeding by
attention J: nd application.
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THE conclusion
mating, full of great and beautiful
niming to mOle Chlistian aflectionS-ils
lOHo of
God - hope-zeal-repentance-self-condemnation-a desire of self-correction--consolation
-admiration of eternal bcnefits-llOpe of felicity
-COUl'flge and constancy in affiictions-:,;icadiness in temptations-gratitude to G(ld-recourse
to him by prayer-and otber such dispositions.t

BishDjl Burnet sa.ys, "A sermon,
whereof
makes tCie auditor)' look pleased, aDd sets them all taUdn:; wnh
one another, was eertaiDly either not rjghtly spoken. '"
rlghtly heard; it has been fine, and has probably celLghed tnn
cDngregation rat:ler than edified it: but tha~ serrnnu that IDal(e~
evpty ~ne go av.ray sUent, and grave, and :1astenmg to be ruon!!
to lJl!!ditate, and pray the matter over in $ccret, 11"-,, h"d (i trus
e!r~cL "-p[l.$/. CaTe, chap. n..
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There are three sorts of dispositions, or emotions; the violent-the tender-and the ele\"ated. Tb"
fear, zeal,
repentance,
The ten(b
are, joy,
gratitude; ~(;.,JiJl' ;; ....Ljects are, pal'::';;::::', p.o.:.!,
prnyer, .xc. 'The elevated are, admiration of the
majesty of God, the ways of Pro\idence, the
glory of Paradise, the expectation of benefits, &c.
Th~re Ilre some Christian passions which
2. ,.ender or violE'ilt
be excited
Repentance is
kind; forwhicl1
tender moti·,
employed,
\':~·ich we have
and bounty ni
treated. Violent motives may also be
riS censure, an enumeration and description
of the enormity of the sins reigning among us,
the horror of our ingratitude, the fear of God's
judgments, t.hr jm~ti~(') of his scc',~~~ :mo
chastisemen,
In like
ilr",rJ€,s.s_ against
may be disd,;?s,-d;
tender moun's
used, as-t),1.0 "'1I.Il) , J ,:,.f the promises
~
of this world, which are only false and delusive
appearances-the considet'Cition of the miserable
state of backsliders and apostates-the dignity
to which God cans his clildren-the eternal re-
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wards which at;,end perse', I't"He-the joy of a
good m- ~\ whu he has gained c' signal Yic,"~',':'
over teml'"';i.i1;;:s. Violent methmis may aJs,:;
emploY2r),
inspil;ng a holy '!mbition to
fc~J th~ designs '-f the world-a contempt OI'
the plots and
a.:;'ainst us-the hope, 01'
rather the
;;ance we have, that all
the powers of e"rth
toget.her cannl;t :--bab
Paul uses mixed motives
d of
of Romans: "Who sha

Shall
distress, or pers",';cution, 01'
or nakedness,
or peril, or sword? Nln',
these things,
we are more th"n eonque,-, '",:; through him that
loved u.',
I am
that ne
death,

God, which is in
.T esus our Lord."
A "I,nelusion should be
T mean,
\l;uuld not be content to mm '
1ingle
Chril,uan jl9~!'!1«)n; many must h<>: t,,"I.;L.d, and
a proper length of disco!:r-' r idsigned to each,
in order to stir ;;p the pa
Too lo:r.g time,
however must ;\ot be spd,i i-'ut when the effect isproduced, pass ·0 another
sian.
'~onclusion ought
be comp,~,~,~<1
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lBE

:it least of fou"
t~d:;.::tions, (naturally
ari"ing fl'om tL
2,.onera1, from the
'whole text, or particular, from some of
into which it is divided;) so, if possible,

reflections mu"t be placed in prudent order, so
that the wea1:e'St Ilnd Jea",t powerful may be the
~nd so that the
as it runs.
discourse may
I think, 110"'0,,'\"1"
vicious to finish
)\'"ith motives too viuh:m, lJ.::; subjects tending to
hOl'l'or~indign<1tion-or heavy censure.
It
-would be much better, in general, to close with
a tender, or e.en 'with ,a·n elevating motil'E:.
Different motir'-~
(p.Dd indeed they
ought to be) mi:.:,_,d
conclusion, that
is, violent, tende"
in order to stir
£.rst, and the

up many passioP"i
;nds.
Conclusion sometimes delights in
similitudes, short and weighty sentences,
inTentions of a fine imagination, and, in one word,
<

it need not be either so chaste or so regular as
more accuracy
the body of thE'
danger when a
preacher, in
(·:j,s~ himself up to the
fire of his geniuG, p·'-)\'lcl:.:-:l be: :oay nothing exor capricious, nothing that sm'ours of
or declamation.
~

l'erlia;lS two or three would be ?refetfl.hl"

To faith,
added.
Chri!~e ~liever must openly profess his allegiance to

Bot DO observaDce of ocmard oril:inanees wnI prcfit
an unbelieveri'--]

The objections ignorantly urged against this.
gospel lead us to,

II. Vindicate its reasonableness.
To a.scribe salvation to good works, and damnation to evil works, would be thought reason·
able enoughBut to connect the former with faith, and the
latter with unbelief, is deemed absurd and delusive_
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the gospel
6\'u,ced-

hould be
r "'I':::;, were a mere assent to any doctrines, it would
'1C.cl,',~d tl(' TII:l'easonable to,3Scribe sah'ntion to itI?,'1t I:, I" "T, humble reliance on the promises of God in

Christ Jesus'
Is it UDreasol,:i',]" l!"',, ~;mt he who trust6 in the death
Its 5c,>:ing efficacy7Or that he who relies on i,;od's promise, sh~'ul:l
ri~nce his -fidelity ~-]

of Christ sbou12 .,c·,l

Nor is it unreasonable that a man
damned for unbelief.
[If uUDelief were a mer,c dissent from any \1,,, ;'I~",
on account of its wRntin,g sdRcient evidence, " ,; I,"!'~
liifwould be c"''';,;'''".'.i!,U,.Jj nmoCl.'ntBut the un'.,tli'';'ie: H}~l';r.s what has Deen established
" !b" ,:!",~,;'i'st evidenceTlil'\-·u!:'l, I}~'ide he denies God's representation of bis
fnllc"( sLI,';

the wisdom of God to be foolishness,! and

J,,;., i.,UL:~" ,;t"'He pours contempt on ~he t:.J:,cst
mereyn_
Snch treatmcnt we cOllld n:':i

[,ci:.}' ',:

vflove and
a fellow-

creittureHow then Clln ·we expect to
punity?Surely, if the
~e{.-!]t be the

This point

III. Displas
..A..ngels a,t;,:;t''''
if we understood its ex< ,',lience,oiHab . .xi,13.

kRev. i" 17.

"'I JOhll v, 10.

nEph. L, 7.

11 Co-
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1. Tt- dpf'xly defines the way of sah"at·ion.
[~\ if , ">,,'1" wa.ys of ~':)"'_Hi('n are indc1:',:ik . •. ·
Wh"
'LeY what p0itic'E of repentaD<":, ,,~1l expiate
sin aniJ ~'rr','Ltse heaven'
Or wha~ sincere obedience is 1 or by whom perfol1TI-

edl-

Or what degrees of insincerity will consistwitb it?But" . " "\ ',ne mit'll kl~(1\'/ \\ h~;her he he!~l'\'f' iE ChristHcn,'>; n":,;'? one- miC:. ("~'>~' a judgmcTlt ,)f his state
before C,)d- ..
Surd v tLi~ mav well :'.:commend tilt ;;:';Ep::l to our

acccpt:lllce-]

.

::2 . It is equally suited to all persons in all
condi!i0!lS .

[1[e'" ~lt suited wo l:~ .;.~,> other W2)' bFS been to
the d,ill7-:-')(,'f!Ho\"/ '<..;:1;;:; j:l,USt it haq: b0(<l. before tlx~ fnU(,(,!rcrs of
OUl" Lord eoald hnve entertained a comfortable hope of
acceptance 1But the g<l!pel affords a prospect of salvation to all,
howev0i ,;;i",,'And hl ,< c1.llated to
us und,~r
affliction-

Wh'"-t excelleIlcy can .i. it03sess tha~ Sh0uld more endear it to us 1-J
3 . It refers all the glory of our salvation to

Christ.

ghn~

[Eve:; 0i.her way d ,s"I;-a.rion len""-es "'0':',,{ for man
to bOI1;'"I,:"
But, l!ll. t1:.. plan of tb." go""d, aU are eq:l..oJiy ';udehted
toCbcistqAll on earth und In heaven nserihe salvation to him
Illone'Their r"'f'y.;iness is tIl-': m.'),'- Jear to thl~m I,'; ldng tha
purcht\<:, ;-;1 hi,; bloodNor \,0\11([ 1!Jly conSc1,t
~n instant
::'1~b him of
hisgloI:l"-i
oJohnvi,37;l\fa:t.xx,9 .
J>Rorn.iii,27.
qlTim.iv,ID.
rRev. i.5.aud 'I'",J2, 12..
_Colllp . Gal. Vl, H,withRev.iv, 10.

COMPOSITION

4. It most secures the

¥'.;

[If the gospel really gll':c
well be rejectcd~
But it teaches us to mortifv
good works'.
This effect has, in every 1\;"'.
Jins of God's people~
St. Paul, tIIC grc:lt ch:::mpion of the faith, was inferior
to none in horne"s"And tIle contradictory objections, now urged aga.inst.
tl:e lwcn~llcrs and professors of the gospel, afford a. strong
t€.>ti:::!l.ony in their fayour-]
A_PPLlCAno;>\-

1. To ministers.
[They who prea(,h the
experience its powerIf they do not, their ('oudu'1'
gravatedLet us then examine wheU,'-'
deed believedAnd let us comply with tl
injunction'-]

'l~;:'!;~ ~l"j(,":'(':

2. To Ohristians in gei1"'i;
[Bapti~m clocs not supersede, but increase our obligation to bclieve"Howcvcrbllmiliating: it be to seek salvation in auother,
we must ~ubmit'The decree iIl the text is irl'eversible, and shall be executed in its season-

tTit. ii. 11, 12.
"2Cor.xii,1l.
f I Pet. iii, 21, und Rom. vi. 4.
"Rom.

zl Tim.!>·, 16.
3.

%,
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DIscrSSION BY WAY OF
OBSERVATION.
, ''''rEL )rESSAGE."

:MARK XYI, l'

L J£scs CHRIS',terms of snh "~v:l

TC vealed

r [God hOlS scnt ~:arious meJJSa.~

to us the

to our gUilty world,

11 80s~~~~:~~e:~/:g:l~e~ the mini5t~y of men, and
l BlI.t ill tile lext he speaks to us by his
2 { H~~r;~~;~li~/outain a command, a

and a

25 { ThCh~~~~ be enjoins imports a sm/fJ'e rilwnce upon

31

13

Yet l~

It

such

dlentwlfra
To fUlth thn
€l.ernallije,
To the want vl

3

rel14nrR. as mdudes a

~ -"

f Tt°~:g~~e~~s7':~;;:;; ~\,:"u, :~i ';

191

the begiuni':,;"
But it was rC\",:iL,d :;:
light and en-;;.~c(;.j

pemtOI!, obe·

xed a promiSe of

Jf eternal de.alh.d

, ~J~;~1~ci; from
,I

'with more abnndant

II. Those l:e has prescribed are honoura'ble toGod and suitable to man.
3 ~1L Cla.ude's topics, which are here illustrated a.nd referred
to, a.re subjoineJ for Ih~ convenience of the reader, See puge
Th€ wards H1 italics marl;;. the precise Ide~ that illllStmtes

251.

th~ ~~r~~~~\'H t~pic refe~l~tts"'li, 38.

" John viii, 21.
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r [Any other method ofsalnttion would ha.\"e set the
olivine perfections, a~ it wcre, at variance.
Justice required suthfaetiou for our brenches of

God's Jaw;

23

Truth olemandcd the execution of the pena.lty which
the law denouuced;
Holiness forbade any t~h,;,
to
bt.j.
heayenBut Christ has home
divine justice;
And bv faith we are il'~"'''''
done and suffercd."
Thus mercy may be
truth and justice i
And every perfection d'
t.,,~
our suhation.
SureJy ~u(·h a plan was u;.orthy cifan nIl-wise GodKor could :lily OL'lCr have been so suitable for fallen

I

[Ma.ny are the refuges to which men :Bee., 'in a.
season of conviction.
They substitute their own repentance, reformation,
&e., in the place of faidl;
But Christ is the only foundation of a. sinner's hope.~
*Acts:eli,39.

tRom.lli,22. gEph.v,2r. hlCor.3,ll.
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To them are we indeb!!'cL

1>'

2.1'.'Lb" liq]"

',I'e 2:~jl\V,

,,{ ~1::~!~e~~;i;~1l~; .~;:~~,~;;;:I;?~;'~:IJ~r"(~;:d
Is it not thebeliever's cbid J(,'a,';): ,"lild ""!p;xrri, ~
Yes; the Saviour's voice );' :d,,!/. :c;r1f:"!1119 .If]
Should we then regard :, \>, :~b Hh\lil'<.:tel'K(:
Should we imitate tho!>" "h·::, t(;()Z
;Re
knowledge ?Y
Or those who forbade the apostles to speak to ~e
IS
Gentiles l'
Let us rather labour to sprMd tJre jOyIal WIl1Id;
Anu tv diffuse tlw Uessings of salvation through heathen laDds;
.
Xor ever rest till that glorious promise be accom-

15

I

plished.aJ
y Luke xi. 52.

~

I Thess. ii, 16.

,. Isaiah xi, 9.
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DISCUSSION BY PROPOSITIONS.
MARK XVI, 15. 16.-THE GOSPEL :MESSAGE.

1.

will be an awful difference between
the states of different men in the day of
judgment.
It cannot be that the same portion should be
reserved for all.
THERE

i God, as our Lawgiver, must manifest a regard to
his own lawAnd, as our King, must distinguish between his faitb·
ful aDd rebellions subjectsBut tbere is no sufficient difference put between them
in this world"'The wicked have no certain punishment, nor the
righteous any adequate rewardOn the contrary, they often riot in ease, affiueuce, and
honour, while these lunguish in pain, wttntj and infamy.t.o
The notices, a.lso, which are ou the consciences of
men, affurd reason to expect a. future da.y ofretribntiou.']
Some will be exalted to a state of unspeak·
able felicity.
[They will be delivered from the corruption which
here c1eaYed to themThey will be admitted to the blissful regions of

~!~~PflcitY of comprehension and enjoyment will

be greatly enlnrgedThey wm join an assembly of m().st pure and blessed

spirits.. Eccles. ix, 2.

bPS. lD:ili, 3-14.

10

e RoIII. i,

:)2,

and il, 15.

(·;'''d and Saviour.d
of his approba.~
tion o An unfading en','" Gf

be given to

them'-

!~;~F~ l~:~'~~r;';:~',:,;t~;:~\~;i;";:!U:~:~~l~?i;

end.!']
Others will be cast down to a state of inconceiyuble mi;;oery.

[They will -not be permitted to stand in tlte CODgregation of tbe righteous'The Judge will banish them with inJiguation from
his prcsence'Shame and contempt shall be poured npon them
beforeall ' _
The'" "ill be cast into a lake of fire and brimstone"'God" himsElf will pour out upon them the 'Vials of
his wrath"Their own
bitterly repro!l.Ch
them~-

They will have h
"1e ha.ppiness they
have lostl'And a.n enlarger
the torment in:B.icted on themNor shall they
gnish'lNot one mamen""
0f l,run will be granted themNor shall millions of ages termina.te their miscry_rl

There will be no intermediate state between
these.
[The idea of purgatory is an abmrd fiction.
Punishment, in this world, does uot (;hange the nat1ll'Q
of mane Matt. xxv, 21.
f 2 Tim. iv, 8.
h Rev. iv, 8, aDd ill, 12.
; Psalm i, .5.
I Dan. xii, 2m Rev.
~O.
o\Visd. v, 01.
I'Lo.kf. xV', 23.
rRev. x1v, 11.

=,
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Pharaoh was more and more hardened ll.llncr ten

~Il.cc(~ssiye

plagues'-

Go~~~" in hell, so far from repenting-. they blaspheme

Pl~~'d~,;i~:~..::=.s:;ri";

tbat

D0

~I:1;!g-e shall

If Judas eYer were brought to hea'len, our Lonl's
a.ssertion lVould be false'No! b-,:c the dead ll:ly r-rospect cf ~n"'1ihilation'
No! l.hs ~,omotest l,v"i.c,~ shall dch'~'j, '". the exi:,

of on" " tr,! \ souL]
II. These states will be fixed according to men's

acceptance or rejection of the gospel.
It
(,>at om
will be
crite:i';,"
','.\, sbull
,!\i'.Jged in
last day.
[This is frequently asserted in the Holy Scriptnres.~
Ou!" T.",rc has decl~""'!d i~ in his a~~:!:'l~;)f the jull:"'=:1'
proce",' No'
ing it.j

the sma]),,,· doubt be' l'(:-hined

But a due reception of the gospel is a very
iIDpo'!:'t~!')t

work_

\\:(;.;
~~'; his speCL,1: C\iT':mand,
belie,,,,
And
commrmd is lIS important lIS any in the
decalogneCopni:>:aucc, l11ereforll, will be wkf'n of OUT ,iol,,-tion~
ofthi;
,cell as of
C):,her duty

be I>~l"ic'rmed
acceptance.
in Ch.riSt we cannot do anything

, ".';!lin,; from him

we be

8hrrll this cow, xion be forgo: i,
day of jud).!')F,'nL
(Our Lu'"', '"ill sllrelynotfo'Zd his own repeated
,1,'.clarntions l<In inqniriJl,C; ini{) )~H· wo:"ks, he 'Yill ~i'-'Ver o'~:~rlook
that wh.::!' :s the "oot Ilnt1 jJl"; pIe of 1'.11 otbtr wo·');,:In CO"] i:'ring 1 o\vwe flrte-:i ;,",ward ,?,'ch other, h,: Till
DC'! he indifferent. "'Joutol,r condnct to'\\ad h:)"self\\"" 'nay be sure thc\'~'-'_'~'e thtl.t the text
! be fulnll~.ci in that d:",' And that, ,"L'ik the rejecters of !,i,;.;,ospcl shall perisil,
the tnlf': be!ie,'"r alone ~~nll be St... "u.-J
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r~'FER~

1. The folly of neglecting the gospel.
[~re:J

usually respcct the sanctiu:Js ofhomo.n laws-

pe{~~~~ ~~~~; :h:~,~~hnUld not Wie sanctions f'f the

gM-

When the
it?l-

If not, it mt',;i ',,"
Such folly '>';','l'''::
Let the pao,- u",,·

duct-]

2. The wisdom of embracing it with our whole
hcarts[It is wisdom to regard things in p. oportion to their

jm~~I(a~:~~~so
gospel 1Temporal
and bellEvery temT-!'
nothing in Ot;
We shoult

important. :lS the dcdarations of the
• ~,:I1ing in compario:,jL " ":S2.Y~~l

therefore
l::"12th,

and not pErt

an~?i~iC~~.ue

wisdom, bowew:r it mny be accounted
follyAnd" Wisdom, ere long, shall be justified of all her
children"-}
I IsaJ. x, 3: I Cor. x, 22.
nLIL<:e Lc, 25, a.Dd xii, 4.

mIsai.i,3.

oProv. x..,'tiii, 23.
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D18UUSSIO.'! BY PElU'ETl'AL
APPLICATION.
MARK X,\I, 15, 16.-TI!.B GOSPEL MESSAGE.
I;,\cEf'.::;,\.XT

fare

:li.s

was our Lol'U's attBntiou to the wp.lchurch-

Rf:;'?,rI:kss both '.f ,0:; ,::rwn S.111rc~·ini'':;S and ghry.
he wus eyer occupied in that one concernOn the ,*ery en3 of his crucifixion he instituted

th~~~:~c,!~~ ~~;~:c:~~11i~o:sec~sl':,n,

provid8il
for tll "p:'i(.ruction oj' i,e worlJ
,-l,e remc,t:~~'
period of timeHe had an c\'e
less than to those of
his O~
afi'd
Sbl,l
not ths.:: P"7 attenti, r, ,('J his partins.:'
wordii.'
Shall we not consider them in reference to
ourselves ?Tbe
in
are ob'kl1,~
j

Let

\.W

:..len

cal inquiry,
1. What knowledge have we of the gospel?
.
stupe] "UII!; display

A1Tlm.i,15

Let. 1)$ t<'\\'i\'v,~r inrl'lin

specting it-

tion f,~ we indeed see it to be "worthy of aU s.ceeptaDoes the remedy it proposes appear suited to our necessitics~-

Is it considered by us as "tbe power of God and the
wisdom of God ~"h_
Do we "count a.ll things but loss for the excellencv of
the knowledge of it1";~
Has God sbi,ned in onr hearts to give ns these views ~t_
Or does Satan yet blind our eyes that we cannot see
tbem'llLet IlS search whether the veil be yet taken from our
hearts m-}

II. What effect have its sanctions produc.ed
upon us'?
b I Tim. ill, H\: .Aet~ ::a, 28.
e2Cor. v, 19, 20.
dIsa.lv,l.
"Tit. It, 11,12.
f!Cor.ti.17.
.r GaL. v, 2, 4.
hI Cor. i,24; Rom. 1,16.
1:PhU.Ifi.S.
k.2Gor. iv, 6.
12Cor.lv,4.
m2Cor.Ui,14.
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~e

are astoni;bed to see how little the sanctions of the ~ospel are re,:;ardcd.
{We ean form .ery little idenoftlJC fcli6ty of hen"Ven~

l'or hl\,eWl~ any adequate ronccptions of tbe torments
ofheUBut there is n0'.1:';:;
is not used to represent the oneOr terrible, whit-I,
Yet, awful as tL"~
themMoti\·c~ taken
weizbtBut eternal
engage no at·
tentionTbeyarc esteemed, in great measure, as "cunningly
tlcYi~ed fahles ""-1

"/e ask tlwilllhat effect they baYf: produced
on us·;
[Are we stimulated to diligence by a prospect of
hea,en1Docs the thou7ht of hell impress liS ~-;th holy fear '1-Does!\ dread of the ~estroying angel induce us to keep
orir hearts sprinkH! ~,:;~;; !i;,> \.<:ti"" {,fJesus1°How obdurate
\', ~ !:,~ if W{' be not thus inHneneed!-]

III. What eridi'.;l('
Scriptural 1:.::.l
We are apt to

t)):at our faith is
,r·aturi. of saving

faitb.
[Some suppo'..o ".

than un assent to
the gospelOthers imagine it to consist in assuronce of om interest

in

Chri~t--

But both of these are eqU1l11y remote from t);e truthsin~e former may accord with the indulgence of ev~ry
~2

Pet. i, 16.

oUeb.lx, 14,

Ul;<l.~j, ~S
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The latter is nowhere declared necessarv to salmtionIt is indeed a high privilege to know our sins forj,,'lven P-

But we must be pardoned before we can know that
we are pardoned-]

But the Scripture account of faith is clear

.r;~~~~ith

and

respoct to ll$ nature, is a simple rcli<l.nce
or: Christ~In its ari.qin, i~ is a free, unmerited gift of God<And in its effects, it is innuiably productive of good
works'Such was the faith of the first <":onYClts and the Jailer'-]

Let us then inquire whether we be really possessed of it.
[Ho.'\'e we e'\'6r found the difficulty of bclieTIng 7And under a sense of our we».kness cried to God for
fait_h1u_
Has God in answer to our prayel' wrought faith in our
hearts,!l:
Are we enabled by it to overcome the maxims and
habits of the world 1yAre we :filled by means of it with love to the brethren'1'And are we purified by it fi"()m earthly, sensual, devilish affections 1-'Let us thus examine oursehes whether we be in the
faith"We may deceive ourselves; but we cannot deceiv,

God"AODRESS-

1. To tbose that are in unbelief.
W!lS to be "preached to every ereature

[The gospel
in the world j"

~~~~,~:~' ~::: : ~,:::~:~1ji~:,li~,37-4t~~(~i~~,
eGa!'

vi, 7,
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And :I. WO is denounced against the ministers who
prc(l.ch it 'l;co,,!
What il i~
h,ty to preaeb,
be our dnty
tolle:l.r"Know, tbd!, to Y"}" is the word of t1;:3 Ef.haUonsent f_
Put it not from you, nor adjudge yourselves uuworthy of etemallife!"re~i!~~~~l come when you will wish that you ~ad

:,,;j 1mrlerscanding

"Consi.1(r 11;,:,: n.nd the Lord
in aU thin,>,

2. 'fo

lh'$c~

,d;() are weak

[You d:.,bonn::I' Go,l by your
iYha.t could the Badour have
than he h:lS done 1

'""s-

more for you

\Vlmt reason can you b:l.ve to donbt his power or

Wi~Z~il~::; ~°'1.ii~Y,~l "in disma.y, or jJc<wer oppress,
your soul ",'
Christ
.subdue its
power l Pleuo:1 the promise in the text, and it shill be fulfilled
to you.]
8. To those who are strong in faith.

[How glorions is the prospect opened to you by the
Lord Jesu'i:
Let it fill y"U "',,]
And Del',: ~;h)W
of your
Lord and S:l\'~('il~

Show what is the genuine scope IUld tendency of the
gospd'''Silence bv your lives the culumnies of the ungodlyLet the eincacy of faith be seen in the excellence of
your work."·~
:~ble to say
wi~n~:~~;~~;~~.~f')t that you m".'

: i;;~rj~,.i!!6. iiLt·' ,c~"'!.~'t:·;tiii~~~~c~, x, J'l, ~:2-h~eJ~r.8.
~ ls:l,la.l~_\',

4,

~

1 John ll, ,1,2..

I We. vil, HI. Rom. vi, 14.

m TIt. UI, S, WI connected WIth the f'lugoingvenes, 4-7.
DHeb.x,3!1.

c(';"l'dITION OF A.

:::'}:RMO~.

MR. CLAc;DE'S TOPICS
Rejerrr.i' fr:

7''1.

the Skelct.')':) 'P":ges 236-240,

1. RISE from species to genus.
2. Descend from genus to species.
3. Rem~:rk +rA divers cb1ractl.'r'O of a vice ""rich
ic: 1" l,:rj,len, or of
which i"i
4. ObS0J.(: 1Lc relation vi' vilt>blibject to 8.l.Io~L(jr.
5. Observe whether some things be not supposed, which are not expressed.
6. Refiprt on the person !'irA~1cing or
7. ReHee"
:.he state Dt
person
8.
9.
10.
U.

Remd.rk ~l:.tl time of &. ",hm';' or action.
Observe place.
Oonsider the persons addressed.
EXam1fJA t'hl; particu1flr stM,f' of persons R(l-

12. COll·;id,·,y

princi:p>'~"

word or

13. Con"i.J.ul' e;.;nsequenc.~.
14. Reflect on the end proposed in Ull expression
or a.n action.
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15. Consider \\"hethcr there be anything remarkabie in the manner of the speech or
action.
10. Compare 'w(J~ds and actions 'With similar
words and actions.
17. Rermrk the differences of words and actions
all different o~c:-lsions.
18. Contrast words and
1 g. Examine ihe ground·,
or expression,
equity of it.
20. Remark the good
]1'\
and actions.
21. Suppose things.
22. Guard against objecti'
23. Consider characters c:~)blc~ ';'"-":'1c-:~"112"'-;
-Innnnity-Necessity=-Utility-Evidence, &c.
24. Remurk degrees.
25. Obserye different interests.
i!6. Distinguish-Define-Divide.
27. Compare tIle differEnt parts of the text to..
gether.
'rHE END.
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